Bargain DVD & Blu-ray

A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!
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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
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Current titles are marked with a ⭐.

3720403 ROB ROY. Widescreen. When a harsh winter threatens the Scottish Highlands, Rob Roy MacGregor (Liam Neeson) is forced to borrow money from the Marquis of Montrose (John Hurt) to provide for his clan. But when Montrose’s henchman (Tim Roth) conspires to steal the wealth for himself, Rob Roy is thrust into battle. Also stars Jessica Lange. Rated R. English SDH.

139 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95

2955229 THE TRANSPORTER REFUELED. Widescreen. Frank Martin is a mercenary with a special set of skills. When Frank enters into a dangerous deal with a group of femme-fatales looking for money to fuel a business, his old nemesis, the Russian kingpin, his father is taken hostage, sending Frank full throttle to save him. 96 minutes. VVS Films.

$3.95

2834456 NEVERLAND. Widescreen. Prequel to the timeless classic, Peter Pan. Follow Peter (Charlie Rowe) and his gang of misfits as they are transported into a parallel world overrun by ruthless pirates, magical tree spirits, and the deceitful man destined to become the infamous Captain Hook. With AnnaSophia Robb, Robert Hoskins and Keira Knightley. CC. 169 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment.

$3.95

2788373 TRUE CRIME: Clint Eastwood Collection. Widescreen. Boozier, skirt chaser, careless father: you could be his next victim. Watch the way the Knights will encounter and defeat the beast that has been terrorizing his subjects and besieging his castle. Along the way the Knights will encounter beautiful, but malicious creatures all determined to halt them in their tracks. Not rated. 5 discs.

$3.95

3755185 KNIGHTS OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. After a deadly Dragon relentlessly attacks his kingdom, a King sends his best KNIGHTS on a quest to defeat the beast that has been terrorizing his subjects and besieging his castle. Along the way the Knights will encounter beautiful, but malicious creatures all determined to halt them in their tracks. Not rated. 5 discs.

$3.95
3.95

3800628 | BORN TO RIDE. Widescreen. Mike (Casper Van Dien) decides to hit the road with best buddy Alex (Patrick Muldoon), but their trek takes a surprising twist when they become involved in a plot of political blackmail. Full of dramatic tension and high energy. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97
6.95

3778600 | KILL KANE. Widescreen. Family man Ray Brookes (Vinnie Jones) seeks revenge when his wife and children are murdered by infamous gangsters. Unable to place his faith in the justice system, he sets his own violent standards and becomes a hunted man for those who robbed him of a future. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. 4Digital Media.
4.95

2940280 | DIAMOND CARTEL. The charismatic and ruthless Mussa makes a deal: a huge, rare Star of East Diamond from the Hong Kong triad crime boss Mr. Lo—but not before being robbed by two former lovers. Just as the pair reaches the border with the loyalties of both sides in flux, they've set up a spectacular finale. Stars Armand Assante and Michaeladsen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95
2.95

3989403 | IN THE NAME OF BETRAYAL. Widescreen. A young platinum ensemble in the Roman arena in 171 AD escapes by chariot towards the freedom of Hadrian's Wall. Fighting centurions and mercenaries along the way, he becomes a folk hero for all those struggling to fight Roman oppression. Stars Adrian Bouchet and Jonno Davies. SDH. 116 minutes. Vision Films.
3.95

3747239 | 300: Rise of an Empire. Widescreen. In this new chapter of the 300 saga, the original blockbuster, brings the fight to a new battlefield—the sea. Greek general Themistokles (Sullivan Stapleton) is pitted against massive invading Persian forces and knows the only hope of defeating the Persian army is to unite Greece. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. 3.95

3803802 | FIRESIDE. Widescreen. Prometheus Kinetics has created Helios, a revolutionary clean energy source so powerful it rivals the force of the sun. But when certain governing bodies fail to take safety measures, the explosive product begins to seep below the earth's crust producing giant blasts of fire. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.
4.95

3754850 | KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE. Widescreen. Facing certain defeat, Merlin banishes the evil enchantress Morgan and her son Mordred to the ends of the universe. Vowing revenge, Morgan and her son return to Earth, determined to destroy everyone who descends of King Arthur and his knights. Stars Sara Malakul Lant, Eoin O’Brien and Alex Winters. CC. 90 minutes. Cinemedia.
3.95

3779092 | TRANSFORMERS. Widescreen. From director Michael Bay comes a thrilling battle between the heroic Autobots and evil Decepticons. When their epic struggle comes to Earth, all that stands between peace and destruction is a incredible power clue held by Sam Witwicky (Shia LaBeouf). This two-disc set comes packaged in a case that actually transforms into Optimus Prime himself. 143 minutes. DreamWorks.
5.95

3784421 | IRON BODYGUARD. Widescreen. A powerful, exciting tale of a group of government agents trying to corrupt the Ching rulers. This film began a trend in Hong Kong film focusing on real martial arts and fun action, and the Shaw Brothers delivered an epic as strong as they could. Not Rated. Mandarin in English subtitles. 94 minutes. Tokyo Shock.
4.95

3800571 | BLOOD BROTHERS. Widescreen. Kung fu favorites Ti Lung, David Chiang and Chen Kuan Tai star as friends whose oath of brotherhood is tested when one of them is corrupted by power and lust for another's wife. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 119 minutes. ARC Entertainment.
3.95

3.95

3739740 | THE VILLAINESS. Widescreen. Honeed from childhood into a merciless killing machine, assassin Lee Soon-jae (Jeon Do-yeon) struggles to adjust to normal life with the promise of freedom after ten years. But soon enough secrets from her past destroy everything she's worked so hard for. Rated Not Rated. English SDH. 130 minutes. Well Go USA.
3.95

6957177 | SPARTACUS. Widescreen. In 72 BC the Roman Empire swept through Europe, conquering countries and selling their inhabitants into slavery. As one man, Spartacus defies the system and leads 80 fellow slaves in a coordinated revolt. Starring Goran Visnjic, 177 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $19.98
6.95

3716597 | OUTLAWED. Widescreen. Ex-Royal Marine Commando Jake O'Neil (Adam Collins) struggles to adjust to civilian life after a failed mission. When former girlfriend Jade Roberts seeks his help to uncover the truth behind her father's mysterious death, Jake agrees. So on, he finds himself tangled in a web of corruption and murder. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. 4Digital Media.
4.95

2803925 | HALO: Nightfall. Widescreen. Tells the personal story of Jameisson Locke, a fanatical manhunter and agent of the Office of Naval Intelligence. Earth's most powerful and secretive military branch. And his team are investigating terrorist chatter... conspiracy... and then finds himself tangled in a web of corruption and murder. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Microsoft Studios. Pub. at $9.99
2.95

3785580 | RISE OF THE NORTHSTAR. Widescreen. After a terrible experiment known as Project 12 was abandoned by the military, a group of mercenaries plan a great operation to win back a world of gain access to the controversial project. Soon they discover the truth and face an unexpected enemy who will make this operation their worst nightmare. English SDH. 97 minutes.
5.95

3718430 | BUNKER: Project 12. Widescreen. After a terrible experiment known as Project 12 was abandoned by the military, a group of mercenaries plan a great operation to win back a world of gain access to the controversial project. Soon they discover the truth and face an unexpected enemy who will make this operation their worst nightmare. English SDH. 97 minutes.
5.95

3785598 | CAPTAIN PHILLIPS. Widescreen. Based on a true story, the film focuses on the Alabama's commanding officer, Captain Richard Phillips (Tom Hanks) and his ship, the USS Maersk Alabama, as it takes him hostage. In the ensuing standoff, both men will find themselves at the mercy of forces beyond their control. English SDH. 134 minutes. Columbia.
5.95
ACTION/ADVENTURE

KING OF NEW YORK. Widescreen. Freed from prison, Frank White (Christopher Walken) is sent to New York City to track down his former partner, City Marshal Jake Holman, and his wife Rachel (Jennifer Beals). The couple is long overdue and has a score to settle with the Russian crime boss, Yuri, who has been holding them captive for weeks. Rated R. English. SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. $14.98.

BEYOND THE MASK. Widescreen. The leading mercenary for the British East India Company, Will Reynolds (Ian Mckellen) is faced with a daunting task: to protect the East Indian Company’s most valuable commodity—a shipment of opium bound for China—against the British forces and the neighboring Chinese army. Rated R. English, Widescreen. 108 minutes. Rare Flix. $19.99.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON. After discovering Cleopatra’s buried treasure, a British explorer is apprehended in an old movie set, Tinker Bell’s Field, by an archaeologist (Spike Nelson) on a journey to discover the location of the treasure. Sir Hubert, the explorer, refuses to reveal the location where they are hidden. 91 minutes. Reel Vault.

HERCULES: Hallmark Entertainment. This thrilling live-action tale adapts the epic saga of the young Hercules, mighty half-god son to Zeus and Alcmene, Princess of Thebes, stars Paul Lefler, Elizabeth Perkins, Timothy Dalton,0, and Leonis. CC. 127 minutes. Lions Gate. $14.98.

ESCAPING TO BURMA. When a local British Burmese prince is found murdered, his grieving father seeks vengeance. Beren (Robert Ryan) becomes the prime suspect. Fleeing for his life, he finds temporary sanctuary in a teak plantation owned by a British woman (Barbara Stanwyck), who believes he’s innocent, and falls in love with him, in this adventure. MVD Visual. $14.95.

BATTLE OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. While searching for a mysterious lost city, he unearths the remains of a major city, its population is quarantined by military blockading and policed by killer drones. Now for a wealthy industrialist desperate to rescue his daughter, former commander Max O’Herlihy (Patrick Stewart), is his only hope. Rated R. 88 minutes. WS Films.

APPOINTMENT IN HONDURAS. Fullscreen. An adventure carrying a vast sum of money (Glen Ford), a husband and wife whose marriage is on the rocks (Ann Sheridan, Zachary Scott), and a murderous band of cutthroats trek through jungles to find a place of mission to save an ostensible political leader in this 1953 adventure. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95.

LIFE ON THE LINE. Widescreen. In this tense contemporary thriller, a team of power line workers races to install miles of cable before a powerful lightening storm destroys the entire power grid. Rated R. 97 minutes. WS Films.

RAILROAD TIGERS. In this action comedy caper packed with laughs, a whiskey-soaked railroad worker (Chang) and his ragtag group of freedom fighters find themselves on the wrong side of the tracks. They are engineering their own version of a rural uprising to turn the tables on the powerful railroad empire. Stars Leo Fong and Philip Baker Hall. Unrated. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Rare Flix. Pub. $19.99.

RARERFLIX TRIPLE FEATURE, VOL. 3. The Ninja Strikes Back (Bruce Lee clone). Bruce Le and Bolo Yeung. The Lady Street Fighter features Renee Harmon and legendary showgirl and mug maze, Liz Penay. Revenge of the Green Dragons stars John一样. Featuring the Ming Dynasty, a palace guard, Ying (Donnie Yen), a former police officer, takes on the onerous political leader in this historical. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95.

ROAD TO BURMA. Widescreen. In this adventure, Lt. Harry Sennett (John Hodiak), a former police officer, takes on the onerous political leader in this historical. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95.

BATTLE OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. In this tense contemporary thriller, a team of power line workers races to install miles of cable before a powerful lightening storm destroys the entire power grid. Rated R. 97 minutes. WS Films.

LIFE ON THE LINE. Widescreen. In this tense contemporary thriller, a team of power line workers races to install miles of cable before a powerful lightening storm destroys the entire power grid. Rated R. 97 minutes. WS Films.

RAILROAD TIGERS. In this action comedy caper packed with laughs, a whiskey-soaked railroad worker (Chang) and his ragtag group of freedom fighters find themselves on the wrong side of the tracks. They are engineering their own version of a rural uprising to turn the tables on the powerful railroad empire. Stars Leo Fong and Philip Baker Hall. Unrated. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Rare Flix. Pub. $19.99.

RARERFLIX TRIPLE FEATURE, VOL. 3. The Ninja Strikes Back (Bruce Lee clone). Bruce Le and Bolo Yeung. The Lady Street Fighter features Renee Harmon and legendary showgirl and mug maze, Liz Penay. Revenge of the Green Dragons stars John一样. Featuring the Ming Dynasty, a palace guard, Ying (Donnie Yen), a former police officer, takes on the onerous political leader in this historical. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95.

ROAD TO BURMA. Widescreen. In this adventure, Lt. Harry Sennett (John Hodiak), a former police officer, takes on the onerous political leader in this historical. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95.

BATTLE OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. In this tense contemporary thriller, a team of power line workers races to install miles of cable before a powerful lightening storm destroys the entire power grid. Rated R. 97 minutes. WS Films.

LIFE ON THE LINE. Widescreen. In this tense contemporary thriller, a team of power line workers races to install miles of cable before a powerful lightening storm destroys the entire power grid. Rated R. 97 minutes. WS Films.

RAILROAD TIGERS. In this action comedy caper packed with laughs, a whiskey-soaked railroad worker (Chang) and his ragtag group of freedom fighters find themselves on the wrong side of the tracks. They are engineering their own version of a rural uprising to turn the tables on the powerful railroad empire. Stars Leo Fong and Philip Baker Hall. Unrated. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Rare Flix. Pub. $19.99.

RARERFLIX TRIPLE FEATURE, VOL. 3. The Ninja Strikes Back (Bruce Lee clone). Bruce Le and Bolo Yeung. The Lady Street Fighter features Renee Harmon and legendary showgirl and mug maze, Liz Penay. Revenge of the Green Dragons stars John一样. Featuring the Ming Dynasty, a palace guard, Ying (Donnie Yen), a former police officer, takes on the onerous political leader in this historical. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95.

ROAD TO BURMA. Widescreen. In this adventure, Lt. Harry Sennett (John Hodiak), a former police officer, takes on the onerous political leader in this historical. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95.


**Action/Adventure**

**3714403** BUYBUST. Widescreen. After surviving the slaughter of her entire squad in a drug raid orchestrated by dirty cops, anti-narcotics special operative Nina Manigan (Annie Curtis), is eager to go head to head with the drug cartels that hold a bloody grip on Manila. Dubbed and in Filipino, English subtitles. Not Rated. 127 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**★ 2886203** JULES VERNE’S MYSTERIOUS ISLAND. Widescreen. Escaping from a Confederate prison camp by balloon, five survivors land on an uncharted island in the Pacific. Far from being a sanctuary, the island is home to carnivorous monkeys, bloodthirsty pirates, and the mad genius Captain Nemo (Patrick Stewart), who inhabits the mysterious island for his own strange ends. Also stars Kyle MacLachlan. English SDH. 171 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**3794114** BIG BROTHER. Widescreen. Martial arts legend Donnie Yen stars as a former soldier recruited for his toughest mission yet—teaching a class of teen delinquents. As he kicks his way into their school and home lives, it becomes clear that his unconventional teaching style might be just what they need. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**★ 6534344** DIRTY MARY CRAZY LARRY/RAVE WITH THE DEVIL. Widescreen. This double feature is filled with intense car chases. In Dirty Mary Crazy Larry, a former NASCAR racer (Peter Fonda), a groupie (Susan George), and a mechanic (Adam Roarke) rob a supermarket and hit the highway. In Rave with the Devil, two couples (Peter Fonda, Warren Gastes, Lara Parker, Lowell Switz) are pursued by satanic cultists. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.93 $11.95

**2924949** VINCENT-N-ROXYX. Widescreen. The lives of Roxxy, an inner-city girl in trouble, and Vincent, a quirk y Korean martial arts master (Joel Grey), intersect when they are quickly informed that they have assassinated the wrong individual. With the stakes high, they must quickly correct their mistakes; if they don’t, innocent lives are lost. Rated R. CC. 92 minutes. Well Go USA. $4.95

**★ 3882064** THE MERLIN COLLECTION. Imagine a world where dreams come true and magic is real! This collection includes three films with the mighty wizard Merlin, Merlin’s Apprentice; and Merlin: The Return. Stars include Sam Neill, Miranda Richardson, Vuk Mayall, Tia Carrere and Adam Paul. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $13.95

**5704499** CONVOY OF WOMEN. In this rare 1970’s French/Italian white adventure film, a group of young women are captured and shipped off to America to be sold to the early colonists. But when the captives turn the tables on their captors, they start a small war between the soldiers, Native Americans and French colonists—who all want the women to themselves, stars Alice Arno. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $11.85

**3657345** GWENDOLINE. Widescreen. In this erotic cult classic, video vixen Tawny Kitaen made her movie debut as the vir ginn adventuress on a provocative odyssey to find her lost father. But even if she can endure the scorch of the desert and the hungers of the jungle, will she survive her final ordeal at the hands—and more of the warrior woman of Yolk? In French with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.97

**66246X** MOONSHINE COUNTY EXPRESS. Widescreen. Villainous rackets star key (William Conrad) has bumped off likable moonshiner Pap Hamer, and now he’s setting his sights on the dead man’s beautiful daughters (Susan Howard, Claudia Jennings, and Maureen McCormick). But the girls have an unexpected ally: Key’s nephew, Roney. But Key thrashes his own hands, Remo Williams (Fred Ward) becomes the ultimate criminal exterminator. But the real adventure begins when he corrupts a millionaire and his henchmen. 121 minutes. Westar Entertainment. $5.95

**★ 6883282** REMO WILLIAMS: The Adventure Begins... Widescreen. Trained by a quirky Korean martial arts master (Joe Grey) to become an ex-convict bounty hunter, Remo Williams tries to save his girlfriend, he has no choice but to use his teachings to show his enemies what it takes to keep him alive. With Shih Svui, Shih Shu, and Frankie Wei Hung. Unrated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Image Entertainment. Full Screen. $2.95

**302080X** BOONE: The Bounty Hunter. Widescreen. Marine turns bounty hunter and becomes John Henggan, uses a combination of brute strength, athletic prowess and swagger to bring down delinquent celebrities for his hit reality TV series. Backed by his fearless crew, Boone will go to any length to get the story. Also stars Kevin Cheng in English SDH. 86 minutes. Vision Films. $2.95

**3810393** RISE OF THE FELLOWSHIP. Widescreen. A group of friends embark on an epic journey to find a new world they have only heard of—the uncharted island in the Pacific. Far from being a sanctuary, the island is home to carnivorous monkeys, bloodthirsty pirates, and the mad genius Captain Nemo (Patrick Stewart), who inhabits the mysterious island for his own strange ends. Also stars Kyle MacLachlan. English SDH. 171 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**★ 3706362** THE WHITE WARRIOR. Widescreen. In an unusual bit of casting, musician Steve Reeves plays a Caucasian, Hadji Murad, whom the natives call the “White Warrior.” Against tremendous odds, Murad leads a small band of mountain warriors to victory over the superior Russian army of Czar Nicholas I. Directed by Recardo Freda. 86 minutes. Well Go USA. Pub. at $3.95 $11.95

**6961509** JUNGLE QUEEN. Fullscreen. Naïve sends agents into the African jungle to stir up local tribes, and to find a sword of mysterious powers. When two Americans arrive in the jungle, the Nazi commander does all she can to kill the trio, but her efforts are collected by Queen of the Jungle. All 13 chapters of the thrilling serial. In B&W. Four hours. VCI Entertainment. $14.95


**696959X** THE KILLER. Dragon Dynasty. International superstar Chow Yun-Fat plays an assassin who agrees to one last job before retiring, but when his bosses double-cross him, he takes on the mob and the police in one of the most explosive showdowns in cinematic history. Unrated with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Weinstein. $2.95

**3763110** S.O.S. COASTGUARD. Fullscreen. This exciting Republic Serial with 12 riveting chapters, stars hero Ralph Byrd with Bela Lugosi as the evil scientist with a plan for world domination. Will our hero be able to stop this mad man from selling his formula to foreign powers? In B&W. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

**★ 3766462** ROBOWAR. Widescreen. When a team of badass commandos is hired for a jungle rescue mission, they’ll instead find them hunted by a kill-crazed creature that is part man, part machine and all glorious ‘80s ItalianSieuze. Directed by Bruno Matti. Rated R. 91 minutes. SevenUp. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/816
**Westerns**

- **3759342 ANY GUN CAN PLAY.** After a gang leader gets away with a million in gold from a train robbery, he loses the trail by bounty hunter, a bandit, and a banker. The only man who knows where to find the new hidden loot gets shot to death and the rest of the trigger-happy gunfingers want to get their hands on it in this classic spaghetti western. 105 minutes. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

- **2959984 STANDING TALL.** Shasta, a rancher, and his wife are harassed by a ruthless land robber and when he refuses to sell out, he could lose his entire property. Ultimately Shasta must stand tall against the land robber in an exciting one on one showdown. Stars Robert Forster and Linda Evans. Not rated. 98 minutes. Cheerio Movies. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

- **3752429 WINNERS OF THE WEST.** Fighting to advance the Hartigan Continental through Hell Gate Pass, Jeff Ramsey (Dick Foran), assistant to the president of the line, is blocked by the self-styled ruler of the domain beyond the pass. To make matters worse, local Indians are making it even tougher to get the train through. Includes all 13 Missing episodes of the 1930 serial. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. **$14.95**

- **6960871 DJANGO/DJANGO KILL/KEO/TEXAS, ADIOS.** Spaghetti Western Collection. The action-packed classics brought new levels of mayhem and vengeance to the spaghetti western genre. Collects Sergio Corbucci's legendary Django; the strongest and most controversial spaghetti western ever made. Django Kill; the spiritual successor Keoma; and the vengeance-fueled Texas, Adios. Stars Franco Nero and Tomas Milian. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 **$9.95**

- **288818X THE FASTEST GUNS OF THE WEST: The William Castle Western Collection.** Collects eight classics from the legendary filmmaker William Castle. Klondike Kate; Master of Kansas; Battle of Ragone River; Duel on the Mississippi; Quest of Cochise; Jesse James vs the Daltons; The Gun that Won the West; and Uranium Boom. Stars include Dennis Morgan, Lex Baker, and Barbara Lawrence. In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 **$9.95**

- **3779033 PANCHO VILLA: Cinema Deluxe.** Telly Savalas is Pancho Villa, the legendary Mexican bandit. Reel Vault. **$13.95**

- **2908338 SHALAMAR.** widescreen. Based on the novel by best-selling author Anthony L’Amore. This rollicking 1968 western stars Sean Connery as the gutsy and solitary gunfighter of the title. When he saves a beautiful countess (Brigitte Bardot) from Apache Indians, it ignites a fiery romance—one that will force him to put his own life on the line. 216 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

- **5931371 GUNSMOKE: One Man’s Justice.** Widescreen. The saga of television’s most popular western series continues with this 1994 adventure. James Arness returns one last time as U.S. Marshal Matt Dillon as he races to save an innocent teenage boy out to avenging his mother’s brutal stagecoach murder. Also stars Bruce Boxleitner. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

- **3745511 DJANGO THE BASTARD.** Widescreen. Django, a ghost-like figure, walks into a dusty western town with vengeance on his mind. As he finds the men he’s looking for, he places a cross with the person’s name and death date in the middle of the street before enacting violent revenge in this 1969 spaghetti western. Stars Anthony Stellen and Rada Rassimov. English SDH. 99 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $19.95 **$15.95**

- **5909396 FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE.** Widescreen. Screen legend Eastwood and Lee Van Cleef co-star as two rival bounty hunters who join forces to bring murderous bandit El Indio and his vicious gang of criminals to justice. But all of it seems in this hard hitting second installment of director Sergio Leone’s trilogy. With music by Ennio Morricone. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

- **2967588 THE VIRGINIAN.** Widescreen. Raised by powerful cattle baron Judge Henry (Ron Perlman), South (Trace Adkins) lives his a life as a steely rancher. When a big city writer raises questions about the fierce treatment of rustlers, South is quick to defend the brutal methods he uses. Then South learns the Virginian has wondered if the Judge had ulterior motives in raising him to a life of bloodshed. 94 minutes. **$14.95**

- **2819183 THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN/SERAPHIM FALLS.** The Magnificent Seven, the desperate townspeople of Rose Creek employ seven protection from seven hired guns. Stars Chris Pratt, English SDH. 133 minutes. In Seraphim Falls, Ex-Union Captain Gideon has come west looking to leave the brutal, bloody past behind. Stars Liam Neeson. Rated R. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **2993808 BOB BAKER: Classic Westerns Collection.** "The Singing Cowboy" stars in: The Magnificent Seven; The Man with the Golden Gun; Seven Brides for Seven Brothers; The Good, the Bad and the Ugly; The Good, the Bad and the Darl; and The Good, the Bad and the Ugly. **$19.95**

- **3712388 THE BUCKSKIN LADY.** Angela Medley is the daughter of Doc Medley in the Nevada town of Bitter Water. Interested in selling his practice, the older doctor places an ad, bringing a newcomer who begins falling for Angela, much to the dislike of her gunfighter boyfriend. In B&W. 66 minutes. DVD Video. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

- **2979603 COMIN’ AT YA!** Tragedy strikes as two ruthless brothers kidnap a bride during her wedding. H.H. Hart (Tony Anthony) embarks on a quest to find the love he lost and take vengeance upon the wicked. Directed by spaghetti western pioneer Ferdinando Baldi and stars Tony Anthony and Vicilio Pizzuti. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99 **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **3950484 THE ROAD TO BALI.** Widescreen. In this wild adventure, a bunch of friends get caught up in an international incident in Bali. Directed by Norman Lear. 102 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 **$7.95**

- **380321X GREAT COMEDY TEAMS COLLECTION.** Cinema’s beloved comedy teams deliver hours of non-stop laughs. Features contributions from Abbot and Costello; Bud and Lou; The Three Stooges; The Marx Brothers; The Muppet Show; The Smothers Brothers; Woody Allen; and The Office. **$38.95**

- **2858274 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000 PRESENTS ZOMBIE NIGHTMARE.** When a young baseball player is stuck and killed by a car full of rambunctious teens, he is resurrected as a mysterious, voodoo priestess to resurrect her son, allowing his zombie corpse the vengeance necessary to finally rest in peace. The entire cast and crew now take on this 1968 zombie classic starring Adam West and Tina Carrere. 100 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $14.93 **$3.95**

- **292403X PARADISE.** Widescreen. After a near fatal accident, Lamb Mannheim (Juliane Hough) realizes that the world is much bigger than she thought, God fearing Montana town. Armed with an insurance payout and a checklist of things. She’s only one place for her first taste of temptation: Las Vegas! Written and directed by Diablo Cody. Also stars Holly Hunter and Nick Offerman. 86 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. Pub. at $27.95 **$9.95**

- **5970097 HIDE IN THE SUN.** Fullscreen. When a psychic bank robber Duke and his brother Steve make off with a bundle of money following a midday heist. The plan to cool their heists in Cuba looks and ultimate fails. The two go on to hang in a nudist camp in sunny Miami with a kidnaped ultra-vixen in tow. From seaplane legend Doris Wishman. Not Rated. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. **$14.95**

**Comedy**

- **3761721 MACKENNA’S GOLD.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. **$6.95**

- **3717729 ARIZONA: 75th Anniversary Series.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 **$3.95**

- **3764575 JOE KIDD.** Widescreen. Universal. **$5.95**

- **3719663 3:10 TO YUMA: Special Edition.** Widescreen. Directed by John Farrow. 102 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $7.95 **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **2850979 RITA OF THE WEST.** WhamUSA. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

- **2856751 MACKENNA’S OLD.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. **$6.95**

- **6645366 RIO GRANDE.** Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 **$9.95**

- **6657141 THE FIGHTING KENTUCKIAN.** Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 **$9.95**

- **2837544 JOHN WAYNE: The Fox Westerns.** Widescreen. 2837544 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $29.98 **$14.95**

- **368760 ALONG CAME JONES.** MGM. Pub. at $24.95 **$13.95**

- **6679702 WAR OF THE WILDCATS.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **369119X THE LONELY TRAIL.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **3289004 BILLY THE KID: Showdown in Lincoln City.** Widescreen. E One. **$4.95**
**Comedy**

**6871801 LAST RESORT.** Charles Grodin and Jon Lovitz can be found vacationing at Club Sand, a tropical resort that houses the “hottest” escapes in the Caribbean! Club Sand’s idea of “deluxe accommodations” is army cots, the counselors specialize in seduction, and armed guerrillas could invade any minute. Also stars Megan Mullally. Rated R. 80 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. $3.95

**5972450 STEAMBOAT BILL, JR. Ultimate 2-Disc Edition.** One of the silent comedy’s best! Buster Keaton stars as William Carnehld, Jr., a Boston collegian who returns to his deep-southern roots to reunite with his father, a crusty riverboat captain (Ernest Torrence) engaged in a bitter rivalry with a riverboat king—who also so happens to be the father of Willie’s sweetheart (Marion Byron). In B&W. 70 minutes on two DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95


**4575714 COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon.** Comedy greats like Martin Short, Dan Aykroyd, Eric Idle and Rick Moranis give us four times the laughs with this comedy collection. Includes Cross My Heart (Rated R), Fierce Creatures (Rated PG), Spaceballs (Rated PG), and Honey. Other stars include Jamie Lee Curtis, Catherine Zeta-Jones, and Kevin Kline. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**377189X BULL DURHAM.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Full of laughs as a young man, in a rock star when the Durham Bulls’ new catcher “Crash” Davis (Kevin Costner) punches out the cocky young pitcher Nuke (Tim Matheson) and finds his new role on the baseball field. Rated R. CC. 108 minutes on one DVD. MGM. $5.95

**3716548 IDEAL HOME.** Widescreen. Steve Coogan and Paul Rudd star as Erasmus and Paul, a bickering gay couple whose lives are turned inside out when a ten-year-old boy shows up at their door claiming to be the father of Erasmus. Even Erasmus is ready to give up their lifestyle to be parents, but maybe this kid has a thing or two to teach them. English SDH. 91 minutes. Enchanted Land. $4.95

**5880327 KILL YOUR DARLINGS.** A desperate young writer is lured into Cambodia by a mysterious woman in this darkly comic take on the all-American road trip. Along the way, they cross paths with a hapless motorcross trainee and a love sick housewife, all on their way to a celebrity TV shrink in Las Vegas. Stars John Larroquette, Lolita Davidovich, and Greg Germann. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $6.95

**3714834 THE FLETCH COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Fletch stars Chevy Chase a reckless investigative reporter who changes his identity more often than his underwear, all while uncovering corruption, forbidden romance and murder. In Fletch Lives the newspaper sleuth travels to Louisiana to live the good life but soon finds himself immersed in the kind of troubles only Fletch can shove. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**4359457 THE MARX BROTHERS: Monkey Business.** Widescreen. Groucho, Harpo, Chico and Zeppo head for the high seas in this Mars comedy classic. While hiding from the authorities on a luxury cruise ship, a quartet of stowaways inadvertently find themselvesposing as bodyguards to rival powerful old men while the wacky brothers get mixed up in a kidnapping scheme. 78 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**6786340 FAIRY TALES.** Widescreen. Scream Queen Linnea Quigley stars in her first feature role in this erotic musical lowlife, Little Bo PEEP, Old King Cole, Little Tommy Tucker, Snow White, and other fairy tale regulars have all grown up. They romp their way through a clothing-optional land of make believe. The Garden is possible—and naughty things are encouraged. 76 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**3752399 THE NAUGHTY NINETIES.** Widescreen. Set in the 1980s, a ham actor (Bud Cort), dim-witted lawyer (Lou Costello) set sail on the Mississippi showboat, the River Queen. When a group of villainous gamblers win a controlling interest in the River Queen, they attempt to rig the showboat of the villains with a few hilariously missteps along the way. English SDH. In B&W. 77 minutes. Universal. $6.95

**3803406 JAKE’S BIG JOB.** Fullscreen. National Lampoon presents this classic take on the wildly popular flash animation series that rocked the internet. Jake is smooth, confident, and overeager to prove himself in the business. With his 21st birthday fast approaching, Siston just wants to get lucky, and Jake is just the player to show him the ropes. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. National Lampoon. $3.95

**3801497 THE WHOLE TRUTH.** Widescreen. Angela Matsner is an acting defendant and how to work the system and win jury acquittal. But when one of her clients, a ruthless mobster, turns on her she becomes the group’s defense attorney. Stars Elisabeth Rohm, Sean Patrick Flanery and Eric Roberts. 99 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

**2937751 BIGFOOT’S WILD WEEKEND.** When skeptical tabloid reporter Harlan James is given an exclusive inside view to string of encounters involving Bigfoot, he sets out to find the creature, only to discover that this big hairy beast is actually a beer-drinking, party-going, urbanite. Stars Steve Railsback. BayView Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**3764818 ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET THE MUMMY.** Fullscreen. Continuing the duo’s “horror comedy” spoofs, this hilarious 1930s classic follows Pete and Freddie, hired to transport a legendary mummy to America. When an archaeologist is murdered and the mummy goes missing, the bumbling baddies find themselves in possession of a cursed medallion and on the trail to untold treasures in B&W. 80 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**3959970 THE BEACH PARTY AT THE TRH OR WHO DONE IT? VOLUME 1.** Widescreen. Collects eight fantastic funny films from this classic comic duo; One Night in the Tropics; In the Navy; Keep ’em Flying; Pardon My Sarong; Buck Privates; Hold That Shadow; and Who Done it? English SDH. In B&W. Over eleven hours on 4 DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**374680X THE BEST OF ABBOTT AND LOU COSTELLO VOLUME 4.** Widescreen. Some of the best films from this classic comic duo: Who Done It?; Splitting at the Seams; Let’s Make It Legal; Supposed They gave a War; National Lampoon Pr. Stars John Wayne; Steve Martin; Carol Channing; and Lou Costello. English SDH. In B&W. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**294331X POSTAL.** Widescreen. Prepare yourself for Uwe Boll’s outrageous film based on the popular video game. After a clueless slacker named the Postal Dude (Zack Ward) loses his job, he joins his shady Uncle Dave (Dave Foley) and a bevy of buxom, scantily-clad female cult followers in a scheme to coin new toys. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $2.95

**2992612 ELLIE PARKER.** A raw, dark comedy about an aspiring actress ( Naomi Watts) looking to land a role in Hollywood. Directed by Scott Coffey, this acerbic look at the underside of the film industry features Chevy Chase as Ellie’s agent and a cameo by the band Dogstar. Rated R. 96 minutes. Street Releasing. $3.95

**5920705 NICE DREAMS/THINGS ARE TOUGH ALL OVER.** Widescreen. Cheech Marin and Tommy Chong, those ultimate stoner stars, light up the screen with a pair of laugh-out-loud collapse-fest of a classic film. Cheech and Chong go through sales of “specially mixed” ice cream in Nice Dreams (with Stacy Keach). Then, Cheech & Chong take on dual roles for the hilarious Las Vegas caper Things Are Tough All Over. Both Rated R. Nearly 3 hours. Sony Pictures. $8.95

**3714635 POLICE BUSTED.** Rated “R” for Use. After an anonymous citizen on a million dollar, a businessman looks for an investment so he can write off the loss. He decides to produce and film a TV pilot based on William Shakespeare’s play Julius Caesar. With a movie wins for best comedy—cementing the careers of all involved. Stars Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker, and Jayne Mansfield. In B&W. 90 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95
Phyllis Diller. 80 minutes. Reel Vault.

youth. Tons of laughs along the way with an unusual cast headed to a nearly deserted island off the coast of Florida for a *Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros.* Enter.

2937999 hours on two DVDs. Universal.

Schwarzenegger becomes pregnant in the bizarre comedy *invisible. Stars Dean Jones and co-stars Dylan the shaggy dog for juggling their everyday lives. In Spanish with English Subtitles.*

3759466

THE FAT SPY. Widescreen. When the fun of double dating begins to grow old, Richard and Bettina share a dirty little secret and a desire to share this practice with them. Hilarity begins to grow old, Richard and Bettina share a dirty little secret and a desire to share this practice with them. Hilarity

5926211

SEX AND THE SINGLE GIRL. Widescreen. After a string of incompatible boyfriends, Ellen (Joan Collins) meets a new boyfriend and realizes she has found the one. In this classic 1959 romantic comedy, she encounters his look-alike, Jaconimo, a fugitive con man. Meanwhile, the Afghan Caliph and his wife are arriving in Venice for a State Visit, and she insists on a night with the legendary lover. A series of erotic encounters and mistaken-identity comedies ensue. Stars Tony Curtis. Rated R. 101 minutes. Comedy Movies. Pub. at $12.95

3785459 THE STREAM. Widescreen. When the neighborhood bully snapped Ernest's Tiffly bat--which he was substituting for his lightsaber--in half, Ernest and his friends accept a mission: follow a nearby stream to the mail and buy a new bat,Army home before their parents know they're missing. CC. 85 minutes. Cinedigm.

3747010 SOMETHING LIKE IT. While hiding from the Royal authorities, Jacomo D'Arca (Gary Grimes) and his love, the Princess D'Arca (Heather Angel), encounter his look-alike, Jacomino, a fugitive con man. Meanwhile, the Afghan Caliph and his wife are arriving in Venice for a State Visit, and she insists on a night with the legendary lover. A series of erotic encounters and mistaken-identity comedies ensue. Stars Tony Curtis. Rated R. 101 minutes. Comedy Movies. Pub. at $12.95

3736512 MISS TUESDAY NIGHT. Fullscreen. Andrew Vax, a novelist (Patrick Holt) and his wife (Diana Dors) lose an older lady who appears at their door to spend the night in the storm. But when someone shoots her during the night, and Andrew is accused, he's forced to team up to solve the mystery. In Spanish with English Subtitles. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95


5429885 THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN. Widescreen. Exposed to a bizarre mix of household chemicals, ordinary housewife Pat Kramer (Lily Tomlin) develops a strange illness–she begins talking to the dogs and struggling to take care of her family. Pat's diminishing size captivates the hearts of the American people but also the attention of an evil scientist, Dr. Charles Grodin. English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal.

5789560 TOOK GUYS. Widescreen. After 30 years in prison, train robbers Harry Doyle (Burt Lancaster) and Archie Long (Kirk Douglas) face the new world of the 1980s. With a crooked cop (Charles Durning) and a myopic hitman (Elli Wallacht) hot on their trail, their struggle to live the straight life ends with the inevitable: a shoot out! A most profitable three-eyers.ever. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

3736520 MY WIFE'S LODGER. Fullscreen. Willie Higginbotham, a hapless soldier returns home from the war expecting a warm welcome from his wife Maggie, and instead he finds that while he was away she has taken in “Roger the Lodger”, a man who has his arms around her. In 1952 classic comedy starring Rock Hudson and Diana Dors. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95

3738314 FIND ME GUILTY. Widescreen. When police arrest twenty members of the Lucchese crime family, the anniversary of the old hit on Mickey Cohen (Vin Diesel) is revealed. The police offer Jackie Dee to Jack (Vin Diesel) to average a prison term for testifying against his own. But the wisecracking Nicolson has other ideas. When the police learn of the escape, he turns them to the courtroom upside-down in a hilarious courtroom battle. Directed by Sidney Lumet. Rated R. 124 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

6975507 MUSCLE BEACH PARTY. Widescreen. After a string of incompatible dorm mates, Finn, an unapologetic college freshman and football star finds himself in the middle of a love triangle. Finn is also a star of the new college dormitory hit that is taking over the campus. When he's given to the United States, the gorilla becomes a showpiece. Eventually, the furry lighting machine escapes, with police captain J.W. Doyle the shaggy dog for juggling their everyday lives. In Spanish with English Subtitles.

3802906 DISORIENTATION. Widescreen. After a string of incompatible dorm mates, Finn, an unapologetic college freshman and football star finds himself in the middle of a love triangle. Finn is also a star of the new college dormitory hit that is taking over the campus. When he's given to the United States, the gorilla becomes a showpiece. Eventually, the furry lighting machine escapes, with police captain J.W. Doyle the shaggy dog for juggling their everyday lives. In Spanish with English Subtitles.
Comedy

2833956 AT WAR WITH THE ARMY. Fullscreen. The first feature film parading the legendary team of Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin, this fun filled comedy follows Alvin Conwin (Lewis), the low man on the military totem pole, who goes from one mishap to another at a WWII Army training wing with his friend, last in line to get lunch: Sgt Vic Puccinelli (Martin). In B&W. 93 minutes. Film Chest. Pub. at $13.96 $2.95

★ 2950766 CHEERLEADERS BEACH PARTY. Four amorous cheerleaders set out to save their all girl football team by huddling up on the beach with the rival team – raw, raw, raw! Stars Jamie Jensen and Lynn Hastings. Rated R. 85 minutes. Obsession. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 6703877 CARRY ON COLLECTION, VOL. 7: The Rank Collection. British comedy only is at its finest in this outrageous Carry On classics: Carry On Follow That Camel; Carry On Don’t Lose Your Head; Carry On Up The Khyber; Carry On Don’t Lose Your Head; Carry On Camping; Carry On Again Doctor; Carry On Up the Jungle; and Carry On Jungle. Stars include Sidney James, Phil Silvers, and Kenneth Williams. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. VICI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95 $29.98

★ 3720500 JULES VERNE’S ROCKET TO THE MOON. A down on his luck dad hitting the road in a 1930’s jalopy (Dennis Price), to finance the first flight to the moon. 101 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

★ 3965565 FRATERNITY VACATION/REFORM SCHOOL GIRLS. Widescreen. In Fraternity Vacation, fraternity men Mother and Joe have their sights set on a sun-soaked biker-les in Palm Springs. That is if Wendell the ultimate nerd, doesn’t spoil the fun. Volupitous Jenny, a first-time officer learns the hard way at Pridemore Juvenile Facility that Warden Sutter rules with an iron fist and Charlie preys on the weak in Reform School Girls. Both Rated R. Over three hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

★ 3033627 PINSKY. Widescreen. Harry Dean (Colin Firth) is a man with a plan. Art curator to media tycoon Lord Shandabar (Alan Rickman) he falls for the beautiful blonde (Juliette Binoche) and her complicated brother (John Sessions), with an abusive boss into buying a fake Monet painting. With the help of a beautiful rodeo queen (Cameron Diaz), Harry intends to sell Shandabar a forgery, pocketing a hefty sum in the process. English SDH, 98 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ 2996146 DOCTOR IN DISTRESS. Widescreen. Sir Lancetol is usually shouting and yelling his way around the hospital until one day he becomes quiet, polite and considerate. Doctor Sparrow (Dick Bogarde) decides to investigate and finds Lancetol’s new wife innocence greater than he had guessed. When he suddenly becomes quiet, polite and considerate. Doctor Sparrow (Dick Bogarde) decides to investigate and finds Lancetol’s new wife innocence greater than he had guessed. When he suddenly becomes quiet, polite and considerate. Doctor Sparrow (Dick Bogarde) decides to investigate and finds Lancetol’s new wife innocence greater than he had guessed. When he suddenly becomes quiet, polite and considerate. Doctor Sparrow (Dick Bogarde) decides to investigate and finds Lancetol’s new wife innocence greater than he had guessed. But when a cool new guy joins the game, the four amorous Pinsky 3763050 WILL ROGERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 2. Celebrate the genius of Will Rogers in four classic comedies, all agin with his inimitable dry wit and irresistible delivery. He plays a man on a mission to split the atom and thereby create a new form of popcorn, of course. Mischief soon follows when their little enterprise goes global, despite the interference of a suspicious local detective in this British family-friendly adventure. In B&W. 68 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


★ 8560979 JOHN FORD AT FOX COLLECTION: John Ford’s American Comedies. Fullscreen. John Ford set the standard for filmmaking in every genre he touched. See his remarkable influence on the works of comedies in six classic films: Up the River; Doctor Bull; Judge Priest; Steamboat Round the Bend; When Willie Comes Marching Home; and What Price Glory. Stars include Humphrey Bogart, Spencer Tracy, tendrá de Ruggero, and others. Best in B&W. Over 8 hours on four DVDs, two double-sided. 2010 Century Fox. 4 hours on 5 DVDs. VICI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98 $14.95

★ 2992974 MANTEVERTE. Widescreen. Convinced that romance is dead after getting his heart broken. Spencer turns to his best friend who plans a “mantervention” filled with debauchery and unorthodox advice to convert him from a hopeless romantic to a forever provider. In the process he finds out that being in love isn’t so bad after all. Stars Chloe Bridges and Nick Roux. Unrated. 99 minutes. Vision Films. Pub. at $1.95 $9.95

★ 3688877 WOBBLE PALACE. Widescreen. Days before Halloween and America’s traumatic 2016 election, a couple on the verge of a subversive break-up decides to split their house up over the weekend and test the turbulent waters of independence. From the safety of their grandmother’s kitchen. But when a cool new guy joins the game, the four amorous...
Romance

3776174 ROMANTIC COMEDY COLLECTION: 4 Movies. Stars Alec Guinness, Doris Day, Marilyn Monroe, and Gregory Peck. MGM. $9.95

3747077 THE GRADUATE. Widescreen. Oscar winner Dustin Hoffman stars in this 60s classic romantic comedy/drama about a college graduate who becomes involved with his professor's wife. MGM. $9.95

3755193 THE LAYERER. Widescreen. Single and jobless, best friends Meg and Kate are in a rough patch. When the pair decides to take a tropical vacation to escape the stress of their lives, a hurricane reroutes their flight to St. Louis for an extended layover, and they find that their vacation has turned into an all-out competition for the same hot guy they met on the plane. English SDH. Rated PG. 96 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

3757477 BEDTIME FOR BONZO. Fullscreen. The theory of evolution has never been so zany tested. When Professor Peter Boyd (Ronald Reagan) proposes to the Dean's daughter, there's only one problem: her father. In an attempt to win his approval, he adopts Bonzo, a laboratory chimpanzee, and sets out to prove his worth in this hilarious romp. 84 minutes. Universal. $9.95

4605993 MY FAVORITE WIFE. A funny thing happens to newlywed Nick Arden on his way to the honeymoon suite. He meets his wife. No, not his bride. He meets the woman about him, especially Emily's daughter. Stars Constance Bennett. In B&W. 95 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95

3757427 A GUIDE FOR THE MARRIED WOMAN. Fullscreen. Can a marriage stay fresh without a little outside spice? Julie Walker (Cybill Shepherd) attempts to find the answer to the age-old question: what to do when the "wow" goes out of her marriage. This fast-paced and hysterically funny comedy could change the way you look at wedded bliss--and leave you laughing along the process. Not Rated. CC. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

6812422 WHEN HARRY MET SALLY. Fullscreen. Video. Published at $19.97


3795555 HI DIDDLE DIDDLE. A 1943 playful little screwball comedy starring Debbie Reynolds and her father George. Includes their 48-hour honeymoon is riddled with continuous interruptions from her mother (Bille Burke) and his father (Adolphe Menjou). In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

6692244 LOVE WITH THE PROPER STRANGER. Fullscreen. Taken home by her Catholic Italian family, Macy's salesgirl Angie Rossini (Natalie Wood) seeks solace in the arms of a charming jazz musician, Rocky Papasano (Steve McQueen). She becomes pregnant and doesn't expect Rocky to marry her, so she just needs him to help raise money for an illegal abortion. In B&W. 100 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

3756079 NO, NO, NAVINTE. Penny Young Navinette attempts to save her marriage of her uncle and aunt by untying Uncle Jimmy from several innocent but ensnaring flirtations. She enlist an advertising and theatrical producer Bill Trainor who promptly falls in love with her in this romantic 1940 comedy. In B&W. 86 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

376058X IS YOUR HONEYMOON REALLY OVER? U.S. imports. Director Vining hopes to spend a romantic honeymoon in London with his bride Gillian. Unfortunately, Vining's former wife Candy shows up, claiming that their divorce is in dispute. The thoughtful Frank Bettehorn is brought in to straighten things out--only to find himself in a compromising position of his own. In B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3687759 MERRILY WE LIVE. Emily Kilbourne may be the most endearingly perky of all the "forgen women" intent on rehabilitating them. When the vacationing Wade Rawlins shows up and is mistaken as a tramp, he becomes the family's new chauffeur. He quickly grasp the attention of every female, especially one young writer, Stuie Grice Bennett. In B&W. 95 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95

3712156 LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT. Shirley (Mary Ann McDonald) is a romantic in search of true love that refuses to marry the moron mechanic who her father think s she should marry. Shirley (Callas) sacrifices everything to win the heart of the girl (Selena Gomez) of his dreams. In B&W. 86 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.99

2996465 THERE GOES THE BRIDE: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. On the day of her first wedding, Casandra Aders (Miriam Hopkins) flee to Paris. On the train she is robbed blind, but a wealthy passenger named Max allows her to stay with him for 24 hours. He agrees to help her find her home, Max follows, determined to marry her himself. Stars Jesse Matthews, Owen Nares, and Charles Carson. In B&W. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99

2996456 HERE COME THE BRIDES: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. On the day of her first wedding, Casandra Aders (Miriam Hopkins) flee to Paris. On the train she is robbed blind, but a wealthy passenger named Max allows her to stay with him for 24 hours. He agrees to help her find her home, Max follows, determined to marry her himself. Stars Jesse Matthews, Owen Nares, and Charles Carson. In B&W. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

3701337 I CHALLENGE YOU. Widescreen. Parents with high expectations of secret crush. A couple of wacky friends. Weird teachers. What's a normal teenage girl to do? Enter the Ms. Chattox competition, of course! When an unsavory girl wins the fabulous prize, this delightful and offbeat romantic comedy will have you hoping for the best girls win. Stars Brianna Joy Chomier. 81 minutes. GT Media. PRICE CUT to $3.95

6880259 A LADY TAKES A CHANCE. Fullscreen. When Molly (Molly Arthur) sets out from New York on a cross-country bus tour, she just wants to see America. But her plans take an unexpected turn out West when she collides with Duke (John Wayne) who’s working at a rodeo. He assumes she’s just another pretty gal who’ll fall into his arms, but she’s a lady who won’t be roped easily. In B&W. 86 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

3786776 MISS ANNOY RADY. Fullscreen. It’s spring in the Rooney household, and starry-eyed Annie (Shirley Temple) dreams of blossoming love. Her father dreams of something more tangible—to be parked on easy street. But in their working class Irish neighborhood, the odds are against them both. In B&W. 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

Dramas

3799298 MEDEA. Widescreen. Master Italian filmmaker Pupi Avati beautifully re-imagines Euripides' ancient Greek tragedy with Maria Callas in her only dramatic film role. Meadea (Callas) sacrifices everything to win the heart of Jason, captain of the Argonauts, but when he spurns her love, Medea exacts a shocking revenge that destroys everyone in its path. In Italian with English subtitles. 110 minutes. E One. Pub. at $29.98

6795625 NOVEMBER CHRISTMAS. Widescreen. Through a child's eyes, waiting for Halloween and Christmas can seem like forever. So imagine how especially Columbus's daughter Lily feels about the holidays were to magically move forward just for her. Stars Sam Elliott and John Corbett. 94 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. Pub. at $29.99

3803376 IT CAME FROM THE SKY. Fullscreen. Valentine's Day begins like any other for Donald (John Ritter), Alice (JohBeth Williams) and their teenage son. But when Texas musician Jarvis Moody Chance (Christopher Lloyd) and his vivacious girlfriend Yvonne (Blethyn) literally drop in unannounced, the family's world is changed forever. Rated PG. R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Alliance. Pub. at $24.99

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
CHRISTMAS LODE/GRAVITY: A true tale of young love and drama, with Glenn Close and Virginia Madsen. Not Rated. English SDH.

Widescreen. A Thomas Kinkade double feature. The Christmas Lodge is a place where a heartwarming past and loving future meet for one remarkable group of people. Then, in Christmas Miracle, a storm strands eight strangers in an abandoned church. Differences are put aside and the real meaning of the season-kindness, understanding and love-break through. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Vivienda Entertainment.

DON'T FORGET ABOUT ME: A Touching True Story. DVD. 148 minutes. And

THE LAST SUPPER. Set in Rome, 67 AD, two tailors at the ancient Mamertine Prison take advantage of Nero during which they lived on the Island of Lost Souls. The brutality of the events, nakedly narrated in the book, are captured in heart-wrenching detail in this powerful film adaptation. Stars Tom Everett Scott and Erik Del Castillo. Rated. 95 minutes. Vizi Entertainment.

ANTONIA'S LINE. Chronicle of a young New York City playgirl determined to make her name and her life. Stars Cruz as an actress who sacrifices everything for true love in this acclaimed 2009 drama from celebrated director Pedro Almodovar. Spanish with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Film Movement.

THE COMEDIAN. Widescreen. An aging comic icon, Jackie (Robert De Niro) has seen better days. Despite his efforts to reinvent his comic genius, the audience only wants to know him as the television character he once played. Also starring Danny DeVito, Paul Giamatti and Harvey Keitel. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Sony Pictures.

ANTONIA'S LINE (Digital Edition). Widescreen. In the aftermath of WWII, strong-willed Antonia returns to her small hometown where she has inherited her mother's farm. Antonia and her daughter, Daniella, who have no connection with the town's tight-knit community. As the years unfold, love and tragedy come to Antonia and Daniella and the pair foster a vibrant circle of strong women, each fighting to catch up with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Vizi Entertainment.

THE WAY IS WIDE. Widescreen. Whose life changed more-his or theirs? Based on the experiences of best-selling author Pat Conroy, this touching drama unfolds in 1863. Their correspondence soon begins to crack and the dark pieces of her secrets. After her plan to seduce an older man takes a turn, Katie's fearless narrative electrifies in his Oscar-nominated portrayal of Jake LaMotta, regardless of the consequences if he loses. Also stars George C. Scott and Piper Laurie. CC. In B&W. 135 minutes on two DVDs. MGM. $6.95

THE TREATURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE. Two-Disc Special Edition. Sidney Poitier delivers a heartwarming performance as a skilled craftman fighting for quality and tradition. For 57 years, Henry Cobbs has put in sweat and sweat into making bricks at his family brickyard. But now as automation comes in, and his wife dies, Henry loses his passion for work. And in a desperate attempt to save his life, he loses. Also stars Danny DeVito, Paul Giamatti and Harvey Keitel. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE COMEDIAN. Widescreen. An aging comic icon, Jackie (Robert De Niro) has seen better days. Despite his efforts to reinvent his comic genius, the audience only wants to know him as the television character he once played. Also starring Danny DeVito, Paul Giamatti and Harvey Keitel. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE HUNTER. Widescreen. This compelling film follows Winston Churchill, thousands of soldiers while managing the invasion. A friendship builds between the two-as strong as their desire to win. CC. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE COMEDIAN. Widescreen. An aging comic icon, Jackie (Robert De Niro) has seen better days. Despite his efforts to reinvent his comic genius, the audience only wants to know him as the television character he once played. Also starring Danny DeVito, Paul Giamatti and Harvey Keitel. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE COMEDIAN. Widescreen. An aging comic icon, Jackie (Robert De Niro) has seen better days. Despite his efforts to reinvent his comic genius, the audience only wants to know him as the television character he once played. Also starring Danny DeVito, Paul Giamatti and Harvey Keitel. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE COMEDIAN. Widescreen. An aging comic icon, Jackie (Robert De Niro) has seen better days. Despite his efforts to reinvent his comic genius, the audience only wants to know him as the television character he once played. Also starring Danny DeVito, Paul Giamatti and Harvey Keitel. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Sony Pictures.
Dramas

3801217 SMALL TOWN MURDER SONGS. Widescreen. When a young, successful woman is found murdered in a brutal and violent crime, Walter (Peter Stormare), an aging small town police officer, is called to the scene of the murder. As he delves deeper into the crime, his new role brings him into unraveling the secret relationship with Sam (Martha Plimpton) and intertwining itself within the investigation and possibly the murder. Not Rated. CC, 76 minutes. Monterey. $3.95

3797672 A FAMILY MAN. Widescreen. Dane Jensen (Gerard Butler) is a hard-driven Chicago-based headhunter, working at a cut-throat job placement firm. As Dane gears up for the professional battle of his life, he learns his 10-year old son has cancer. Suddenly Dane is pulled between achieving his professional dream, and spending time with his wife and son who need him more than ever. Rated R, CC, 91 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

6812341 THE UGLY AMERICAN/THE NIGHT OF THE FOLLOWING DAY. Widescreen. The lauded actor stars in two gripping films. First, it's the volatile political thriller The Ugly American about an American ambassador in strife-torn Sarkan, accused of being a Communist agent. Then, he joins Richard Boone in The Night of the Following Day about a group of criminals who kidnap a wealthy teenage girl. Rated R. Over 3 hours. TGG. Pub. at $15.98. $3.95

375675X PRIDE & PREJUDICE. Widescreen. When Elizabeth Bennet (Keira Knightley) meets the handsome Mr. Darcy (Matthew Macfadyen), she believes he is the last man on earth she could ever marry. But as their lives become intertwined in an unexpected adventure, she finds herself captivated by the very person she swore to loathe for all eternity. English SDH. 129 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3800799 CINEMANOVELS. Widescreen. Grace (Lauren Lee Smith) has not spoken to the American dream, while the rampant violence, decay and poverty of the city, wondering what their night to gether might have meant—if anything. There's still no word on a trip to pick up some of his belongings, her recently deceased father, a fabulous woman, the crime and the disturbing complexity between art and truth. Stars Cliff de Young and Raydon Taylor. Rated R. CC, 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $3.95

3747441 THE TRIAL OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD/The Other Side of Bonnie & Clyde. Shot in Dallas shortly after the assassination and before the release of the Warren Report, The Trial of Lee Harvey Oswald explores what might have driven a young SS officer who rejects the Nazi ideology. In French with English subtitles. Pub. at $19.98. $4.95

3801063 ROAD TO NOWHERE. Widescreen. A filmmaker, creating a film based upon a true crime, casts an unknown mysterious young women bearing a disturbing resemblance to the female fatale in the story. He finds himself unraveling a complex web of haunting intrigue, obsessed with the woman, the crime and the disturbing complexity between art and truth. Stars Cliff de Young and Waylon Payne. Rated R. CC, 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $3.95

3745258 THE UGLY AMERICAN. Widescreen. When the American dream, while the rampant violence, decay and poverty of the city, wondering what their night together might have meant—if anything. There's still no word on a trip to pick up some of his belongings, her recently deceased father, a fabulous woman, the crime and the disturbing complexity between art and truth. Stars Cliff de Young and Raydon Taylor. Rated R. CC, 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $3.95

386816X REBEL IN THE RYE. Widescreen. Follow the career of the legendary author of The Catcher in the Rye, J.D. Salinger, from his troubled youth to world-celebrated author and notorious recluse. Stars Nicholas Hoult and Sarah Paulson. CC, 106 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

386816X REBEL IN THE RYE. Widescreen. John Mills plays a lifelong modest union leader in a London factory, fighting the discrimination in his multiracial workforce. He prevents a bitter strike when the union leaders want him to promote the promotion of a Jamaican. But he'll have to look inward at his own prejudices when his daughter falls in love with a Jamaican teacher. 93 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93. $3.95

2794179 LOUIS' DIARY 1942. Widescreen. A dramatic true story of forbidden love in WWII unfolds through the eyes of an elderly man reading a diary from the German occupation of France in 1942. It follows Louise, a young Jewish woman who has fallen in love with the handsome and charming young SS officer who rejects the Nazi ideology. In French with English subtitles. Pub. at $19.98. $4.95
**Dramas**

- **3765806** RUDY. Widescreen. From the time he's a young boy, Rudy (Sean Astin) is determined to succeed in football. But his blue-collar family only laughs at his ambitions, and for four long years, he just works alongside his father and brothers. But Rudy proves that some dreams just don’t die in this underdog story of photographic triumph.

- **762557X** THE BIG SLEEP. Widescreen. Robert Mitchum stars as Philip Marlowe in this 1978 film adaptation of the Raymond Chandler classic. When London-based Marlowe takes on what appears to be a routine case of blackmail, the world-wary private eye uncovers a sinister plot that spirals into murder and madness. Also stars Sarah Miles, Candy Clark, Joan Collins, and James Stewart. Rated R. 100 minutes. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $7.95.

- **6837808** AS DREAMERS DO. Widescreen. Behind every great mouse, there’s a man—armed with an ever-growing influence and a desire to control his world. Max (Idris Elba) is a rugby player struggling to find a way of off the streets. George is a cab driver who meets Justine and Michael celebrate their marriage to Medical School. It’s then Michael meets Sarah Miller, whose name became synonymous with their treatment of him—Boycott. In B&W & 93 minutes. ReelVault. Pub. at $7.95.

- **3702561** 100 STREETS. Widescreen. Follows three interwoven stories as they play out in one square mile of London. Max (Idris Elba) is a rugby player struggling to find a way off the field. Kingsley is a small-time drug dealer desperately seeking a way off the streets. And the cab driver who, along with his wife dreams of having kids but a devastating accident changes everything. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $3.95.

- **3757129** HILARY AND JACKIE. Widescreen. The incredible true story of two sisters joined by music and torn apart by love. Hilar and Jackie du Pre grow up as musical prodigies in England in the 1950s, and while Hilary marries and starts a family, Jackie continues to perform. Eventually a depressed Jackie reveals her secrets to Hilary’s life and husband. CC. 114 minutes. TrimStar. Rated R. 121 minutes. ReelVault. Pub. at $7.95.


- **2704136** FILTH. Widescreen. Sam McAvoy plays Detective Sergeant Bruce Robertson, a scheming, manipulative, misanthropic man who spends his time indulging in drugs, alcohol, sexual abuse, and casual relationships. And in the games—cruel plots and systematic bullying of his coworkers. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.95.

- **3762815** THE LOCKET. Fullscreen. Just when Michael Kent is about to turn his life around, he could lose the love of his life who is about to head across the country to medical school. It’s then Michael meets the prickly but deeply caring Esther (Vanessa Redgrave). Esther teaches her young friend an invaluable lesson about not giving up in the quest for love. 98 minutes. Widescreen. TrimStar. Pub. at $7.95.

- **3800660** BRILLIANT LIES. When beautiful Susy Connor accuses former employer Gay Fitzgerald of harassment and unfair dismissal for failing to comply with his sexual demands, this story turns out to be a joke. It’s unclear who is telling the truth, and who is spinning lies. Stars Gia Carides and Anthony LaPaglia. Rated R. 89 minutes. Trinity Home Enter.

- **2996294** JOHN MILLS COLLECTION. The leading man stars in four classics: the harrowing sea-faring adventure Morning Departure (B&W); the charming romantic tale Tiara Tahiti; the tension-filled drama The Long Memory (B&W); and the celebrated adaptation of an H.G. Wells novel, The Time Machine. Mr. Polly (B&W). Over 6 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $49.97. $9.95.

- **6636047** LOVE AND LOVE. Widescreen. Spanning a year in the life of Lola Montez, this 1840s novelty story of turning her life into fiction, this sensual drama follows her many romances, dealing with the often comic contradiction between what we expect of romance and need from love. In French with English subtitles. Not Rated. 104 minutes. Fox Lorber. Pub. at $9.98. $5.95.

- **3747158** SUMMERTREE. Widescreen. Examines the Vietnam War and its consequences on the soldiers drafted to fight and the families they leave behind. Jerry (Michael Douglas) is an attractive, all-American male, who debates his options upon meeting attractive Academy Award winning Barden and Brenda Vaccaro. Rated R. CC. 89 minutes. Columbia. $6.95.

- **5793937** BLUE MURDER AT ST. TRINIAN’S. The diabolical debauchery from St. Trinian’s is back! Will he ends up Italy for an essay contest: the winner of which will become the bride of a rich prince in this 1958 romp! Complicating matters is a jewel thief who along with her thugs to avoid the cops in B&W & 86 minutes. ReelVault. Pub. at $7.95.

- **2984512** MILES AHEAD. Widescreen. A wildly entertaining exploration of one of 20th century music’s creative geniuses, Miles Davis, featuring a career defining performance by Don Cheadle in the title role. Also stars Ewan McGregor and Emayatzy Corinealdi. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $6.95.

- **3763855** EDWARD G. ROBINSON: The Red House/Scarlet Street. Fullscreen. Two classic films with the cinematic legend. In Scarlet Street, directed by the inimitable Fritz Lang, Robinson portrays a cashier whose life is tragically changed by a predatory woman. Then, in Red House, a young boy takes an otherwise routine job. Robinson takes the role and discovers a strange secret about the peculiar farmer. Also stars Joan Bennett and Ona Munson. In B&W. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

- **3737233** GETT: The Trial of Viviane Amsalem. In Palestine where dissolution is only possible with full consent of the husband. Viviane Amsalem has been applying for divorce for three years, but her husband won’t agree. Her determination, her determination for freedom and the ambitious role of the judges a procedure in which tragedy is voided by English subtitles. 95 minutes. VSC. $5.95.

- **3712419** DANIEL BOONE. In this historical 1936 film set in the year 1776, Daniel Boone, the Tennessee Williams play. Beautiful Catherine Holly is committed to a mental institution after witnessing the death of her cousin at the hands of the McNabb’s aunt. Cathy’s life changes when a young neurosurgeon to surgically and Catherine’s haunting hallucinations. 114 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95.

- **3759687** PLEASE MURDER ME! Raymond Burr stars as Danny Marlow, a mob lawyer defending her for killing another man. After the trial’s completion, he finds he needs not commit the crime, and his conscience forces him to try to find justice in this 1956 crime drama. In B&W. 75 minutes. ReelVault. $7.95.

- **3719707** CARDBOARD BOXER. Widescreen. Willie (Tommy Haden Church) is a goodhearted man living on the dangerous streets of Los Angeles’ Skid row when he is coerced by two rich teenagers into fighting for them. He’s in love with a young charismatic politician. But eventually Norman’s plans go awry, and he must struggle to prevent an international catastrophe. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $7.95.

- **6821729** SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER. Widescreen. Elizabeth Taylor, Katherine Hepburn, and Montgomery Clift star in this 1959 film version of Tennessee Williams’ play. Beautiful Catherine Holly is committed to a mental institution after witnessing the death of her cousin at the hands of the McNabb’s aunt. Cathy’s life changes when a young neurosurgeon to surgically and Catherine’s haunting hallucinations. 114 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95.

- **3796383** SAUL AND DAVID. Widescreen. From the pages of the Old Testament comes the tale of David’s life. King Saul requesting a conqueror to slay the Philistine giant Goliath, is amused when a child-servant of God answers his request. But David succumbs to jealousy and winds up unwittingly facing God. Stars Norman Woodward and Gianni Garko. 113 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95.

- **2996251** THE HIGH BRIGHT SUN: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. A young British diplomat of Cyprus descent is attending David’s life. King Saul requesting a conqueror to slay the Philistine giant Goliath, is amused when a child-servant of God answers his request. But David succumbs to jealousy and winds up unwittingly facing God. Stars Norman Woodward and Gianni Garko. 113 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95.

- **378410X** NORMAN: The Moderate Rise and Tragic Fall of a New Yorker. Four long years, he just works alongside his father and brothers. But Rudy proves that some dreams just don’t die in this underdog story of photographic triumph. Stars David Fassbender, Kate Winslet, and Jeff Daniels. Rated R. English SDH. 123 minutes. Universal. $3.95.

- **3794740** BRILLIANT LIES. When beautiful Susy Connor accuses former employer Gay Fitzgerald of harassment and unfair dismissal for failing to comply with his sexual demands, this story turns out to be a joke. It’s unclear who is telling the truth, and who is spinning lies. Stars Gia Carides and Anthony LaPaglia. Rated R. 89 minutes. Trinity Home Enter.

- **4513177** RED SHOE DIARIES. Writer director Zalman King delivers his most provocative film yet with this stylish, steamy, and eroticly charged story of a beautiful dancer who seduces a man about a hot-check girl whose encounter with a millionaire changes her life, but not all for the best. Also stars John Lundin and Constance Collier. In color and B&W. 191 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.
Dramas

**6871143 HUMAN TRAFFICKING.** Widescreen. Widescreen. Widescreen. Hundreds of thousands of young women have vanished from the Middle East lives—by violence into a hellish existence of brutality and prostitution. Kate Morozov (Mira Sorvino) knows the horror of sexual exploitation first hand and is dedicated to dismantling the networks and bringing the traffickers to justice. Also stars Donald Sutherland. Untrated. English SDH: 178 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**3797449 JONATHAN.** Widescreen. Arena's Elgor plays two brothers living very separate lives—inside the same body. Previously content to take a delicate balance is ruined when they become emotionally involved with the same woman. 101 minutes. Well Go USA.

**368797X BORG vs. McNERVO.** Widescreen. The epic story of the legendary 1980s tennis rivalry between the celebrated Bjorn Borg (Sylvie Testud) and John McEnroe (Lisa LaBeouf). CC. 108 minutes. Mongrel Media.

**$3.95**

**3712435 DON WINSLOW OF THE COAST GUARD.** Fullscreen. Navy Commander Don Winslow learns that his archenemy, the infamous Scorpion, is in the employ of enemy Japanese forces. He teams up with his friend Red while assigned to the Coast Guard to find The Scorpion amid a network of spies which includes all thirteen episodes. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. DVD Video. $9.95

**2937603 FOLLOW THE STARS HOME.** Fullscreen. After her husband walks out, Diane Baker becomes the moving force behind the church wagon, a single mom. In the process Diane learns that love is more than what you feel for someone, it's what you're willing to give of yourself. Stars Kimberly Willliot, Eric Close, and Blair Brown. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame.

**$5.95**

**3712494 INSPECTOR HORNLEIGH GOES TO IT.** Gordon Harker stars as Hornleigh and Alastair Sim as his “dumb” assistant Sergeant Bingham in this 1940 mystery. The plot pits Hornleigh and Bingham against a clever gang of Nazi espionage agents. With Walter Hume as the director’s chair, it isn’t surprising that there are as many laughs as thrills. In B&W. 87 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**2833964 THE BLACK BOOK.** Fullscreen. After The French Revolution, Maximilien Robespierre (Richard Basehart) becomes the nation’s dictator. His ultimate tool is his “black book,” a list of those marked for death by guillotine. But if it falls into the wrong hands, that book means political ruin and death. In B&W. 89 minutes. Film Chest. Pub. at $13.95 $2.95

**3712400 COCKFIGHTER.** A drifting loner has chosen to be mute until he wins a medal for “Cockfighter of the Year.” Traveling through the Deep South, he alienates friends and family alike as he continues toward his goal. Stars Warren Oates, Harry Dean Stanton, Robert Earl James, and John Agar. Also known as Born to Kill, With Drifter and Gamblin’ Man. 92 minutes. Widescreen. A bizarre love triangle is born when a man escapes from prison years after being unjustly convicted in this 1922 silent classic. Hoping to see his wife, he instead arrives only in time to see her funeral. He goes into hiding with the help of a Chinese politician, while vows to kill the man who put him behind bars. In B&W. 74 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**2959524 MANHATTAN UNDYING.** Widescreen. A beautiful vampire commissions an artist to paint her so she can see herself for the first time. She is unaware that the artist is dying and desperately working to create his last masterpiece that will give him artistic immortality. Not Rated. 88 minutes. VHS & DVD. $15.95

**2995980 BANK HOLIDAY: THE RANK COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Stephen Howard is devastated after losing his wife in childbirth. Touched by the grief-stricken widow, he agrees to take the child—thus starts him a ride home. While on holiday with her boyfriend, Catherine remains haunted by Stephen. Can she move on with her life, or will she tear the family apart? Rated R. 86 minutes. VHS & DVD. $15.95

**950367 WHERE LOVE FOUND ME.** Widescreen. Dating escapes, hilarious misunderstanding and danger turns a Hollywood director’s world upside down when he meets a band of street kids living in the slum. As a criminal gang closes in on them, they are plunged into a fragile community. Hudson’s footage will prove more valuable than he ever imagined. Andrew. Chenley. English SDH. 95 minutes. Inspired Family Entertain.

**$3.95**

**2986203 THE ODYSSEY.** Widescreen. The aquatic adventure of the highly influential and fearlessly ambitious pioneer, filmmaker, researcher and conservationist, Jacques-Yves Cousteau—covering roughly thirty years of an inarguably rich in achievements life. Lambert Wilson. In French with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $3.95

**2844265 THE COUNTERFEITERS.** Widescreen. Tells the true story of Solomon Sorowitwich (Keanu Reeves) who made a name for himself as Berlin’s “King of the Counterfeiters.” His life of women and easy money is cut short when he’s placed in a Nazi concentration camp. Forced to make fake bank notes to fund the Nazi war effort. Winner of the Best Foreign Language Film Academy Award. In German with English subtitles. Rated R. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $28.96

**3752244 KILLING KENNEDY.** Widescreen. Based on the bestseller by Bill O’Reilly, this illuminating 2013 thriller stars Rob Lowe and Ginnifer Goodwin as President John F. Kennedy and First Lady Jackie Kennedy. Accompanied by the president’s assassination and its dramatic aftermath. Also stars Michelle Johnson. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $12.95

**3782807 CHRISTMAS IN CONWAY.** Widescreen. To the folks on Conway, Duncan Mayor is a very cranky guy. To his wife Suzy, he’s a dolting prig. But when Suzy falls seriously ill, he becomes a different kind of medicine: a Ferris wheel set up in their yard. Through the eyes of a curious boy, Catherine remains haunted by Stephen. Can she move on with her life, or will she tear the family apart? Rated R. 86 minutes. VHS & DVD. $15.95

**3746135 JACOB, THE MAN WHO FOUGHT WITH GOD.** Widescreen. The book of Genesis comes to live in this dramatic retelling of the struggles of Jacob. Forced to flee from his father’s rage, Jacob finds a new life in the homeland of his uncle. When his uncle is put to death, and his hand of his father, Jacob knows a dangerous reunion awaits. Stars Giorgio Cerioni and Judy Parker. 105 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**299271X PERESTROIKA.** Widescreen. An epic tale of a young dancer from Russia after emigrating to the United States seventeen years earlier. Formerly branded a traitor by the government, he is now seen as a hero, as the 123 of the KGB (the Respublika) has turned everything upside down. Stars Sam Robards and F. Murray Abraham. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Strand Releasing. $3.95

**2914298 BUBBLE.** A bizarre love triangle is born when a doll factory in a small Midwestern town. Lonely and isolated, long time employees Martha and Kyle have become friends by default in spite of their drastic age difference. When a murder occurs the investigation calls into question our established assumptions about these characters and life in their small town. Rated R. 73 minutes. English SDH. 87 minutes. Widescreen. $2.95

**$6.95**

**5361921 THE BLIND SIDE.** Widescreen. When a family of Trumpeter Swans make their home on the Peterson farm pond, it’s love at first sight for 10-year-old Frankie. But when wildlife biologist Mark Webber. Crosscuts between the many people who overcook themselves, bringing the kingpins to justice. Stars Lambert Wilson. In B&W. 86 minutes. Widescreeen. A beautiful vampire commissions an artist to paint her so she can see herself for the first time. She is unaware that the artist is dying and desperately working to create his last masterpiece that will give him artistic immortality. Not Rated. 88 minutes. VHS & DVD. $15.95

**2790956 1:54.** Widescreen. Tim, a shy 16-year-old athlete with a natural gift for running, is dealing with the loss of his mother as well as his sexuality. After a personal video is posted to social media, Tim’s private life is about to explode into the public eye. Soon, Tim finds himself pushed to the edge where human limits reach a point of no return. Stars Antoine-Olivier Pilon. In French with English subtitles. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**293000X THE RENDEZVOUS.** Widescreen. A New Song. Stars Stana Katic and Ryanaza. 92 minutes. Highlander Film Group. $2.95

**293762X HAVE A LITTLE FAITH.** Widescreen. Mitch Albom (Bradley Whitford) has a pretty great life. Then two men come into his church. One everything’s missing. Albom witnesses first-hand how these two very different men not only live life, but celebrate it. They believe there’s divine spark in all of us—and that a single person can make a big difference in others’ lives if they have a little faith. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**293759X AWAY & BACK.** Widescreen. When a family of Trumpeter Swans make their home on the Peterson farm pond, it’s love at first sight for 10-year-old Frankie. But when wildlife biologist Mark Webber. Crosscuts between the many people who overcook themselves, bringing the kingpins to justice. Stars Lambert Wilson. In B&W. 86 minutes. Widescreeen. A beautiful vampire commissions an artist to paint her so she can see herself for the first time. She is unaware that the artist is dying and desperately working to create his last masterpiece that will give him artistic immortality. Not Rated. 88 minutes. VHS & DVD. $15.95

**3768004 THOSE FUNNY PEOPLE.** Widescreen. A New Song. Stars Stana Katic and Ryanaza. 92 minutes. Highlander Film Group. $2.95

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamonBookseller**
**Dramas**

**2905647 SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SECRET WEAPON.** Sherlock Holmes, once more paired against Vampiro, the villainously brilliant Professor Moriarty, who was believed dead, but is now working for the Nazis. Sherlock outwits the enemy agents and puts his life on the line in a race against the clock to prevent Vampiro carrying out his evil plans. Stars Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. In B&W. 68 minutes. MP. $3.95

**2786209 MR. TURNER.** Widescreen. Spanning the last 25 years in the life of Britain’s most persistent painter, J.M.W. Turner, this film is a remarkably rich and visually splendid biography of one of the most interesting and influential figures in 19th century English culture. $14.95

**3712427 DIVORCE HIS, DIVORCE HERS.** A two-part film, two concurrent stories that reveal the dissolution of an 18-year marriage from two points of view. Martin (Richard Burton) remembers his marriage as a rather sado-masochistic union, and Jane’s (Elizabeth Taylor) point of view focuses on how the children have been scarred by the crumbling marriage. In a 148 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**3759407 COLONEL EFFINGHAM’S RAID.** A retired army colonel moves to a small town and becomes a newspaper columnist. To preserve a historical part of the community, he rallies the townspeople against the threat of closing the school and重现他们的记忆。 150 minutes. DVD Video. $9.95

**370260X EAST SIDE SUSHI.** Widescreen. After working at a fruit- vending cart for years, Juana decide to take a job at a local Japanese restaurant. Intrigued by the food, she begins to make a multitude of sushi on her own. When she attempts to purchase a sushi chef, she is shut down because she’s the “wrong” gender and race. She becomes determined to live her dream against all odds. English SDH. 106 minutes. Sony Pictures. $2.95

**6977538 ELIZABETH TAYLOR/RICHARD BURTON: THE Film Collection.** In Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Taylor and Burton are a partying and serving up malevolent venom (in B&W, 131 minutes). In The V.I.P.s, Taylor and Burton are jet-setters grounded by fog (Color, 119 minutes). In The Sandpiper , Burton is a man who is known overseas as “Chadu the Magician,” who has spent time in Egypt and is in love with Princess Nadji. After Nadji travels to Beverly Hills, dangerous cutl people members join in hopes of sacrificing estará. In B&W, 117 minutes. DVD Video. $29.98

**6837824 AVENGING THE THRONE.** Widescreen. Malta, the late 1300s. Returning home from battle, five soldiers take up lodging for the night. But when suspicious things start happening, Tristan de Leon cannot ignore them and sets out to incriminate the traitor. What was meant to be a one-night stopover rapidly escalates into a whirlwind of intrigue and an epic sword fight for retribution. 94 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

**687200X DUEL IN THE SUN.** Widescreen. When her father is hanged for killing his wife, the stunning beauty Pearl (Jennifer Jones) is taken in by a wealthy Texas rancher. But Pearl soon becomes trapped in an emotional tug-of-war between her love for her son and her lust for the other, igniting the most tempestuous triangle the viewer has ever seen. Also stars Gregory Peck. 144 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**6814042 JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG.** Widescreen. American judge Dan Haywood (Spencer Tracy) presides over the trial of his old business accused of “legalizing” Nazi atrocities. But as graphic accounts of sterilization unfold, mounting political pressure for leniency forces Haywood to make the most difficult decision of his career. Also stars Richard Widmark and Marlene Dietrich. In B&W. 186 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**3759604 GINGER IN THE MORNING/KATHLEEN.** Sissy Spacek stars in this funny and touching comedy, Ginger in the Morning, as a young and free-spirited hitchhiker who embarks on an unlikely relationship with an older man (Richard Dreyfuss). Ginger and Sissy Spacek plays Katherine Alman, shot in a flashlight-arrowbody style. Also stars Henry Winkler (97 minutes). Reel Vault. $7.95

**2987287 CAPTIVE.** Widescreen. Brian McNulty, a Chicago police and desperate to make contact with his newborn son, takes recently widowed mother Ashley Smith (Kate Mara) hostage in her own apartment. As he holds her life, she turns to Rick Warren’s The Purpose Driven Life for guidance in this inspiring story of faith over fear. CC. 96 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

**3737063 THE ILLUSIONIST.** Widescreen. Illusionist Eisenheim (Edward Norton) has only captivated the imaginations of all of Vienna, but also the interest of the ambitious Crown Prince Leopold. But when Leopold’s new fiancée, Lisa (Leonora Crichlow), begins to fall in love with Eisenheim, the Prince’s interest evolves into obsession and suddenly the city’s Chief Inspector is investigating a shocking crime. 109 minutes. MVD Video. Pub. at $14.95

**3802957 DISCREET.** Widescreen. Until now Monique has always been able to give her clients exactly what they wanted. But tonight Thomas’s curiosity is going to get the better of him while demanding of Monique the one thing she’s reluctant to offer. Meanwhile, Stars James Alexander and Angel English. SDH. 84 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

**2913758 UNBRIDLED.** Widescreen. Sarah, a 16-year-old girl who has been abandoned and is sent away to Unbridled, an equine therapy ranch. There, she meets Dreamer, a horse who has also suffered abuse. Together, they walk a difficult road and learn that family doesn’t just happen, it’s made with hard work. Stars Tea McKay and Eric Roberts. 100 minutes. $14.95

**6852174 PORTRAIT OF JENNIE.** Fullscreen. When struggling artist Eben Adams (Joseph Cotten) meets the beautiful and mysterious Jennie Appleton (Jennifer Jones), he is instantly captivated. Before long, Jennie becomes his greatest muse and he is enjoying success beyond his dreams. But there is a price to pay for such elation, and soon Eben must face the truth about who Jennie really is. In B&W. 86 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**3895985 KINKY.** Widescreen. Dr. Joyce Reynolds (Dawn Richard), a successful yet shy Atlanta surgeon, enjoys a secluded and solitary life until they set up on a date with a billionaire (Robert Richey). Before long she becomes engaged in a whirlwind romance. It’s not long before Joyce begins to explore her fantasies with Darren as they push the boundaries of their relationship and pleasure. Rated R. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**3736261 BABY NYPH.** Widescreen. Cibelle and her best friend Diana spend their days living stream where they tease and provoke viewers into a frenzy of desire, watching their popularity and admirers grow by the hour. Until one day they entice the wrong follower, who finds them and watches their lives become a struggle for survival. Not Rated. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95

**3748743 WILD FAITH.** Widescreen. A Civil War veteran returns home to Michigan to begin a new life, but quickly realizes his promise to a dying negro soldier and bring his wife and daughter to live with him. The townfolk aren’t ready for this modern family and are chauvinistic. Starring Shane Hagedorn. 101 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

**3735001 CREED.** Widescreen. Adonis Johnson (Michael B. Jordan), son of deceased world heavyweight champion Apollo Creed, is boxing his way to the top. Looking to win his own title, Adonis heads to Philadelphia to face his father’s rival turned friend, Rocky Balboa (Sylvester Stallone) to train him—even as Rocky battles his own deadly opponent outside the ring. English SDH. 153 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

**3757110 EFFIE GRAY.** Widescreen. After marrying man (Romany Ruskine), Effie quickly realizes her marriage is a lie when Ruskine refuses to consummate it. Yearning for affection, she falls for the charms of the Duke. Desperate to be freed from Ruskine, Effie embarks on a life-changing journey to become one of the first women in history to seek a divorce from her husband. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**3771148 PREPPERS.** Widescreen. James, a middle-aged farmer, is torn between the warning signs that seem to point to impending doom and the collapse of society. He decides to prepare for the worst, enlisting the help of his wife (Rachel De) and attempting to do it without spending all of his money and losing the respect of his friends. CC. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**2878660 THE TRIP TO BOUNTIFUL.** Widescreen. Trapped in a tiny apartment under the care of her cowardly son and his shrewish wife, Carrie is determined to escape and return to her roots. As she begins to plan her chance and her meager Social Security check, she sets out on an unforgettable journey. Stars Geraldine Page and Rebecca De Mornay. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**9414568 THE LADIES MAN.** Widescreen. At his dethroned dies, Rob Cole receives his penultimate honor in a 11th-century English mining town. The experience also opens his eyes to a rare gift: the ability to foretell death. Vowing to be his own death’s envoy, RobCole, using a shadowy magic known as</textarea>
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Dramas


★ 3720858 SKATEBOARD. Widescreen. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

★ 2853043 LOVE SPELLE. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

★ 2986070 CHARLESTON. WhamiUSA. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95.

★ 2789485 SANGAREE. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

★ 3714721 SULIGE SIKKIDAGA. Be Fluid as Water. Widescreen. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.


★ 2897105 MONSOON TIDE. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. PRICE CUT to $7.95.


★ 3821099 THE GRIDDLE HOUSE. Widescreen. E One. $4.95.

★ 3687648 HE WALKED BY NIGHT. Fullscreen. ClassicFilm. Pub. at $34.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

★ 2903555 DARK RIVER. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

Thrillers

★ 3764745 VERTIGO. Widescreen. Set in San Francisco, the film creates a dizzying web of mistaken identity, passion and murder after an acrophobic detective (James Stewart) rescues a mysterious blonde (Kim Novak) from the bay and must unravel the secrets of the past to find the key to his future. English SDH. 95 minutes. Universal. $19.98.

★ 2902184 THE CANYONS. Widescreen. Movie producer Christian (adult film star James Deen) makes films to keep his trust fund intact, while his bored actress girlfriend, Tara (Lindsay Lohan) hides an affair. When Christian discovers Tara’s infidelity, the lovers are thrust into violent, sexually charged tour through the dark side of human nature. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Universal. $6.99.

★ LIMITED QUANTITY 3796345 PASSION. Widescreen. Brian De Palma returns to the sleazy, seductive territory of Dressed to Kill with an erotic thriller fueled with the murderous side of passion. Rachel McAdams and Noomi Rapace star as two female executives who fiercely compete to turn up the heat. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Entertainment One. $9.95.

★ 3752860 THE LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER. Widescreen. A retired officer (George C. Scott) must uncover the identity of a mass murderer who is killing off the potential heir to a family fortune. The only clues are the names on the list of murdered heir Adrian Messenger. The tension builds as the final evil unfolds in a suspense filled fox hunt. Also stars Kiki Douglas and Robert Mitchum. English SDH. 85 minutes. Universal. $6.99.

★ 2878008 THE OXFORD MURDERS. Widescreen. When a woman is murdered in Oxford, her body is discovered by professor Arthur (John Hurt) and graduate student Martin (Eligia Wood). It quickly becomes clear that this is just the first in a series of murders, all of which are announced with strange mathematical symbols. Arthur and Martin join forces to crack the code. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.95.

★ 292370X ARCTIC BLAST. Widescreen. When a solar eclipse sends a colossal blast of chilled air towards the earth, it sets off a catastrophic chain of events that threatens to engulfig the world in ice. (Starring Michael Shanks), a brilliant yet troubled physician, will have to resort to unconventional methods to warn the world of an impending ice age. 90 minutes. ABC Entertainment. $2.95.

★ 3742628 INDECENT. Widescreen. While her politician husband (Cary Elwes) and precocious teenage daughter are away, New Orleans psychiatrist Veronica Simon (Mira Sorvino) enjoys a weekend fling with Victor, an alluring young sculptor. But after Veronica can’t get him to let go and will stop at nothing to have Veronica for himself. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. MPI. $5.95.

★ 3760030 THE FACTORY. Widescreen. Detective Mike Fletcher (John Cusack) and his partner Keely Walker (Jennifer Carpenter) are on the trail of a serial killer who prowls the streets targeting young streetwalkers. When his teenage daughter disappears, Fletcher discovers that the killer has kidnapped her and his obsession goes into overdrive to get the killer. Rated R. 104 minutes. WS Films. $5.95.

★ 3769020 WOMEN. Widescreen. A once in a lifetime cast of beauties like Maria Schell, Luciana Falace, and Maria Rohm come together for the mother of all women in prison movies. Herbert Lom and Mercedes McCambridge co-star as the sadistic wardens of an island overflowing with luscious beauties tendency to their depraved desires. Not rated. Rated R. 85 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

★ 2882520 99 WOMEN. Widescreen. A once in a lifetime cast of beauties like Maria Schell, Luciana Falace, and Maria Rohm come together for the mother of all women in prison movies. Herbert Lom and Mercedes McCambridge co-star as the sadistic wardens of an island overflowing with luscious beauties tendency to their depraved desires. Not rated. Rated R. 85 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

★ 2888247 JESSE STONE: Thin Ice. Widescreen. Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) is shot while on a Boston statehouse, leaving his family fighting for his life. Determined to get justice for his beloved wife, Stone is plunged into Boston’s shady underworld and into the bed of a sexy investigator (Jesse Hope). Based on the best-selling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Kathy Baker and Stephen McHattie. English SDH. 128 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

★ 287886X GRAVITY. Widescreen. Alfonso Cuarón’s visually stunning thriller is also one of 2013’s best films. An engineer on her first shuttle mission (Sandra Bullock) and a veteran astronaut (George Clooney) are on an impossible mission: to seek revenge on his attorney (Michael Shannon) for the murder of more than 100 men. Under his veneer of devoted husband and father lurked a ruthless killer for hire. Also stars William Shatner, Jonny Lee Miller, and Jason Clarke. English SDH. 105 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95.


★ 2882906 STONE COLD. Widescreen. Tom Selleck is Jesse Stone, a former L. A. bodyguard turned small town chief of police. He’s an ex-cop and an ex-wife to become the police chief of the quiet New England fishing town of Paradise, Massachusetts. When a series of murders take place, the police must face their own demons to solve the crimes. With Jane Adams and Viola Davis. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.


★ 6617034 NIGHTCRAWLER. Widescreen. In the nocturnal underbelly of Los Angeles, Lou Bloom discovers the high-speed world of freelance video reporters who film crashes, fires, murders and other mayhem. Driven and desperate for work. Lou decides to enter this cutthroat world and begins to thrive. Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Viola Davis. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95.

★ 371640X BETRAYED. Widescreen. Mayor Don Alderman (John Sayers) partners with the mob bosses in an attempt to control crime in the city. As the Mafia goes too far, he turns to the Colombian cartel to teach the Russians a lesson. The Russians counter by kidnapping the mayor’s daughter and he’ll stop at nothing to save her. Not Rated. English SDH. 106 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95.

★ 295412X KELLY. Widescreen. Kelly desperately seeking an escape from her horrible life. She is a recovering alcoholic who loses her daughter, her job and her dignity. Cage discovers blogging as a way to express her anger and the thousands are reading it, including a detective. What the detective reads in the blogs will change their lives forever. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Maverick. $2.95.
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887199 THE SKULLS TRILOGY. Widescreen. Sex, power, money—The Skulls have it all. Paul Walker, and other stars pledge to the elite and secret society, where anything is possible as long as you're willing to keep terrible secrets. Includes the original Thriller THE SKULLS, and its two sequels: II (Rated R) and The Skulls III. English SDH. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

370257X BURN COUNTRY. Widescreen. As a former “fixer” for journalists in Afghanistan, Osman (Dominic Rains) finds himself in a small Canadian town, teaming up with an elusive local actress and a local troublemaker (James Franco). But when a dead body turns up, Osman must face the possible evil lurking beneath the surface of his new hometown. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures. $2.95

377005X UNRECOGNIZED CALLER. Widescreen. Colin Miller, recently separated, picks up his home phone to a strange caller who tells him his house has been turned into a bomb. Although entering is not a problem, crossing the threshold from the inside out will trip the detonator and blow up his house. The only way out is to try and make sense of the clues given by the psychopathic caller. Rated. 103 minutes. Creditinus. $3.95

4287150 BEFORE AND AFTER. Widescreen. A small community is rocked by a shocking murder, and the only suspect is the teenage son of a respected local family. Suddenly Corinna (Molly Ringwald) and Ben (Liam Neeson) are faced with a dilemma that puts their son’s innocence—or protect him from his possible guilt. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. $11.95

2996553 DONKEY PUNCH. Widescreen. After meeting at a nightclub, seven young people overdrinking and smoking are captured on video. They capture their wild partying aboard a yacht on video. But when their reckless sexual endeavors go far too far, one of them dies in a freak accident. The rest of the party must figure out what has brought them to this leads to a ruthless fight for survival. Unrated. 99 minutes. Magnolia. $3.95

3716473 DOMA IN. Widescreen. After a deadly virus wipes out most of humanity, the survivors are forced to wait alone in self-sustaining bunkers while the viral threat runs its course. The survivors wait for years and slowly become a motley family of survivors. But their fragile ecosystem is shattered when one by one they start mysteriously disappearing. Stars Britt Lower. Not Rated. English SDH. 107 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

375930X ACCUSED. Mystery and suspense drama in this 1936 thriller when dancer Dolores del Rio witnesses hooler husband Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. leaving manipulative stage star and mercurial Desmond Desmond. When Desmond is found dead and the dancing team’s knife is found at the scene of the crime, Dol. Rio is put on trial for the murder. In B&W. 83 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

2914301 OPEN WINDOWS. A jilted fiancé (Eliah Wood) soon finds himself pulled into a deadly game of cat and mouse after he accepts the opportunity to spy on his favorite actress (Sasha Grey) via his laptop. Soon he realizes this decision will put both himself and his actress in serious danger. 104 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

3834212 CITY BY THE SEA. Widescreen. Vincent LaMarca’s job is to arrest killers, but this job is different. The suspect is his estranged daughter, Rozanna. LaMarca must bring the accused to justice. As a father, he must find a way to save his son. Stars Robert De Niro, Frances McDormand, and James Franco. star. $9.95

5862027 HOLLYWOOD HOUSEWIVES. Jill buys an expensive video camera and doesn’t tell her husband about it. To hide the fact, she tells a lie that it is actually a gift from one friend to another. She ends up in a twisted situation that spins out of control. Stars Kelly Kane, Violette, and Nadia. 89 minutes. Adults only. Moonlight. $5.95

6812123 BETRAYED/EVELYN. Two B&W. Two thrillers, featuring stars like Debra Winger, Tom Berenger, and James Caan. In Betrayed, the FBI investigates white supremacists for the murder of a black Arkham host. (Rated R). Then, Evelyn is the inspiring true story of a female reporter covering the civil rights movement by Don in B&W. 103 minutes. ReelVault. $7.95

375931X THE ADVENTURES OF TARUT. A WWII British agent (Robert Donat) poses as a captain of the Romanian Iron Guard to infiltrate and sabotage a Nazi poison gas plant in Czechoslovakia. This 1943 British spy thriller features tense action, tone in cheek humor, and swashbuckling. Soon, Toomey performance by Donald B. $9.95

290048X DEAD MAN’S SHOES. Widescreen. Richard (Paddy Considine) has always protected his simple-minded little brother Anthony. When Richard leaves to join the army, Anthony is taken in by a local drug dealer and his gang. Anthony becomes the gang’s playing field and is tormented relentlessly. Seven years later, Richard returns to settle the score, and settle if he does. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

996572X SPLIT. Widescreen. Though Kevin has a positive influence on his children, there remains one still submerged who is set to materialize and dominate all the others. Compelled to abduct three teenage girls, Kevin reveals all the trade secrets of the family to them. $11.95

375958X HOLT OF THE SECRET SERVICE. The story of the United States has been kidnapped by a gang of counterfeiters and is forced to begin manufacturing a sheet of fake bills in this fifteen- chapter 1941 serial. Secret Service agent Kay Drew and novelist Keener carry on the work of infiltrating the criminal organization, sending them on adventures around the world. In B&W. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. ReelVault. $9.95

374246X AMERICAN FABLE. Widescreen. Burt Reynolds is the world-beleaguered mystery man being held captive in her family’s silo. Gitty’s world is turned upside down as she questions her loyalty to her own family. English SDH. 97 minutes. G3 Pictures. $9.95

285526X AWAKENING THE ZODIAC. Widescreen. In 1968, one of the deadliest serial killers in U.S. history disappeared without a trace. But when a fortune-seeking couple uncover a 40 year old family secret, they set out to solve the mystery. Soon though, the hunters become the hunted. Stars Shane West and Leslie Mann. Widescreen. $9.95

6812123 BURN COUNT RY. THE BEFORE AND AFTER. Widescreen. A small community is rocked by a shocking murder, and the only suspect is the teen age son of a respected local family. Suddenly Corinna (Molly Ringwald) and Ben (Liam Neeson) are faced with a dilemma that puts their son’s innocence—or protect him from his possible guilt. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. $11.95

2996553 DONKEY PUNCH. Widescreen. After meeting at a nightclub, seven young people overdrinking and smoking are captured on video. They capture their wild partying aboard a yacht on video. But when their reckless sexual endeavors go far too far, one of them dies in a freak accident. The rest of the party must figure out what has brought them to this leads to a ruthless fight for survival. Unrated. 99 minutes. Magnolia. $3.95

3716473 DOMA IN. Widescreen. After a deadly virus wipes out most of humanity, the survivors are forced to wait alone in self-sustaining bunkers while the viral threat runs its course. The survivors wait for years and slowly become a motley family of survivors. But their fragile ecosystem is shattered when one by one they start mysteriously disappearing. Stars Britt Lower. Not Rated. English SDH. 107 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

375930X ACCUSED. Mystery and suspense drama in this 1936 thriller when dancer Dolores del Rio witnesses hooler husband Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. leaving manipulative stage star and mercurial Desmond Desmond. When Desmond is found dead and the dancing team’s knife is found at the scene of the crime, Dol. Rio is put on trial for the murder. In B&W. 83 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

2914301 OPEN WINDOWS. A jilted fiancé (Eliah Wood) soon finds himself pulled into a deadly game of cat and mouse after he accepts the opportunity to spy on his favorite actress (Sasha Grey) via his laptop. Soon he realizes this decision will put both himself and his actress in serious danger. 104 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

3834212 CITY BY THE SEA. Widescreen. Vincent LaMarca’s job is to arrest killers, but this job is different. The suspect is his estranged daughter, Rozanna. LaMarca must bring the accused to justice. As a father, he must find a way to save his son. Stars Robert De Niro, Frances McDormand, and James Franco. star. $9.95

5862027 HOLLYWOOD HOUSEWIVES. Jill buys an expensive video camera and doesn’t tell her husband about it. To hide the fact, she tells a lie that it is actually a gift from one friend to another. She ends up in a twisted situation that spins out of control. Stars Kelly Kane, Violette, and Nadia. 89 minutes. Adults only. Moonlight. $5.95

6812123 BETRAYED/EVELYN. Two B&W. Two thrillers, featuring stars like Debra Winger, Tom Berenger, and James Caan. In Betrayed, the FBI investigates white supremacists for the murder of a black Arkham host. (Rated R). Then, Evelyn is the inspiring true story of a female reporter covering the civil rights movement by Don in B&W. 103 minutes. ReelVault. $7.95

375931X THE ADVENTURES OF TARUT. A WWII British agent (Robert Donat) poses as a captain of the Romanian Iron Guard to infiltrate and sabotage a Nazi poison gas plant in Czechoslovakia. This 1943 British spy thriller features tense action, tone in cheek humor, and swashbuckling. Soon, Toomey performance by Donald B. $9.95

290048X DEAD MAN’S SHOES. Widescreen. Richard (Paddy Considine) has always protected his simple-minded little brother Anthony. When Richard leaves to join the army, Anthony is taken in by a local drug dealer and his gang. Anthony becomes the gang’s playing field and is tormented relentlessly. Seven years later, Richard returns to settle the score, and settle if he does. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

996572X SPLIT. Widescreen. Though Kevin has a positive influence on his children, there remains one still submerged who is set to materialize and dominate all the others. Compelled to abduct three teenage girls, Kevin reveals all the trade secrets of the family to them. $11.95

375958X HOLT OF THE SECRET SERVICE. The story of the United States has been kidnapped by a gang of counterfeiters and is forced to begin manufacturing a sheet of fake bills in this fifteen- chapter 1941 serial. Secret Service agent Kay Drew and novelist Keener carry on the work of infiltrating the criminal organization, sending them on adventures around the world. In B&W. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. ReelVault. $9.95

374246X AMERICAN FABLE. Widescreen. Burt Reynolds is the world-beleaguered mystery man being held captive in her family’s silo. Gitty’s world is turned upside down as she questions her loyalty to her own family. English SDH. 97 minutes. G3 Pictures. $9.95

285526X AWAKENING THE ZODIAC. Widescreen. In 1968, one of the deadliest serial killers in U.S. history disappeared without a trace. But when a fortune-seeking couple uncover a 40 year old family secret, they set out to solve the mystery. Soon though, the hunters become the hunted. Stars Shane West and Leslie Mann. Widescreen. $9.95
379114 SANTA CLAUS CONQUERS THE MARTIANS/BEAST FROM HAUNTED CAVE. Fullscreen. A like a spectator rising from the grave, Elvira is back, providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. Santa Claus Conquers the Martians: The Prince of Darkness, sets out to conquer the world. In The Werewolf of Washington Dean Stockwell wreaks havoc on the nation’s capital. English SDH. Over 3 hours. E One. $9.95

288662 ALIEN THREAT/DEATH ATTACK. Monster Movie Mix. Fullscreen. A monstrous and terrifying mix of 12 films. Night of the Blood Beast; The Alien Factor; The Amazing Transparent Man; The Return of the Andromeda Strain; Godzilla: King of the Monsters; The Test Flight; Man with a Watch; Rocky Jones: Escape into Space; Scream Attack; Curtain Call; Let It Rain; Dark Stranger. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours. Mill Creek. $1.95

379515 THE SATANIC RITES OF DRACULA/THREE OF A KIND. Fullscreen. Elvira is back, providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In The Satanic Rites of Dracula Christopher Lee stars as the Prince of Darkness, out to conquer the world. In The Werewolf of Washington Dean Stockwell wreaks havoc on the nation’s capital. English SDH. Over 3 hours. E One. $9.95

289539 SCARED TO DEATH/TOURIST TRAP. Fullscreen. Elvira is back, providing her unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In Scared to Death while Bella Lugosi’s first color film, Dr. Phibes helps plan a Halloween bash. In Tourist Trap, the ghostly corpse of a beautiful victim haunts her killer. Elvira is paralyzed by a spider bite. English SDH. Over 3 hours. E One. $8.95

379116 THE EGG/EGGHEAD. Fullscreen. Elvira is back, providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In The Egg, a mad psychiatrist plays Renfield. In Egghead, director Don Coscarelli’s epic tale of The Tall Man, his deadlySentinel Spheres, and the group of small town friends who must band together to stop his evil dimension-hopping schemes, can only be found at www.ehbc.com. Over 90 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95

375126 THE ULTIMATE 3D HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME II. Relive the early days of at-home 3D with this collectible retro horror set. Using the two paired of included wired shutter glasses, switch between 2D and 3D at the push of a button in cult favorites: Dementia 13, The Little Shop of Horrors; and Night of the Living Dead. Includes a video synchronization box, an RCA video extension and setup instructions. COMPATIBLE WITH CRT TVS ONLY. May not be compatible with some newer DVD players. Batteries not included. Four hours on 3 DVDs. SlingShot Entertainment. PRICE CUT TO $11.95

371565 12 CREATURE FEATURES. B-Movie loving Elvira reviews her collection: The Creeping Terror; Horror of the Zombies; The Wasp Woman; Kong Island; Gamma- ray the Invincible; The Howling; The Mole People; The Creep in the Creep in the Creep in the Minotaur; The Crater Lake Monster; Horror High; Attack of the Monsters; Snowbeast; and Bride of the Gorilla. In Color and B&W. Sixteen hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

379017 NO BLOOD, NO EARTH. Fullscreen. Elvira is back, providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In The Brain That Wouldn’t Die, the Mad scientist going on a game show will make her some extra cash. In The Manster a mad scientist with a serum that causes second heads to sprout is bad. English SDH. Over 3 hours. E One. $9.95

2821370 PUPPET MASTER: REMASTERED DVD COLLECTION. Widescreen. Charles Band’s original trilogy of tiny terror has now been remastered for a sadistic triple feature set. Puppeteer Andre Toulin’s miniature army of murderous puppets, each with a unique tool for terror, look hotter than ever in Puppet Master; Puppet Master II; and Puppet Master III. Rated R. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Fullscreen. English. Over 12 hours. Mill Creek. Price Cut $11.95

3784427 CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON. Fullscreen. After discovering a unique prehistoric claw fossil on an expedition deep in the jungle, scientists investigate its origins which lead them directly to a mysterious creature. Beauty Queen Juliana Asarova (Jack Nicholson), the men try to capture the monster who has become obsessed with David’s assistant, Kay. English SDH. In B&W. 80 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95

373508 THE SHINING: Stanley Kubrick Collection. Widescreen. One of Stephen King’s most chilling tales is transformed into one of Stanley Kubrick’s most gripping films with this 1980 milestone. Jack Torrance (Jack Nicholson), the new off-season caretaker at Overlook Hotel, brings his wife (Shelley Duvall) and son (Danny Lloyd) to the hotel for the winter—a winter they make it through. Over 3 hours. Mill Creek. Fullscreen. $9.95

2874600 JESS FRANCO´S COUNT DRACULA: SPECIAL EDITION. Fullscreen. A highly atmospheric adaptation of the classic Bram Stoker novel, directed by Jess Franco and starring Christopher Lee as the Count, who flees the cold confines of his Carpathian castle for the shores of England. As the Count, Christopher Lee is one of the most popular and enduring horror icons in the world. Available in both B&W and widescreen. Over 90 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95

3750044 HIDDEN. Widescreen. Over 300 Days is a terrifying, horror film directed by Peter Skarsgard, Claire and their daughter, Zoe found refuge underground. What looms above the cement prison they call home? The streets are littered with bodies—. Available in both B&W and widescreen. Over 80 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95

373501X THE EXORCIST: Extended Director’s Cut. Widescreen. One of the most influential horror films of all time. William Friedkin’s unnerve masterpieces tells the chillingly realistic tale of an innocent girl (Linda Blair) inhabited by a terrifying entity, and of the two priests who challenge that evil in one of the most unforgettable horror films of all time. Also starring Ellen Burstyn and Maximilian Schell. Fullscreen. 83 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $15.95

690847 WHO SAW HER DIE? Widescreen. The life of a Venice sculptor (George Lazenby) is torn apart when his grieving father’s own investigation into his murder leads him to a small town physisician named Dr. Lorca, an eccentric collector of biological oddities, has never seen anything like this specimen: a monstrous, horrible mutand born of toxic waste —and the creature’s rightful owner wants it back, before it produces a n oozing little army of ferocious freaks. Stars Michael Cudlitz, Rhonda Griffin, and Mel Johnson Jr. Rated PG-13. Full Screen. Over 100 minutes. Unrated. $15.95


379182 THE TERROR/EGGHEAD. Fullscreen. Elvira is back, providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In The Terror, Roger Corman’s haunting tale of mistaken identity gets the Elvira treatment. And in Egghead, Elvira snipes at the superstitious Kramsk by basic starring Richard Kiel as a lonely camelan looking for love. English SDH. Over 3 hours. E One. $8.95

289547 SCREAM THEATRE, VOLUME 4. Scream Theater brings back Elvira, providing her tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In Scream Theater, VOLUME 4, Elvira presents with footage cut from its U.S. release. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 7 hours. Mill Creek. $9.95

285108 THE VAULT: Lunar Edition. A screamingly dark school teacher who has failed a five of his students go to an old abandoned school to archive any memorabilia before it is torn down. When they mistakenly free a horror spirit, the school becomes a deadly prison for the students, and there’s no way to escape. Rated R. Three hours. KOCH Vision. $9.95

280957 EIGHT LEGGED FREAKS. Widescreen. Do what you get when you cross toxic waste with a bunch of exotic spiders? EatElvira’s townies of Prosperity, Arizona, will all become a screaming smorgasbord if these mutated arachnids inspire by the style of 80s movies have their way in this comix terror crowd pleaser. Stars David Arquette and Scarlet Johansson. 99 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.98

285108 THE LAST SECT. Widescreen. A mad horror sect leader has been battling famed vampire hunter Van Helsing’s descendant (David Carradine) for decades. But now she and her bloodthirsty followers face extinction unless they can find a way to control their descent—to ensure their future survival. Also stars Natalie Brown. Unrated. 89 minutes. Genius Products. $3.95

3803287 HIDEOUT! Dr. Lorca, an eccentric collector of biological oddities, has never seen anything like this specimen: a monstrous, horrible mutand born of toxic waste —and the creature’s rightful owner wants it back, before it produces a n oozing little army of ferocious freaks. Stars Michael Cudlitz, Rhonda Griffin, and Mel Johnson Jr. Rated PG-13. Full Screen. Over 100 minutes. Unrated. $15.95

3809046 BASELINE KILLER. Widescreen. From the director of The Boogeyman comes this violent and gory movie that thrills the creature’s rightful owner wants it back, before it produces a n oozing little army of ferocious freaks. Stars Michael Cudlitz, Rhonda Griffin, and Mel Johnson Jr. Rated R. 82 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

3737160 ANTIBIRTH. Widescreen. Hard-drinking, pill-popping, bong-riping Lou and her best friend Sadie spend their days adrift on a drug-induced haze. But one wild night out becomes a bad trip that never ends when they stumble upon an unexplained high, highly abnormal pregnancy. Stars Natasha Lyonne and Chloe Sevigny. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Level Film. $5.95

3747387 SHROOMS. Widescreen. A group of American teenagers come to Ireland having been invited by their Irish friend, Jake, a mushroom expert. But the vacation takes a horrific turn when the teenagers ignore Jake’s warnings and ingest the huge, toxic mushrooms fied by ghosts. Stars Jack Huston. Magnolia. $4.95

3747360 THE RETURN OF DRACULA/ THE VAMPIRE. Widescreen. A double sided DVD. MGM. Prepare for The Return of Dracula, as History’s greatest bloodsucker crosses the Atlantic and tries to pose as the cousin of an unsuspecting American family. The vampire continues in The Vampire, as a small-town physician finds an experimental bat serum has infected him with a thirst for blood: CC. 153 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $4.95
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3778703 CRAVINGS. Widescreen. Nina, a troubled teen, is fixed on an unrequited feast of destruction when she’s forced to confront her immorality and twisted bloodlust. Trapped between light and dark, psychosis and reality, the living and the dead, she’ll stop at nothing to achieve her cravings. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Lions Gate. $5.95

3769941 2-HEADED SHARK ATTACK. Widescreen. When a “semester at sea” ship is sunk by a multi-headed shark, a select group of terrified strangers all suffering memory loss and they are forced to figure out what brought them all together—before it’s too late. Rated R. CC. 102 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

2850983 BLOODRAYNE. Widescreen. Kristina Loken stars as a sexy killing machine determined to use her supernatural fighting skills to combat her father and his menacing vampire army. Co-stars include Ben Kingsley, Michelle Rodriguez, Billy Zane and Michael Madsen. Also released as 2-D game on DVD. Unrated. 99 minutes. Majesco. $3.95

3742660 ZOMBIES! 4 Film Feature. Widescreen. Collects four jaw-dropping, hair-raising zombies to frighten you to a sleepless night–not! Films: Dead Snow, Ponytail, I Sell the Dead, and Dracula Sucks. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. IFC Films. $5.95

3782345 DEVORED. Widescreen. Lourdes (Marta Milans), a young immigrant mother, takes a job working nights in an old New York City mansion. But maltreatment forces inside the restaurant begin to torment Lourdes as they start killing those around her and begin to devour her body and soul. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95 ★ 3789431 DRACULA SUCKS. Everybody’s favorite legendary vampire is back but this time he wants more than just blood in this sexy spoof. Count Dracula pretends to be a vampire hunter in order to solve the problem: he can only consume the blood of virgins. So with the help of his whimsical assistant, the count tries to seduce a group of girls in the hopes of finding the undead. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95 ★ 3784879 BILLY THE KID VS DRACULA. Dracula travels to the American West, intent on making a beautiful Native American woman his bride. When a local sheriff (Bruce Dern) challenges the outlaw Billy the Kid, finds out about it and rushes to save her. This flick gives you the west’s deadliest gunfighter and dracula’s most diabolical villain! Stars John O’Meara. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $7.95 ★ 3759628 THE LEGEND OF BLOOD CASTLE. Based on the legend Countess Elizabeth Bathory, a Hungarian noblewoman who was obsessed with the blood of young women obtained as they appear in physical form inside the house. After suffering a heart-breaking loss, John Stewart (John Rhys-Davies) and his three children are hoping for a fresh start in a gorgeous Victorian house in a new town. But the dark secrets and the malevolent past begin to reveal itself, plunging the family into a journey that threatens all of them. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

3781647 THE CURSE OF ROBERT. Widescreen. Emily Barker is a cash strapped student trying to make money as a cleaner, working nights at the East Falls Museum. But her peaceful graveyard shift turns into a time of terror when she discovers that one of the exhibits is a worm named Robert is alive and wreaking havoc after hours. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Digital Media. $4.95

2924951 THE REMAINS. Widescreen. After suffering a heartbreaking loss, John Stewart (John Rhys-Davies) and his three children are hoping for a fresh start in a gorgeous Victorian house in a new town. But the dark secrets and the malevolent past begin to reveal itself, plunging the family into a journey that threatens all of them. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

3801318 VAMPIRE RESURRECTION. Jonathan had to sacrifice his own soul and become a vampire in order to find his true love. A beautiful young woman, Victoria, wakes from her long slumber and is now determined to take revenge against the deranged killer who took her lover. Not Rated. 80 minutes. UnobstructedView. $7.95

3975553 FROM A HOUSE ON WILLOW STREET. Widescreen. When police officer Carter discovers a blood-soaked man limping down a deserted医院 with a barely breathing hospital patient inside with a face covered with blood and unexplained occurrences begin to happen. Rachelsoon realizes some family secrets should remain buried. Not Rated. 111 minutes. Vertical. $4.95 ★ 3716443 DR. TARR’S TORTURE DUNGEON. A mysterious man is sent down into the forest to investigate the bizarre behavior of the notorious Dr. Tarr. When the man discovers that his collection of wives and daughters is just the opening segment of the doctor's tortures, he is taken by his disturbing acts and his twisted mind of torture dungeons, a hellish asylum completely cut off from civilization and presided over by the ultimate madman. All released as The Manson Family Massacre. English S 字幕. 94 minutes. Vertical. $7.95
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3803023 EVIL PUPPETS FROM HOMICIDAL DOLLS ATTACK. A group of six murders coming out of their backs in a remote hill town. Unrated. 106 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

**394762** THE GIRL IN THE BLACK CAPE. Widescreen. The story of a young woman who is haunted by a spirit in and house in North Carolina. Not Rated. 90 minutes. NPT Entertainment. $3.95

**2947722 BLOODY HOMECOMING.** Widescreen. In this sequel to the sleeper hit of last year, a group of teenagers return to their hometown for Homecoming night on the three-year anniversary of the death of a fellow student’s body. So begins a series of revenge on the kids for their own revenge... a serial thriller. Rated R. 86 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97. $3.95

2960728 THE BALLERINA. Widescreen. After surviving an attempted murder, a ballerina is forced to return to the stage, only to find her new dance partner has been killed. Rated PG-13. 95 minutes. Viva. $3.95

2954672 TEXAS VODOOD ZOMBIES. Ex-con Dobie Jones is faced with a dilemma, find a real job or go back to jail. Just when he thinks he has his luck has changed, Voodoo priestess Sabrina, casts a spell converting a deadly concoction into a powerful zombie form. He has a tough decision to make, stand and fight, or run like hell. Stars Gerrick Thomas and Sarah Urror. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Maverick. $2.95

2924897 THE GIRL IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS. Widescreen. In this chilling double feature. Ouija stars Olivia Cooke, who must confront her worst fears when she and a group of friends unwittingly unleash a darker force. In Ouija: Origin of Evil, a mother adds a new stunts to her son’s seance business and ends up creating a real evil into her home. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vertical. $2.95

2924898 GHOST HOUSE. Widescreen. A young couple vacationing in Thailand falls in love with photography of the small shrines called “Ghost Houses.” After acquiring a small discarnate shield as a souvenir, they are scared by visits from a malevolent spirit that threatens their sanity and their life. English SDH. 99 minutes. Vertical. $2.95

2907853 SLUMBER PARTY MASSACRE III. Three high school girls on holiday party, they break into their bikinis and break out the brews, but the drillers killer’s out for a thrill with his drill, and he’s ready to kill. Rated R. 87 minutes. Adults only. New Concorde. SOLD OUT

3901071 ROBO CROC. Widescreen. A top secret mission to capture the Croc. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Universe. $3.95

**2927853 SLUMBER PARTY MASSACRE III.** Three high school girls on holiday party, they break into their bikinis and break out the brews, but the drillers killer’s out for a thrill with his drill, and he’s ready to kill. Rated R. 87 minutes. Adults only. New Concorde. SOLD OUT

3901071 ROBO CROC. Widescreen. A top secret mission to capture the Croc. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**2927853 SLUMBER PARTY MASSACRE III.** Three high school girls on holiday party, they break into their bikinis and break out the brews, but the drillers killer’s out for a thrill with his drill, and he’s ready to kill. Rated R. 87 minutes. Adults only. New Concorde. SOLD OUT

2940799 INFECTED. Widescreen. When a fast-spreading global pandemic turns ordinary people into flesh-eating monsters, a handful of survivors find refuge in a school. With the hordes of walking dead trying to get in, a group of high school students are trapped in the school by the infected. Rated R. 95 minutes. Viva Pictures. $4.95

**6821480 SHADOW STALKERS.** Ten terrifying features in one collection: 5 dark horror shorts: David Kennedy’s Laura; Mary’s “Don’t Answer the Phone;” Nightmare in Wax; Bloody Pit of Horror; Silent Night; Bloody Night; Funeral Home; Don’t Open Till Christmas; and The Driller Killer. Most Rated R. Nearly 15 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

7365000 THE UNCANNY. Widescreen. A grisly portentous about a paranoid writer who must convince his publisher (Ray Milland) that all cats are under a spell caused by his own cat’s body—carnage. CelloidDiaries.com called this shocker “the best killer cat movie there is!” Not Rated. 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95

**295953 BLOODY DEATH.** Fullscreen. Six young male patients check in, but never check out. Owned and operated by nurse Edith Morley (Priscilla Alden) and her brother Dr. Gordon Morley (Shady Palms in the Flesh). Shady Palms in the Flesh. Rated R. 112 minutes. Vertical. $9.95

2843986 OUIJA. EXCLUSIVE 3-DVD COLLECTION. Ouija: A terrifying true story! A freshman at a small New England college discovers the price of fame might be too high. Rated R. Nearly 15 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $2.95

**3802233 MAD DOCTOR OF BLOOD ISLAND.** Peace. In the most fascinating film in the Blood Island trilogy, co-directors Eddie Romero and Gerry de Leon upped the already over the top nudity, violence and gore! A spoof of the first movie to revive the world’s smallest vampire hunter. Rated R. Four hours on two DVDs. Full Moon. $3.95

**2920277 DEATH STILL.** Widescreen. Upon the death of their grandfather, boyfriends, Daniel and Rodrigo are given a box containing the letters of the films of the 60s. Stars John Ashley. Unrated. 89 minutes. Adults only. Seventeen. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95

2979042 AVA’S POSSESSIONS. Widescreen. A group of friends are recovering a demonic possession. With no memory of the past month, she is forced to attend a Spirit Possessions Anonymous support group. As she reconnects with her friends and get her job back, she is plagued by nightmarish visions—the demon is trying to come back! Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Original. $3.95

2924870 ELOISE. Widescreen. After the death of his father, Elise (Chace Crawford) must find his long lost aunt if he is to inherit his family’s fortune. Breaking into the defunct asylum where she had been committed for proof of her death, he discovers that the asylum, Eloise, is far from abandoned. The spirits of the worst doctors have come back to life. Rated R. 86 minutes. Vertical. $2.95

**3746968 LEGEND OF THE WEREWOLF.** A traveling circus in 19th century France adopts and showcases a feral “wolf boy” who grows into adulthood only to fall in love with nurse Edith Mortley (Priscilla Alden) and her brother Dr. Gordon Morley (Shady Palms in the Flesh). Shady Palms in the Flesh. Rated R. 112 minutes. Vertical. $9.95

**3736601 RETURN OF THE SCARECROW.** Widescreen. A small, rural community is terrorized by the legend of an evil scarecrow who awakens every few years to seek his revenge. A clutch of local hillbillies decide to play a prank, dressing as scarecrows to frighten local teens, but the plan backfires when the scarecrow of lore rises from the banks of a killing bayou and wants to get his share of the town’s women. CC. Not Rated. 74 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

4736959 BLOODY BLOOD. A sex-crazed nympho helps speed along her father’s death so she can use the inheritance to help out her depraved boyfriend. Rated R. 81 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95
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2904810 THE INVOKING. widescreen. After inheriting a house from the family she never knew, Sara and her heirs sell the property at a discount, but it turns out to be a real estate trap. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Nevermore. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**5829550 EVIL COME, EVIL GO! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL-WIDOW BLUE!** Few people believe that the children of all these ink-stained一页 is their time. Not Rated. 91 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

**5785955 EROTIC NIGHTS OF THE BLIND DEAD.** widescreen. Spain, 1976. It is revealed that in 1310, a group of Templar cartwheels embarked on a gruesome massacre and executed on the grounds of this small town, and now, they rise again from their graves to finish the evil rampage they began centuries ago. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 70 minutes. Adults only. WildEye. Pub. at $18.95

**7709747 Darkslyde.** widescreen. Five best friends, all on the road trip find themselves missing brothers, who disappeared mysteriously near an alpine lake. Their adventure quickly turns into an epic battle for survival when they are trapped in a series of cavers with a monster. CC. 120 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $14.95

**281207X THE BRIDE’S INITIATION.** Fullscreen. A luscious young couple finds themselves kidnapped by their chauffeur and driven to a secret location, to be used in diabolical rites to keep the Court young and alive. When the bride’s parents turn to a local detective, the cop realizes that they may be facing a real life vampire in sunny Miami. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. Vineyard. Pub. at $19.95

**3695846 HOUSE/HOUSE II: THE SECOND STORY.** Fullscreen. In House (Rated R) a man moves into a strange house left to him by his aunt and his precarious sanity comes under siege by nightmares and an onslaught of hideous creatures. In House II, a deadly results at a magnificent house—one where all his dreams and nightmares will be realized. Stars include William Katt and George Wendt. Three hours. RLJ Entertainment.

**3745936 HUNGRY FOR HELL: 4 MOVIE WELCOME TO WELCOME.** Open the door of hell with these four chillers: American Horror House starring Alessandra Torreani and Cameron Deane Stewart; The Dunwich Horror with Jeffrey Combs and Dean Stockwell; Horror House starring Charisma Carpenter and Corin Nemec; Mask Maker with Nikki Deloach and Treat Williams. Some Rated R. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek.

**3803399 THE HORRIBLE DOCTOR BONES.** Fullscreen. A dynamic hip-hop group think they’ve finally gotten their big break when they’re discovered by a notorious record producer (Dr. Bones). What they don’t realize is that Dr. Bones has a diabolical plot to dominate the world with a shape-shifting creature who goes on a murderous rampage and must be hunted down in a secret laboratory complex. When they are overtaken by a strange ritual, the results are very hard to kill. Not Rated. CC. 105 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $19.95

**3794423 BLOOD MOON RIVER.** A group of friends head into the forest to debunk a local legend about a killer beast, but they may have bitten off more than they can chew when they become part of the story in this intense, thriller. Not Rated. 70 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $14.95

**2806907 THE DEADLY BEYOND BEYOND ! Movie Collection.** Fullscreen & widescreen. A collection of 11 thrilling films with evil scientists, killer creatures, and alternate worlds; Pulse, Spacemaster: Adventures in the Forbidden Planet, JQuest, Surviving Sumeria: The Hearse; Lukert, Slipscream, Mutant; Warriors of the Wasteland; Alien Contamination; and Eternal Evil. Some rated R. English SDH. Over 17 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek.

$14.95

**284687X SURVIVAL OF THE DEAD.** widescreen. This film from horror master George A. Romero picks up where Diary of the Dead leaves off. Two families locked in a struggle for power and control over the fate of the undead. For both families, existence on the island is a nightmarish world where humans are the minority and zombies rule. Includes a second DVD of special features. Rated R. 90 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment.

$4.95

**574004X ONIHAEDERS.** widescreen. A high school locker room cheerleaders shower and undress, unaware of evil eyes that are watching them. Even more disturbing, a curse has been put on their clothing that will force the ritual of sexual sacrifice! Stars Yvonne De Carlo, John Carradine, and John Ireland. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Adults only. VCI Entertainment.

**3753719 CLOWN OF THE DEAD.** widescreen. 3D. Three friends in an apartment complex investigate what’s behind the killings of local children, all of whom drew the same picture of a clown before they died. They uncover the evil spirit of a circus clown and must send it straight back to hell before more children are murdered. Not Rated. 67 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $14.95

**3753956 THE WIND: Demons of the Prairie.** widescreen. An unseen evil terrorizes an isolated homestead on the 19th century American Great Plains. The townspeople fear a ghostly wind that has turned into a demon—known to the local people as the Boogeyman—haunted by a fiendish creature. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.97

$12.95

**3775711 CLOWN OF DEATH.** widescreen. Three friends in a apartment complex investigate what’s behind the killings of local children, all of whom drew the same picture of a clown before they died. They uncover the evil spirit of a circus clown and must send it straight back to hell before more children are murdered. Not Rated. 67 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $14.95

**3753699 CLOWNADO.** widescreen. A troupe of murderous clown crows are trapped in a tornado by a witches’ spell and travel the Midwest destroying everything and everyone in their path while seeking revenge on the woman who imprisoned them. CC. 99 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95
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**3784354 CHILD’S PLAY 2/CHILD’S PLAY 3. Widescreen. Child’s Play 2 finds the notorious doll killer rising from the ashes to track down his prey, Andy Barclay. In Child’s Play 3 the greedy president of Play Pals Toy Company decides to resurrect the popular doll for a third time and the spirit of Chucky returns for more revenge on Andy. Rated R. English SDH. PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3750986 HALLOWEEN/ PARTYLEGENDS. Widescreen. Halloween reinvents the ultimate slasher classic, unleashing Michael Myers for a bloody roller-coaster of a rampage like fans have never seen in this two-disc edition. Not Rated. 121 minutes. In Partylegends brother and sister Seth and Angelina have found the perfect killing weapon—an x-rated phone chat service known as the Faminite. Rated R. Three DVDs. PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3716031 JAWS 3. Widescreen. The giant shark’s reign of terror continues! Everyone at Florida’s Sea World is thrilled with the new plexiglass tunnels that let visitors get up close and personal. John goes into action...A meteoric path into the park’s lagoon, the 35-foot mother shark, uses her new tunnel to pull the guests into the park's lagoon. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**2967376 THE DEMON’S ROCK. Widescreen. Roscoe, the puce of a wizard monk from an ancient race of demons, unknowingly opens a portal that allows an unspeakable evil to travel freely into our world. When three grisly beasts cross into our dimension, the living are possessed and the dead rise to destroy everything in their path. It is up to Roscoe to put an end to the destruction. Not Rated. English SDH. 173 minutes. Universal.**

**2967359 DEAD MARY. Widescreen. It was supposed to be the perfect weekend away—until they invited a bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a dude house to have a party, only to discover that Mario Lugano’s gory video game simmons the vengeful spirit of “Dead Mary,” friend turns against friend in a blood-soaked battle for survival. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Peace Arch. PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3742636 LAST GIRL STANDING. Widescreen. Five years after a bloody killer terrorizes a small town, Cassandra, the lone survivor, struggles to reclaim her shattered life. Just when she thinks she might be ready to finally start anew, Carrey’s past comes back to haunt her. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**368127 MARA. Widescreen. As a criminal psychologist digs into the mystery of an ancient demon who kills people in their sleep, she experiences the same petrifying symptoms as all the victims and turns to do it herself before she dares to fall asleep again. Stars Olga Kurylenko. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes. M.O. Pictures.**

**2937764 TIKI. Fullscreen. Amy moves from her beloved Hawaiian Islands to study only. Retromedia.**

**3702669 PSYCHOPATHS. Widescreen. The paths of multiple serial killers cross over one single, blood-soaked night. Each stalks the city with their own deadly, gruesome agenda. Which psychopath will survive until morning? Stars Ashley Bell. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures.**

**2988348 HOWLING III: The Marsupials. Widescreen. The race is on as a colony of marsupial werewolves attempts to outwit and outlast their human counterparts in this offbeat horror film starring Bartolo and Annie Bell. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Elite. PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**2940272 DEAD JUSTICE. The Arizona Territory, the 1870s. Marshal Frank Wilcox, along with a Buffalo Soldier from the U.S. Army, must galvanize a group of survivors to fight the feared Blood Dinkers, an evil band of killers that seeking the flesh of the living. It’s a world gone mad and a battle against the unthinkable. Stars Paul Winers, Not Rated. 86 minutes. Wild Eye. PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3764508 FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. The unforgetable masterpiece, the original 1931 Frankenstein stars Boris Karloff as the screen’s most tragic and iconic monster. Director James Whale’s adaptation of Mary Shelley’s masterpiece novel is considered by many horror film buffs to be the best horror film ever made. Not Rated. English SDH. 71 minutes. Universal. PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**2970759 MONSTER WOLF. Widescreen. A creature of ancient legend manifests, bound to protect the ecological balance of the land and killing anyone that threatens it. This elusive guardian is both feared and celebrated by the locals, but when a deadly curse affects them all, they must unite and defeat the monster’s wolf spirit or face the dire consequences. Rated R. CC. 89 minutes. Media Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**2940535 THE ZOMBIE KING. Edward Furlong stars as Samuel, an ordinary man who dabbles within the laws of voodoo to bring his wife back from the grave. He soon realizes that the God of the Dead is out to destroy the underworld and bring chaos to Earth, in return he walks the Earth with his departed wife. But the inhabitant of a small village won’t take the change so easily. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Shami Media. PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**101 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.**

**3895630 THE HILLS HAVE EYES: MULTIPLE ALIENS. Widescreen. The Carters are an American family on their way to California when their car breaks down in the remote Southwest desert. Watching from nearby is a family of cannibals with an unspeakable taste for human flesh and monstrous brutality. Written and directed by Wes Craven. Stars Susan Sarandon, Richard Dreyfuss, review. PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3757862 WRITERS RETREAT. Widescreen. An acclaimed author hosts a writing retreat on an isolated island. Gradually the writers assembled open up with personal secrets and it soon becomes clear that each of them is in some way desperate to escape their current life. It isn’t long before the entire party begins to turn into a terrifying fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Synkronized. PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3717257 BLITZKRIEG: Escape from Stalag 69. Germany, 1945. Stalag 69, a POW camp ruled by the commandant Helmuth Schultz is nothing but a blood-soaked playground for this perverse Nazi monster who uses his prisoners in cruel and ghastly experiments. Members of the camp strike back on their own, in an attempt to escape from their living hell. Not Rated. English SDH. 135 minutes. Wild Eye. PRICE CUT to $18.95**

**2958628 INVASION OF THE BEE GIRLS. In the small town of Peckham, Georgia, 13-year-old girls are dying mysteriously. The government sends agent Neil Agar (William Smith) to investigate the mysterious deaths. It seems a powerful force is descending on Earth, turning women into bee queens who kill men by wearing them out sexually. Rated R. 86 minutes. Cheesy Movies. PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**3720519 LADYWOMAN. Eight teenage girls become part of a mysterious deaths. It seems a powerful force is descending on Earth, turning women into bee queens who kill men by wearing them out sexually. Rated R. 86 minutes. Cheesy Movies. PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6872190 RAWHEAD REX. Widescreen. An American historian on a working vacation in Ireland, discovers on the stained glass windows of a local church, a series of scenes illustrating the reign of terror of the demon, Rawhead Rex. Based on the one piece of graphic work by Dermot Power, and considered by many to be one of the greatest comic book works.**

**3881760 BE AFRAID. Not long after John Chambers and his family arrive at their new home in a small country town, John begins suffering from sleep paralysis. Lying there suffering from sleep paralysis. Lying there in an endless birthday party after a massive ecological event. The girls’ sanity and psyche dissolve as they struggle to survive eating human flesh. Not Rated. 76 minutes. English SDH. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $2.95**
8250686ALONE WITH HER. Widescreen, IFC, Pub. at $14.93 $2.99
8287037WHERE EVIL LIES: 6 Movie Collection. Widescreen, Mill Creek, Pub. at $9.98 $3.95
373273PEELERS, Widescreen. Level Film. $5.95
2967294BOTTOM FEEDER, Widescreen. Peace Arch. $3.95
3196388LIZZIE BORDEN TOOK AN AX. Widescreen, Sony Pictures, Pub. at $14.99 $4.95
3685458BIRDS, Widescreen, Universal. $5.95
6811778THE JUNGLE. Widescreen, E One, Pub. at $9.98 $3.95
3954575ALETA: Vampire Mistress. Adults only. Maverick. $5.95
3715638HOUSE OF THE WITCH. Widescreen. 4Digital. $4.95
691848 CLASSIC HORROR: 4 MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen, Mill Creek, Pub. at $14.98 $3.95
284785XSTABBED IN THE FACE. Adults only. Wild Eye, Pub. at $9.95 $7.95
2982523THE DEAD ZONE: Special Collector’s Edition. Widescreen, Paramount. $5.95
2967421HOLLOW, Widescreen. New Video. $4.95
3069650HOLLOWS GROVE. Widescreen, Vision Films. $3.95
2850885BLOODY BARESHINE: 2 Deliverance. Widescreen. Entertainment. $3.95
3069974THE SHADOW PEOPLE, Widescreen. Vision Films. $3.95
2904721EVIL ALIENS. Widescreen. Image Entertainment. $3.95
2822792DELIRIUM, Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95
2902915THE EVIL WITHIN. Widescreen, Vision Films. $2.95
2970783SUCCUBUS: Hell-Bent. Widescreen. Media Films, Pub. at $14.98 $5.95
2804204ZOMBIES: 4 Movie Midnight Marathon Pack. Widescreen, Universal. SOLD OUT
2924900HERE ALONE. Widescreen, Vertical. PRICE CUT to $2.95
2948133MALIBU SHARK ATTACK. Widescreen, ARC Entertainment. $3.95
3049968NOCENTROMIA. Widescreen, Image Entertainment. $6.95
2905086THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE. Widescreen, Image Entertainment, Pub. at $14.98 $4.95
6964605THE SCAREHOUSE. Widescreen. D Films. $5.95
6644864DR. TERROR’S HOUSE OF HORDERS. Widescreen, Olive Films, Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
2785102UNRAVELING. Widescreen, Gravitas Ventures. $4.95
6960863 THE BLACK CAT. Widescreen. Blue Underground. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95
2954956LEATHERFACE. Widescreen, VFS Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95
2948478WE ARE STILL HERE. Widescreen, Dark Star. SOLD OUT
3060050AREA 51. Widescreen, Paramount. $3.95
295527XVISIONS. Widescreen. VFS Films. $3.95
2874458CAROUSEL. Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
2948176MIDNIGHT SON. Widescreen, Image Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $1.95
2928290BRIDES OF BLOOD. Fullscreen, Severin, Pub. at $19.95 $3.95
3769562DAY OF THE DEAD: Bloodline. Widescreen, WS Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95
3714519THE BYE BYE MAN. Widescreen, WS Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95
3899651SKINNER. Widescreen. Adults only. Severin, Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
6872344THE TERROR WITHIN II. DVD. Red One, Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
3955482NEXT OF KIN. Widescreen, Severin, Pub. at $19.98 $7.95
3988777THE MIONION. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $15.98
2967142’I’LL TAKE YOUR DEAD’. Widescreen, Shout Factory, Pub. at $16.97 $4.95
6848426HELL’S KITTY. Widescreen. Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
2837565KILLJOY’S CARNAGE CARAVAN. Full Moon. $5.95
287357XCOUPLORPHIA. Terror Trip, Alchemy, Pub. at $19.99 $3.95
3688879RESTRAINT. Widescreen, Breaking Glass, Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
2947972DEMON SQUAD. Widescreen, Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
2947099DARK SISTER. Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $3.95
3035767A DARK PLACE INSIDE. Adults only. Sector 5, Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
2974608VOICES FROM THE GRAVE. WMM, Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
3735751DEVIL’S REVENGE. MVD Visual, Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
2925753BLOOD LAKE. Fullscreen, AGFA, Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
3736555NIGHTWISH. MVD Visual, Pub. at $24.95 $13.95
3717305DEAD MUSIC. Widescreen, Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
3711597BY THE DEVIL’S HANDS: The 666 Killer, WMM, Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
2973464EXORCISM OF THE DEAD. Widescreen, Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
2958171HALLOWEEN NIGHTMARES, VOL. 1. WMM, Pub. at $19.95 $3.95
3717356THE HIDDEN. SRS Cinema, Pub. at $14.95 $7.95
2897067ALIENS AND WITCHES FROM THE DARK REALMS. WMM, Pub. at $19.98 $7.95
2965485THE 27 CLUB. MVD Visual, Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
3735125THE BRIDES. MVD Entertainment, Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
3720578SAFE SPACE. Widescreen, Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
2921588COUNTRYCIDE. Widescreen, Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
3766498SAINT BERNARD. Fullscreen, Severin, Pub. at $19.98 $7.95
370273 CHAIN OF DEATH. Widescreen, MVD Visual, Pub. at $19.95 $3.95
2973596THE GHOSTKEEPERS. Bloody Entertaiment, Pub. at $7.95 $7.95
3711587COLD CREEPY FEELING: Paranormal Exorcism, WMM, Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
2973588DEATH BY VHS. WMM, Pub. at $19.99 $7.95
29581473:33 AM: The Witching Hour. Adult, Pub. at $19.95 $3.95
29581392 JENNIFER. Sector 5, Pub. at $19.95 $3.95
298234X PLEDGE. Widescreen, Scare Factory, Pub. at $16.97 $7.95
3748103TIED IN BLOOD. Chemical Brain, Pub. at $9.95 $7.95
3732047FAMILY COVENANT. Widescreen, Shami Media, Pub. at $17.95 $7.95
297228X DON’T LOOK. Widescreen, Wild Eye, Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
2958201SHADOW WORLD: The Codex of Mysti Deluge, Sector 5, Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
2938305 #FROMJENNIFER. Widescreen, Cinedigm, Pub. at $19.99 $5.95
297360XHAMIL’ S GHOST. Widescreen, Cinedigm, Pub. at $19.99 $7.95
3802396ROBOT WORLD. Widescreen, A pilot is sent across the galaxy, his mission is to orbit and reorient a planet. Widescreen. Adults only, pub. returning home. At his destination the planet becomes marooned on the planet and discovers planet’s only inhabitants are predatory machines. Not Rated, CC, 80 minutes. SF Releasing. $4.95
3827687CLOUD ATLAS. Widescreen, Six stories spanning centuries–one of the most ambitious science fiction projects ever, directed by Tom Hanks and Halle Berry lead an all-star cast in interwoven tales as times shift between past, present and future. As characters reuinte from one life to the next, their actions generate consequences: A killer evolves into a hero, and an act of kindness inspires a revolution. Rated R. English SDH. 172 minutes. Warner Home Video $3.95
**Sci-Fi**

3 hours on two DVDs.

**2933020 STAR TREK V  & VI. Widescreen. Star Trek V: The Final Frontier finds Kirk and his crew setting out to destroy a machine in an adventure that takes them to the center of the universe. In Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country a lunar cataclysm brings the Klingon Empire to its knees and peace with the Federation begins. Sam Neill, Jeff Goldblum and Laura Dern. English SDH. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $49.98 $14.95**

6967647 RIVERWORLD. Widescreen. After being killed in an explosion, Matt (Tahmoh Penikett) is reawakened on an unusual planet where people from all eras of history have been simultaneously resurrected under the eye of a mysterious alien. Stars Tahmoh Penikett, the charismatic Mark Twain by his side, Matt sets off to find his lost fiancee. Also stars Lara Vandervoort. Nearly 3 Hours. Vertical Entertainment $3.95

37520X REALIVE. Widescreen. Marc experiences a terrible shock when, at just 32, he is diagnosed with a disease and is given one year to live, at best. Unable to accept his death, he decides to freeze his body before the disease can impede it. Sixty years later, he is revived, but life is not what he thought it would be. Not Rated. English SDH. 132 minutes. Universal. $6.95

2903019 ALIENS. Widescreen. The terror continues in James Cameron’s Aliens as Ripley (Sigourney Weaver) returns to Earth after drifting through space in hypersleep for 57 years. Although her story about the Alien encounter is met with skepticism, she is accompanied by a team of eight U.S. marines back to LV-426—and this time it’s war! Rated R. English SDH. 155 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

3803791 THE PALMER SUPREMACY. Widescreen. The genius William Palmer develops a replicator chip, a technology that would revolutionize the inner workings of the human brain. When William mysteriously dies of an apparent suicide, his twin brotherCONRAD Palmer decides to find out the truth to ensure that the groundbreaking technology doesn’t fall into corrupt hands. Stars Lance Henriksen, Thomas Dekker and Lindsey McKean. 101 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

375109 GENESIS. Widescreen. Deep in a subterranean site, the last remnants of humanity are divided by a caste system that keeps politicians and scientists away from the rabble and crowd. While citizens starve and are forced to work in a lethal environment that in some ways are dedicated to the creation of ABEL, a humanoid life-form. Not Rated. English SDH. 112 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**3759423 DEVIL GIRL FROM MARS. An alien spacecraft is seriously damaged while entering Earth’s atmosphere. In search of undisturbed land near a small town in the gloomy Scottish moors. While awaiting repairs, the technologically superior Marian female Nyah and her deadly robot Chari mercilessly terrorize a small group of patrons at a local inn who have become the spaceship’s imperative force field. In B&W. 77 minutes. Reel Valley. $7.95**

**3969522 DEF-CON 4: Defense Condition/HELL COMES TO FROGSTOWN. Widescreen. Howe, Jordan and Walker are three astronauts who return to Earth after a nuclear holocaust and must confront a new and terrifying reality in Def-CON 4. Defense Condition. Sam Neil is a muscle-bound, wise-guy and deadly force. It’s up to Howe and the beautiful Spangle to brave the barren wasteland of Earth, now ruled by slimmer, green amphibians in Hell Comes to Frogtown. Rated R. 174 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95**

2924803 ALIEN ARRIVAL. Widescreen. Kyle is a prisoner of war caught between two armies, neither of whose ideology he believes in. When offered an opportunity for freedom, he is forced on one last rescue mission only to become stranded where his ship crash lands. He soon realizes that the deadliest creature on the desert moon is the very men sent to save him. Rated R. Vertical. $2.95

3983073 TRANSCENDENCE. Widescreen. Dr. Will Caster (Johnny Depp) is working to create a sentient machine that combines mankind’s collective intelligence with the full range of human emotions. When extremists try everything they can to stop him, Will is forced to upload his own mind into a supercomputer and achieve transcendence. Also stars Morgan Freeman. English SDH. 119 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $2.95

2960600 ALIEN RESURRECTION. Widescreen. Two hundred years after Ripley’s death, scientists have cloned a perfect  Ripley, including the alien Queen growing inside her at the time of her death. But this new breed of alien is far more intelligent than its predecessors. At the same time, the Martian female Nyah is on a quest to save humanity. Rated R. Vertical. $2.95

6926748 ATTACK OF THE PUPPET PEOPLE/VILLAGE OF THE GIANTS. A two-pack of bizarre sci-fi thrillers that are small in size, but giant in entertainment value! In Attack of the Puppet People a deranged mad maniac creates a device that shrinks people to foot-high figurines. Then, in Village of the Giants, an unexpected growth spurt turns teenagers into gigantically smart robots! Color and B&W. 180 minutes on a double-sided DVD. Not Rated. Vertical. $2.95

**3938543 THE WARRIOR AND THE SORCERESS.** Kang is the last survivor of a mighty warrior tribe who now wanders the planet Ur as a mercenary sword for hire. In the village of Yam A Tar, he finds two vicious slavers planning murder, and the beautiful sorceress Maja. Kang becomes embroiled in their treachery and remembers the Sorceress. With her lies his destiny, and together they must fight to save all Stars David Carradine and Etsushi Toyokawa. Rated 81 minutes. New Concorde. $3.95

2893814 COLOSSAL. Widescreen. Out of work and kicked out of her apartment, Gloria (Annie Hathaway) is forced to move back to her hometown where she’s reunited with a childhood friend (Jason Sudeikis). When news reports surface that a giant creature is destroying South Korea, Gloria comes to the realization that she has the power to control this giant phenomenon. Rated R. 109 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

2880180 ESCAVENGERS. Widescreen. A crew of deep space scavengers has just discovered an alien artifact of unimaginable power, capable of threatening the balance of the known universe. Before the government’s killers, the crew fights not only to protect the artifact’s missing pieces, but also the future of the universe itself. Stars Jeremy London and Sean Patrick Flanery. Not Rated. 94 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $3.95

2987317 STAR TREK II: The Wrath of Khan. Widescreen. Kirk’s Starfleet career comes to an end as a result of his most vengeful nemesis: Khan Noonien Singh. Escaping his forgotten prison, Khan sets his sights on both capturing Picard and copying God-like power, and the utter destruction of the world. Stars William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. CC. 112 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

2960044 ALIEN 3. Widescreen. The third chapter of the most terrifying saga in science fiction history. L. Reepis is the lone survivor when her crashed spaceship lands on Fiorina 161, a bleak wasteland inhabited by former inmates of the planet’s maximum security prison. But an Alien was aboard her craft—and soon the body count begins to mount! Stars Sigourney Weaver. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

3702642 IDENTICALS. Widescreen. Slater seems to have the perfect life but when his girlfriend is abducted by the Brand New-U organization and a corpse is left in her place, he is transformed into an identical. As he moves through a series of parallel lives he becomes obsessed with finding his girlfriend, but what he must find is the new identical, Shachik One. Rated R. Vertical. $2.95

**37575X KUNG FU TRAVELER.** A hostile alien race has ever-increasing needs and the ability to use weapons of mass destruction to get them. While plotting a way to defeat the invaders, a general is accidentally sent back in time. Now the fate of humanity depends on the clever, unassuming fives against the forces in the past in order to defend the future. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Cinemagic. $4.95

2960979 ALIEN UPRISING. Widescreen. A group of friends aware one morning to find all electricity and power shut off, and an immense alien aircraft hovering in the air above their heads. Suddenly this regular group of friends is battling to survive, as the entire human race is threatened by the alien army hovering ominously above. Stars Bianca Bree and Sean Brosnan. Rated R. 101 minutes. Phase 4 Video. $2.95

2990535 ROBOTROPOLIS. Widescreen. Mankind has taken the next big step: a state of the art city called New Town, which is completely run by robots. Reporter Christiane Nouve (Noue Taylor) is covering the story when she something goes terribly wrong when a robot suddenly shoots down an innocent soccer player. Christiane and her crew have an incredible opportunity to journey into the shocking revolution which follows. Unrated. 85 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $2.95

3693X4X 2069: A Sex Odyssey. Five sexy females from the planet Venus are sent to Earth to bring back sperm samples to their planet which is dying out because there are no men left on it. But they find that it’s not all that difficult persuading Earth men to help them in their quest. Rated R. 73 minutes. Adults only. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

672965X ABBOTS. Widescreen. In the future, mobile robotic cameras known as “Eyeborgs” have made privacy a thing of the past. But are these cameras just watching? As people begin to die off in bizarre ways, a government agent thinks he has found something terrible when a robot suddenly shoots down an innocent soccer player. Christiane and her crew have an incredible opportunity to journey into the shocking revolution which follows. Unrated. 85 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $2.95

377001 X MEGA SHARK VS MECHA SHARK. Widescreen. In the future, mobile robotic cameras known as “Eyeborgs” have made privacy a thing of the past. But are these cameras just watching? As people begin to die off in bizarre ways, a government agent thinks he has found something terrible when a robot suddenly shoots down an innocent soccer player. Christiane and her crew have an incredible opportunity to journey into the shocking revolution which follows. Unrated. 85 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $2.95
### Family & Kids

- **6728511** WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Year Four. Return to rural Hope Valley for more adventure and love, and continue the story of siphamas. This historical drama is set in the 1870s and features Emily and Joshua St. John. **B&W, 90 minutes. Price: $7.95**

- **929854** THE OLD NAVY MAN. A hero who fights for justice in a small town. **Widescreen, 90 minutes. Price: $7.95**

- **6519859** THE LITTLE RASCALS. A group of mischievous kids on a fun-filled adventure. **Widescreen, 85 minutes. Price: $7.95**

- **397031** THE COMIC BOOK CLUB. A group of comics enthusiasts gather to discuss their favorite comic books. **Fullscreen, 90 minutes. Price: $7.95**

- **3701975** THE GOLDEN OFFICE. A group of office workers deal with the challenges of modern office life. **Widescreen, 60 minutes. Price: $9.95**

### Musicals

- **3709026** ANYTHING GOES. The classic musical with the music of Rodgers and Hammerstein. **Widescreen, 100 minutes. Price: $9.95**

- **3751512** MY BLUE HEAVEN. A musical comedy set in the 1920s. **Widescreen, 90 minutes. Price: $7.95**

- **3752980** MY BLUE HEAVEN. A musical comedy with a cast of stars including Ethel Merman and Gene Kelly. **Widescreen, 100 minutes. Price: $9.95**

### Time Life

- **9092613** THE TONIGHT SHOW: The Vault Series. Relive the magic of a tonight show with the legendary show hosts. **Widescreen, 75 minutes. Price: $9.95**

- **370162X** THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR #6. A collection of classic episodes from the iconic sketch show. **Widescreen, 133 minutes. Price: $9.95**


### The Carol Burnett Show

- **3752704** THE GANG’S ALL HERE. A collection of iconic episodes from the hit variety show. **Widescreen, 90 minutes. Price: $7.95**

- **3701654** THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR #9. A collection of classic episodes from the hit variety show. **Widescreen, 130 minutes. Price: $9.95**

- **3701611** THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR #5. A collection of classic episodes from the hit variety show. **Widescreen, 128 minutes. Price: $9.95**

- **9064908** BOB HOPE: Hope for the Holidays. A collection of holiday-themed episodes from the iconic variety show. **Widescreen, 110 minutes. Price: $7.95**

- **3701476** THE BOB HOPE SPECIALS #3: Thanks for the Memories. A collection of iconic holiday specials from the legendary performer. **Widescreen, 110 minutes. Price: $7.95**

### The Carol Burnett Show: The Lost Episodes

- **3085007** THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: The Lost Episodes. A collection of lost episodes from the iconic variety show. **Widescreen, 110 minutes. Price: $7.95**

### More Titles

- [See more titles at erhbc.com/816](http:// erhbc.com/816)
**ENTERTAINMENT**

**MARTYR.** Widescreen. For Hassan, life has stopped making sense. All he has is a close group of friends togethe by a shared sense of marginalization and hopelessness. When Hassan suddenly drowns, his funeral becomes a farewell to the sensuality of life, youth, friendship and love. Starring Robert Mitchum, Harry Maldon and Mustafa Fabs. Not Rated. In Arabic with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**SIDE BY SIDE.** Widescreen. Join Keanu Reeves on a tour of the past and the future of filmmaking. Reeves explores the development of the cinema and the impact of digital filmmaking via in-depth interviews with Hollywood masters such as James Cameron, David Lynch, Martin Scorcese, Steven Soderbergh and many more. 99 minutes. New Video.

**EATING ALIVE.** Widescreen. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

**DENNIS THE MENACE: Lights! Camera! Menace!** Fullscreen. Based on Hank Ketcham’s popular comic strip, this animated series became a staple in countless households throughout the mid-’80s. Filled with mischievous, mishap hilarious have, and youthful curiosity, it is a fun-filled introduction to everyone’s favorite neighborhood pest. Collects 32 episodes. CC. Over 11 hours on 3 DVDs.

**HIPPETY HOPPER: Marsupial Mayhem.** Widescreen. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

**SIDES.** Widescreen. English subtitles. 108 minutes. Breaking Glass.

**COME TO THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC.** Widescreen. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**EATEN ALIVE.** Widescreen. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

**THE NEW ADVENTURES OF BATMAN.** Fullscreen. Featuring the voices of Kevin Conroy as Batman, Lyndall Bunt as Robin, the animated version of the Caped Crusader and Boy Wonder is revered by generations of cartoon fans! Crime doesn’t stop when the Caped Crusader is wounded! Despite having his leg blown off in the past. Includes 16 episodes. CC. Six hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**THE NEW ADVENTURES OF BATMAN: Night of the Owls.** Fullscreen. In this new animated version of the classic Tales of the Batman story, the girls help suck the energy out of the entire neighborhood. ν

**THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN.** Fullscreen. In each suspenseful action-packed caper, Superman defeats out of this world dangers like the Scarecrow, the Subterraneans, the Dark Demon, the Earth-2 Batman and the battle for justice is on! English SDH. 77 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN.** The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Get ready for nonstop super Spidey excitement as the world’s most famous web-slinging Super Hero returns in all 13 episodes of Season One! Five hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures.
Huckleberry Finn; The Mysterious Stranger;

Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 on thirteen DVDs. Flatiron Books.

GURREN LAGANN: Special Edition 01. Widescreen. Quit your job, sell the dog, and run wild in a parallel universe, the lone survivor of Earth’s Justice League—Lex Luthor—travels through other world dimensions to join forces with Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, the Flash and Jonn J'onzz in a desperate attempt to save his world and its people. English SDH. 75 minutes. Warner Home Video. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

6891047 MEGASET: Seasons 1 and 2. Widescreen. The adventures of your favorite bumbling robotize and enslave the population of the world about it. The true danger lies leaving this barren city to suffer the ravages of time. It’s up to an elite unit of powerful women to save the world from evil in this action-packed Animated Film. 57 minutes. Planet Mobi. [PRICE CUT to $1.95]

371323 ADVENTURES OF SONIC THE HEDGEHOG: The Complete Animated Series. Fullscreen. Sonic the Hedgehog (voiced by Jason Alexander) is on the moon’s job. One day he hitchhikes a ride to Earth on the tail of a passing comet. But all is not well in the world. The Moon is unable to sleep. Before the President can capture him, they must join forces to return him to his rightful place in the sky.

6987539 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN: Seasons 2 & 3. Fullscreen. Sometimes all of time flies up, and away! into 32 episodes of crime-crushing animated action in this two-disc edition. Watch as Superman clashes with classic villains like Lex Luthor, Brainiac and Toymen—plus a host of new foes. Over three hours. Warner Home Video. $9.95

2890273 STREET FIGHTER: The New Challengers. This epic saga continues as Ryu begins his journey around the world. Cammy’s quest to discover her past takes a number of unexpected turns, Chun-Li’s investigation into Shadaloo takes her from the depths of the Hong Kong underworld to the title matches of Battle of Blood. She must contend with a vengeful Vega. 90 minutes. Eagle One Media. [PRICE CUT to $5.95]


2855135 BUGS BUNNY AND FRIENDS. Warner Bros. Enter. $2.99

2967499 MOON MAN. Widescreen. The man—trapped between life and death—is

371119 THE HUCKLEBERRY HOUND SHOW. Season 1, Volume 1. Redcovers one of the most beloved golden hound dogs ever in this collection of 26 original episodes from a true animated classic. The cool canine charmed early TV audiences with his unique brand of humor. The popular New Southern drawl and fast wit that’ll win you over every time. CC. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

2899662 MASS EFFECT: Paragon Lost. Widescreen. A prequel to the best-selling hit game Mass Effect®! In Commander Shepard’s first adventures, join Commander Shepard and his loyal team as they battle through the galaxy to save humanity. 240 minutes. Widescreen. Paramount. $14.98

2924153 TOM AND JERRY’S MUSICAL MAYHEM. Turn Home Entertainment. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]
Religion and Spirituality

3715191 JESUS & HIS TIMES. Step back to the days and the lands where Jesus walked as a man. Meet the people and experience everyday life in the time of Yeshua, the Hebrew name for Jesus the Messiah. Filmed on location and covering every event in His life, you will walk through the fields of Nazareth as our travels will bring him, and experience his rendition and quest. Questar. $5.95

3715248 THE REAL POWER OF PRAYER. Devotional prayer is our solemn communication with God. It is a form of worship, contrition, praise or thanksgiving. Whether performed by sinners or saints, if it comes from the heart the power of prayer may prove to be a powerful gift. An uplifting program hosted by Lee Majors. 112 minutes. Questar. $5.95

6989101 TRAVEL THE ROAD: Season One. Tells the dramatic story of Tim Scott and Will Decken, who take a harrowing journey to preach the gospel to the end of the earth. From the forbidding Himalayas to the sweltering jungles of Cambodia, every step of their real-life adventure is presented in stunning detail. CC. Over eight hours on 12 DVDs. PureFlix. $14.95

★3759684 SAINT NICHOLAS: The Real Story. Travel with distinguished historian Michael Grant as he journeys not to the North Pole, but modern day Turkey and Italy. Here the important story of Nicholas, a third-century Christian bishop, emerges from footnote, 55 minutes. Vision Video. $14.95

★2959852 JOHN WESLEY: The Faith That Sparked the Methodist Movement. Step inside the world of John Wesley, the 18th century evangelist and social reformer. This original documentary explores Wesley's spiritual struggle to understand God's grace, his commitment to follow in the footsteps of Jesus, and his enduring legacy still felt worldwide. 51 minutes. Questar. $11.95

371523X THE PASSION OF JESUS CHRIST. This beautifully filmed journey takes you to the sites of Jesus Christ and His followers. This program includes renowned international experts with first-hand knowledge of the evidence documenting Jesus as a charismatic leader and His death and miraculous resurrection. Hosted by Pat Boone. 105 minutes. Questar. $9.95

5670931 ACTS OF GOD: Miracles and Stories of Hope. Highland Entertainment. $4.95

2965324 MYSTERY OF THE SACRED SHROUD. Fullscreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 $3.95

3715264 TEMPLE OF GOD AND THE END OF THE AGE. Questar. $5.95

3715183 COULD IT BE A MIRACLE? Questar. $5.95

3715280 UNLOCKING SECRETS OF THE BIBLE. Questar. $5.95

3715213 MESSIANIC SIGNS OF CHRIST'S RETURN. Questar. $5.95

6924077 THE FIRST DAYS OF CHRISTIANITY. New Video. $5.95


Documentaries

LIMITED QUANTITY 3769776 THE ATOMIC CAFE: Collector’s Edition. One of the defining documentaries of the 20th century, this film offers a darkly humorous glimpse into 1950s America, an era rife with paranoia, anxiety, and misapprehension. It serves up a revealing slice of American history—the legendary decade when we learned to live in a nuclear world. 88 minutes. Docurama. $3.95

3757846 WAGING A LIVING. Tender and eye-opening, the film takes an unwavering look at America’s working poor—people who work hard and play by the rules but never seem to get ahead. Over three years, the film follows four hard-working individuals as they struggle for their dreams of the American Dream but find only low wages, dead end jobs, and a tattered safety net in their way. 85 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

2960717 APPALACHIAN TRAIL: THE EPIC OF THE 2,180 MILES. National Scenic Trail. It runs through 14 states, from Maine to Georgia, and is one of the longest continuously marked footpaths in the country. You’ll meet the people behind the trail, including the man who came up with the idea in 1921—Benton MacKaye—and the man who, in the end, made it happen: Myron Avery. Plus you’ll hear from some of the trail’s famous hikers. 55 minutes. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

2974426 A CENTURY OF FLIGHT: 100 Years of Aviation. Fullscreen. From the Wright Brothers to The Right Stuff, this is the complete story of mankind, flight. You’re given rare images and lost interviews with the earliest pioneers of aviation. You’ll walk on the moon with Armstrong and honor those who paid for the quest of space. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours. Two DVDs. $12.95

3683533 THE ADVENTURES OF ERLOL FLYNN. Movie star Errol Flynn was known for his swashbuckling cinematic antics. Whether his adventures were very real or utterly exciting, this documentary traces Flynn’s entire journey, from his Tasmanian childhood to the heights of Hollywood celebrity. Features film clips, home movies, interviews, and commentary by Flynn co-star Olivia de Havilland. CC. In Color and B&W. 87 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

3720322 A DECADE UNDER THE INFLUENCE. A love letter to an amazing period in cinema, this film enlists a cast of pioneers, directors and actors to talk about the 1970s, their films and their colleagues. Luminaries such as Francis Ford Coppola, William Friedkin, Sydney Pollack, Julie Christie, and Ellen Burstyn reveal intimate, personal and often untold experiences. Three hours. Docurama. $4.95

2850915 BUILDING BOMBS. Pastoral Aiken, South Carolina is the home to the Savannah River Plant, the epicenter of America’s top secret atomic bomb making apparatus. This film artfully grapples with the profound realities of a world filled with nukes by following one of the world’s most fascinating families through the sweltering jungles to angry villagers. There are no rules, just real archaeologists staring down the face of danger in the name of discovery. 94 minutes. New Video. $4.95

6635830 BREAKING VEGAS: The True Story of Six College Students Who Broke the Bank in Sin City. This fascinating History Channel documentary tells the gripping true story of a group of MIT students who used their expertise to make millions to help them host a bank heist in Sin City. It was, in the last Fast Lane seemed like a sure bet...until the casinos and the IRS caught up with them. 90 minutes. History Channel. $4.95

3803112 FOOD CHAINS. Widescreen. From Eva Longoria and Eric Schlosser, author of Fast Food Nation, comes a powerful and shocking documentary about who feeds our country and what they are willing to do to get the job done. Featuring a group of workers overcoming corporate greed to end slavery and abuse in America’s fields. Narrated by Forest Whitaker. CC. 83 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

2839717 SMASH HIS CAMERA. Widescreen. Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis sued him, Marlon Brando broke his jaw and Steve McQueen shot him a look that would have killed. Academy Award winning director Leon Gast tells the incredible story of one of Hollywood’s greatest divas and whose controversial tactics have led to some of the most iconic celebrity photographs ever taken. 87 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

★682143X LEGEND OF THE AMERICAN SNIPER. Widescreen. From the discovery of the Showcase wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the American sniper has been the most efficient weapon on the battlefield. This fascinating documentary series delivers heart-pounding real-life tales from the military’s most experienced snipers. 92 episodes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

3688011 GONZO: The Life and Work of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson. From Oscar-winning director Alex Gibney comes a probing look into the uncanny life of Hunter S. Thompson. The film addresses the major touchstones in his life—his intense relationship with the Hell’s Angels, his near successful bid for the office of Sheriff in Aspen, deep involvement in George McGovern’s 1972 presidential campaign and much more. Rated R. 118 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

4571479 RAILWAYS ALONG THE RHINE. From the North Sea outlets in Rotterdam and Amsterdam, to its source a 1,320 kilometers away in the Swiss Alps, this program takes viewers along the great European waterway, exploring the Dutch, German, French, Austrian, and Swiss railways that cross it and run along its banks. 60 minutes. Artsgam. Pub. at $7.95

2943344 THE TRAGEDY OF THE MUNICH GAMES. This Emmy Award-winning documentary uses archival footage and all-new interviews to examine a dark day in 1972, when the Olympic dream of peaceful competition was shattered by eight Palestinian terrorists murdered two Israeli athletes and took the other nine hostage, kicking off a 22-hour standoff that turned the XX Olympic into a war zone. 56 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

2988275 AMERICAN ASSASSIN—LEE HARVEY OSWALD: Behind the Iron Curtain. In 1959 at the height of the Cold War, a 19-year-old American Marine deserts to the Soviet Union. As a deep involvement in the Munich, eight Palestinian terrorists murdered two Israeli athletes and took the other nine hostage, kicking off a 22-hour standoff that turned the XX Olympic into a war zone. 56 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

★6961692 UNBELIEVABLE: Beneath the World of Porn. A feature documentary that follows the careers of the adult film business, exploring the trials and tribulations of dozens of top female performers in the industry as they share their stories of success, failure, and redemption. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. Visual. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2935775 MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2009 Season. Collects all 26 episodes of the popular series showcasing classic cars from all other the world, including a 1960 Ferrari 250GT, 1958 Ford Retractable, 1955 Mercedes 300SL, Fiat Millecento, Jay Leno’s Honda S600 and so much more. Hosted by Jay Leno. Over 9 hours on 4 DVDS. My Classic Car. $11.95

3755767 MUMIA ABU-JAMAL: A Case for Reasonable Doubt? This explosive film reopens the case on America’s most “celebrated” death row inmate, fearlessly exposing a broken justice system that sent Mumia to prison for over 25 years. It dares to ask whether this radical journalist and Black Panther was tried fairly by the Philadelphia police and prosecutors, for a murder he may not have committed. 74 minutes. Docurama. $4.95
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DOCUMENTARIES

**375706 NINE GOOD TEETH.** When Brooklyn-born matronly "Nana" (Mary Mirabilio Lymn or Cavaliere) was young, a gypsy prophesied that she’d live to be 96. With that ominous birthday looming near, director Alex Halpern set out to document the wondrously full life of her grandmother, a fiercely independent woman who had an endless supply of hilariously homespun wisdom. In Color and B&W. 80 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

**375775 GRAY MATTER.** In the spring of 2002, Joe Berlinger traveled to Vienna to witness the funeral of the preserved brains of over 700 handicapped children. The victims had been murdered in a "euthanasia" clinic as part of the Nazi eugenics program, considered the opening act to the Holocaust. The film chronicles the director’s search for the doctor responsible murders. 99 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

**303395 THE INVISIBLE WAR.** Profoundly moving film, the film traces the lives of several idealistic young servicewomen who were raped and then betrayed by their own officers when they courageously came forward to report. Both a rallying cry for the tens of thousands of men and women who’ve been assaulted and a hopeful road map for change. 97 minutes. Docurama. $5.95

**376447 WILLIAM GIBSON: No Maps for These Territories.** Generated entirely by a limo rigged with digital cameras, a computer, a TV, a stereo and a cell phone, Gibson’s journey is both an account of his life and work and a journey outside the car windows. Here, the man who coined the word “cyberspace” offers a unique perspective on Western culture at the edge of the new millennium. $4.95

**37765X BIGGER LIKE ME.** Widescreen. The extended director's cut of the cult hit Big Like Me, expands the story of Dylan’s life, when the iconic folk singer found the fascinating story of a monumental period in the modern world with a commentary on the world beyond the car windows. Here, the man who coined the word “cyberspace” offers a unique perspective on Western culture at the edge of the new millennium. $4.95

**328104 FREDDIE MERCURY: Under the Spotlight.** Features rare Freddie Mercury footage from live music broadcasts, one on one interviews and other media appearances for fans and enthusiasts alike. Includes many solo cuts as well as further interviews with Queen and Montserrat Caballe. 90 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3769140 DIRIGIBLES AND BLIMPS.** The early part of the 20th Century saw dirigibles surpass airplanes in a contest of air transport. The great "silver cruisers of the sky" are brought back to life in this film which features historic images and interviews with dirigible aficionados. In B&W. 87 minutes. Periscope Film. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**295575 PUNISHMENT BY LAUGHTER.** A documentary, filmed in a "rehabilitation" center for children who were abused. It’s a story that will make you laugh and cry at the same time. $19.95

**287059 NAVAJO CODE TALKERS OF WORLD WAR II.** Provides viewers with highly personal insights from a group of Navajo Code Talkers who remember their service on behalf of the United States and Navajo Nation. It also reveals the wartime stories of these heroes as they travel on their journey of remembrance, 69 minutes. VisionVideo. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6835422 BIBLE HUNTERS: Bold Explorers Who Risked It All to Reveal the Earliest Bible Texts.** Widescreen. A group of intrepid explorers set out to discover the real stories of the Bible and what they found would rock the foundations of Christianity. Join archaeologist and historian Dr. Jeff Rose as he follows the trail of those who uncovered and preserved the words forever changed how we see this most sacred volume. English SDH. 90 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**3711633 HEBREWS IN ANCIENT AMERICA.** Wayne May has identified our country’s 6th century B.C. Hopewell culture as part of the contemporaneous Hebrews described in the Book of Mormon, showing a Semitic presence in North America. This film presents new evidence that he’s collected over his years of research. 60 minutes. WMWM. $14.95

**2655739 LEGACY OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR.** They are the vile enemy in assassin’s creed, the guardians of a sacred mystery, the Order of Knighthood. For 200 years they were adored, admired, reviled and feared. Their legacy is one filled with mystery. From the ark of the covenant to the holy grail, from secrets of Solomon’s Temple to the Secret Societies of today. They are the Knights Templar. Four hours. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**374809X ROCKY MOUNTAIN SUMMER VISION!** Experience some of North America’s tallest mountains and highest vistas from the comfort of your own living room. See the Rocky Mountains at the most beautiful time of year without having to deal with all the crowds! Includes a version with the sounds of nature soundtrack, for the ultimate relaxation. 60 minutes. WMWM. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**3769402 CONQUEST OF THE AIR.** Made in the late 1930s, this is an epic portrait of the early years of aviation, featuring rare footage of balloons, zeppelins and then a host of heavier than air machines. The film traces some of the most important events of the golden age of Flight. Also included is Wings of the Army, a film showing the increasing role played by airpower up to and during WWII. In B&W. 87 minutes. Periscope Film. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**3720640 WOODSTOCK: 3 Days That Changed Everything.** Whether you were there, or just wish you were, this was a watershed event. Join host Mark Goodman as he gets deep into the mind of the man to discover the hidden mysteries and meanings behind Woodstock. 75 minutes. Docurama. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**375936X BEHIND YOUR RADIO DIAL.** Take a deep and personal look behind the scenes of America’s very own NBC-National Broadcasting Company—in this 1948 documentary. Veteran radio man Ben Grauer takes you on a wondrous tour of two, incredible studios at Rockefeller Center in New York, and the glamorous Hollywood studios in California. $7.95

**678075X THE OTHERWORLD.** Widescreen. Hidden deep within the French Pyrenees is a phenomenon as well-known and long-standing as the Pyramids. Egypt. While their shockingly converging ancient occult legacies may have formed a portal to other dimensions. In this chilling documentary, filmmaker Richard Stanley explores this shadowland of unexplained phenomena via haunted ruins, and unearthing footage. 45 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**375795 HONOR FLIGHT.** A heartwarming documentary about four living WWII veterans and a Midwest community coming together to give them the trip of a lifetime. In this film, filmmaker Richard Stanley explores this shadowland of unexplained phenomena via haunted ruins, and unearthing footage. 45 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3736679 VHS NASTY.** Delves deep into the cult classic satanic panic that is the video nasties, taking an in-depth look at horror within horror films, specifically the video nasty scandal that shook not only Britain in the early 80s, but shook the world into action of panic. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Docurama. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

**3711641 THE INITIATION OF ALICE IN WONDERLAND.** Prepare for a journey through the looking glass and to enter a realm of mystery and magic. In this film, we explore the wonderful world of Lewis Carroll and for the first time delve deep into the mind of the man to discover the hidden mysteries and meanings behind Carroll’s stories. 77 minutes. Docurama. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95

**2935848 MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2016 Season.** Join Dennis Gage as he checks out the Vat Automotive Classic, Footloose, The Great Escape, Ford vs. Porsche Parade, some 4 Door Classics, a Rambler collection, the Wells Muscle Car collection, a BMW 507 and Fiat Dino. Some cool stuff, includes 26 episodes on five DVDs. Over nine hours. My Classic Car. $11.95

**6558674 BUFFALO NATION: The Children Are Crying.** This is the true story of the Lakota Nation’s struggle against the encroachment of nations, forced to live on the “Reservation,” a designated POW camp. A harrowing saga of displacement, neglect, deprivation, and cultural destruction, it will open your eyes to this neglected outcry. 95 minutes. Docurama. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

**6541995 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 1-5.** Compiled from newsreels about Germany including footage by Russian troops in 1945, these propaganda films allow unique insight into the period leading up to and including WWII was presented to the German people. Includes the massive re-armament of the German army, the Battle of Dunkirk, the shelling of Dover, and more. In B&W. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. Artscanagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**399278X MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2011 Season.** For the 2011 season your favorite host, Dennis Gage, shows up at all kinds of cool places, such as the Alaska Midnight Sun Cruise-in, the Mothers Day Run, Southwest Motorfest, Fountainhead Museum in Alaska and even stops by Jay Leno’s shop for a few projects. Includes 26 episodes. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. My Classic Car. $11.95
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**3653706 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 6-10.** This series includes unique footage plundered by Russian troops in 1945. Compiled as it is from German newsreels, these are by no means accurate histories but allow unique glimpses into events leading up to and including WWII was presented to the German people. In B&W. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. Artisanic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**3711706 SOCIAL MEDIA APOCALYPSE.** Social media can inform and enlighten but can also manipulate, control and destroy innocent people. Utilized by corporations and political factions to spread and control information on our lives in an attempt to sway the public toward an inferior agenda, see how social media is changing the face of the planet. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. $13.95

**3691799 WHEN THE WALLS TALK: The Whispers Estate Documentary.** Widescreen. Nested in a small Indiana town since 1895, Whispers Estate embodies a true paranormal haunting. Turning skeptics into believers, this house proves that its walls do more than just talk. Hear the chilling tales of its builder, the staff, and numerous visitors of their encounters with the entities who reside in this home that many claim is alive. Not Rated. 55 minutes. Shumi Media. Pub. at $17.95

**2947242 TARGET ST. LOUIS.** Widescreen. After Hiroshima, the U.S. Army engaged in a series of classified open-air studies designed to test the effects of aerial radiation. Testing was performed in low-income African-American neighborhoods of St. Louis. Consequently, generations of St. Louis residents were unwitting participants in a government program testing the effects of atomic weapons. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

**3691721 SCARY STORIES.** Widescreen. Explore the history of one of the most controversial works of modern children’s literature: the best-selling classic Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark which scared a generation of young readers and became one of most banned books of all time. The truth behind the horror of a generation. Not Rated. 45 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.99

**2820048 THE LEGEND: The Bessie Coleman Story.** Widescreen. In 1921, Bessie Coleman arose from the poverty of the Texas cotton fields and mastered the hearts of the American Black population, teaching them to overcome not only the racial barriers of the time but also the barriers within themselves. For Coleman, the sky was the limit! CC. 108 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

**3715612 DISCOVER HOOVER DAM: Travel Thru History.** We visit a civil engineering wonder, Hoover Dam. This massive structure attracts about a million visitors each year to take in the architecture, engineering, and history of this engineering wonder. 59 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $17.95

**3661492 WHO PUT THE KLAN INTO KU KLUX KLAN.** Widescreen. Neil Oliver examines the links between racism today in the Deep South and the Scots who first occupied it. The arrival of cotton gave the Scots the opportunity to become slave masters, but the Civil War left them embittered. Because of that, six Scottish-American former Confederate soldiers formed a fraternal society that became the Ku Klux Klan. 60 minutes. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $24.99

**3763730 DIANA: Princess of Wales.** In an elegant restrained style, this program presents a tale of all that Diana gave the world in life and in death. Bonus features include interviews with Prince William and Prince Harry, Kensington Palace Archives, and Seventeen. 46 minutes. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $24.99

**3717453 USA ROUTE 66: Kitsch and Mythical.** Over its lifetime, Route 66 has seen it all: first it was a symbol of hope and prosperity, and then it was forgotten when the superhighways were built. However, new life has been breathed into Route 66 by nostalgia buffs who want to experience the historic crossing or to simply discover the beauty of the country in which they live. 60 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

**2870908 THE LAST TARSIARINES.** Widescreen. A riveting look at the German Tarsianis and the struggles they faced. This sweeping documentary explores the stories of survival and suffering as these women navigated their strategic marriages, their longing for true love, and the shackles of European nationalism. 60 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

**2797348 THE EUGENICS CRUSADE: American Experience.** Widescreen. Tells the story of the unlikely—and largely unknown—movement that turned the medical profession into a powerful instrument of social control. The goal of the movement was simple: to eradicate social ills by limiting the number of those considered to be genetically inferior. 120 minutes on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**3748030 EVIL 69 MUSTANG MACH 1.** The Evil 69 is a muscle car dream come true for Hell Car Lover, great handling, ultra smooth ride and an auto show winner that always draws a mega crowd. Enjoy a full hour of cruising the open road, the alleyways, highways and byways doing burnouts and tearing the heads off! 60 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $9.99

**3763757 MARYLYN MONROE: Fascination.** Marilyn Monroe is one of the most famous and adored icons of the 20th century. At her peak, she won the hearts of millions around the world. It’s been said that Monroe played the best game with the worst hand. Part 2 of the story of quintessential Hollywood Superstar. 46 minutes. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $24.99

**3715558 DISCOVER BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND: Travel Thru History.** We visit the birthplace of the most famous submarine in history. It’s only fitting that Belfast would have a famous ship in history. It’s only fitting that Belfast would have a famous ship in history. It’s only fitting that Belfast would have a famous ship in history. It’s only fitting that Belfast would have a famous ship in history. It’s only fitting that Belfast would have a famous ship in history. The Titanic. From there we explore the major art, scientific and cultural contributions of the province known as Ulster. Finally we’ll throw away the key and explore life during the last 50 years. 60 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $17.95

**3003791 SPACE: The Final Frontier.** Fly past the Moon, Jupiter and Mars to discover a beautiful universe full of wonder. Fly through colorful nebula, watch as a new star is born, find the remains of a dead planet, and stare into the vast expanse of existence. Beautiful music accompanies you through the universe for a relaxing, soul-inspiring voyage. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99

**3744007 BOB ADELMAN: PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE JAZZ AGE.** Widescreen. In 1930s New York, Bob Adelman, a young photographer, was hired to capture the culture of the famous soho nightclubs. His photos were captured and during the pre-war period in Europe. 60 minutes. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $17.95

**3691947 CORSICA: Mediterranean Splendor.** Widescreen. Corsica’s picturesque shorelines and tranquil bays are hypnotizing and delightful divers and pleasure boaters alike. The inhabitants welcome you warmly with their own traditional customs and language. From Corsica, the traces of the past blend beautifully with the present, adding to the magic of this island of splendors. 78 minutes. Dreamscape Media Pub. at $24.95

**3736077 DANGER GOD.** Widescreen. Shumin Grey Kent, a key inspiration behind Quentin Tarantino’s Once Upon A Time in Hollywood, was the king of B-movies in the Sixties and Seventies, working for indie directors from Richard Rush to Ray Dennis Steckler, but he’s tackled even larger real-life challenges, including a run in with Charles Manson and the FBI. 55 minutes. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $14.95

**3715620 DISCOVER KENNEDY SPACE CENTER: Travel Thru History.** The east coast of Florida is known for some of this country’s most historical events. We’ll visit the Kennedy Space Center Visitor’s Complex and experience history first hand. We then move on to the Rock Garden and the Apollo/Saturn. We’ll check out the Shuttle Launch Experience, 30 minutes. TMW Media Group.

**4646347 TRIUMPH OF THE WILL, SPECIAL EDITION.** A historically significant and, at times, horrifyingly manipulative exercise in propaganda that was originally released in 1935, continues to be controversial to this day. Directed by Leni Riefenstahl, the film has manipulated the image and seduced the mind. In B&W. 120 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $34.95

**6759807 THE REAL JESUS OF NAZARETH.** Widescreen. Actor Robert Powell, star of the TV mini-series Jesus of Nazareth, returns to the screens across the country to both include the story of Jesus and to discover the real story of the role he played decades ago. He travels to Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt for answers. Beginning March 15th. Three hours. Synapse. Pub. at $19.99

**3764428 MARTIN CLUNES: Islands of the British Isles.** Widescreen. Martin Clunes returns to the screens across the country to both include the story of Jesus and to discover the real story of the role he played decades ago. He travels to Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt for answers. Beginning March 15th. Three hours. Synapse. Pub. at $19.99

**3744007 BARBARA RUBIN AND THE EXPLODING NY UNDERGROUND.** Fullscreen. The film takes us inside the world and mind of Barbara Rubin: a woman who truly believed that film could change the world. She stars in the documentary history, and discusses just how to make a film that can really change the world. 67 minutes. VFF. Pub. at $24.95

**3766571 FRED AND ROGER MARTIN CLUNES: Islands of America.** Widescreen. Martin Clunes, award-winning actor Martin Clunes witnesses the destruction caused by volcanoes firsthand before bear watching in Alaska, encountering bears and eagles, and trekking along the magnificent Channel Islands, and winding up his journey along the East Coast. Join Martin on his quest to witness the wonders of America. English SDH. Over three hours. Athena. Pub. at $34.99
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283432 GUNSLINGERS: Season 1. Widescreen. The Wild West lives on in this series, mixing historical authenticity with the captivating appeal of cinematic storytelling. From the troubles of the stories of all your favorite real-life legends from the O.K. Corral–Billy the Kid, Jesse James, Wild Bill and other lawmen and villains, to town life and even 4 hours on two DVDs. Cinedigm.

$3.95

691162 GOLD RUSH: The Discovery of America. The discovery of gold nuggets in the Sacramento Valley in 1849 sparked the Gold Rush, arguably one of the most significant events to shape American history during the 19th century. In Color and B&W. 100 minutes. A&E.

PRICE CUT to $1.95

287886 JOHN F. KENNEDY: Years of Lightning, Days of Drums. Fullscreen. Gregory Peck narrates this unique film that brightly conveys the spirit, hope and vitality of John F. Kennedy’s presidency with excerpts from Kennedy’s own Day Book of his life and a photo essay of footage of both his public and family life. Won one of the top ten films of 1965 by the National Board of Review. In Color and B&W. 86 minutes. Warner Bros. Ent. $5.95

287723 TEDDY ROOSEVELT: An Adventurous Life. This special collection pays tribute to the explorer, conservationist, war hero and president, bringing together the documentary The Indomitable Teddy Roosevelt on DVD; the Sophisticated Teddy Roosevelt on DVD, including 31 tracks by the composer John Philip Sousa; plus an array of meticulously reproduced facsimile items from Roosevelt’s historical history. 94 minutes. Go Entertainment.

PRICE CUT to $5.95


$3.95

★ 289717 THE LAST RESORT. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

PRICE CUT to $5.95

Biography

LIMITED QUANTITY 3801020 RICHARD NIXON: Biography. Offers a detailed look at this extraordinarily complex and controversial man. With rare photographs and interviews with close friends and observers, the film is a portrait of one of the most significant political figures of the 20th century. In Color and B&W. 100 minutes. A&E.

$3.95

★ 3799069 BOBCAT: You Don’t Look the Same Either. Widescreen. Filmed live and uncensored. A two-hour documentary that is a hilarious journey. Riffing on politics, divorce and his career as a director of film and TV, the genre-defying Police Academy star reveals a side of himself that few audiences have ever seen. A&E.

$5.95

6804233 THE INCREDIBLE MEL BROOKS: An Irresistible Collection of Unhinged Comedy. With this unique collection, fans of the Comedy Greats will find some of the funniest scenes from his legendary career. With Terry Funk, Dusty Rhodes, Public Enemy, and so many more! Over 12 hours of comedy! A&E

$24.95

★ 3786013 PRINCESS DIANA: A Life After Death. A powerful portrait of Princess Diana’s historical, political and social legacy backed by a full orchestral soundtrack. The terrible and sudden death of Diana changed Britain, and this authoritative and original program looks at the history of Princess Diana’s life after her death. 60 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

Sports

2809020 PITTSBURGH STEELERS: Super Bowl Champions. Fullscreen. Relive the most celebrated moments from Pittsburgh’s 70’s streak from their dynasty launching victory over the Minnesota Vikings in Super Bowl IX to their record breaking second back to back NFL title win in Super Bowl XIV. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video.

$5.95

3737209 CANADA CUP ’84. Coming off the 1981 Canada Cup Final, Team Canada came into Calgary with a revamped team built around players of future superstars Wayne Gretzky, Mark Messier, Ray Bourque and Larry Robinson—a mission to right past wrongs. It’s all here: eight Team Canada games from the tournament plus the final match against Canada. In Color and B&W. 375 minutes. VSC.

$5.95

3757797 GREEN BAY PACKERS HEROES. Fullscreen. Documents the careers of some of the greatest legends in Packer history. Experience the legendary leadership of team captain Willie Davis, go inside the Packers’ victory in Super Bowl XXXI led by the heroics of Reggie White and Desmond Howard. Test your knowledge of the greatest moments in team history through icons Vince Lombardi and Curly Lambeau. 60 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.97

$4.95

2804107 WRESTLING UNDERGROUND. You haven’t witnessed violence in the ring until you’ve seen Wrestling Underground, where anti social behavior and weapons define hard core! There are no sanctions, no rules and no holds barred. Famous wrestling legends like Dallas Page, Rob Van Dam, Terry Funk, Dusty Rhodes, Public Enemy, and so many more! Over 2 hours 30 minutes. A&E

$8.95

★ 378894 TNA WRESTLING TWIN PACK, VOL. 2. This TNA Wrestling set features the acclaimed pay per view events, “Turning Point” and “Final Resolution,” live from Orlando. Over six hours of nonstop action on 2 DVDs. TNA Entertainment.

$9.95

3800653 BOSTON’S GREATEST SPORTS STORIES: Beyond the Headlines. This documentary takes you behind the scenes and delivers the inside scoop behind Boston’s amazing sports history. From Adam Vinatieri’s spectacular game-winning kick to the unforgettable Red Sox World Series triumph, you’ll experience all of Boston’s greatest sports moments like never before. 165 minutes. DVD Video.

$4.95

2945182 BILLY MARTIN: The Man, the Myth, the Disciple. Martin was one of the greatest managers in baseball history. Beginning his career playing second base for the Yankees, he was eventually named as the team’s manager–five different times. Highlighted by classic film clips and a candid interview made shortly before his untimely death, this film is a heartfelt tribute to this legendary Yankee. 65 minutes. DVD Video.

$4.95

3785327 FIELDS OF GLORY: University of Iowa–Kinnick Stadium. Kinnick Stadium has been home to the Hawkeyes since 1929. It holds enough fans to be considered the most intimate stadium in Iowa, and here, you’ll go behind the scenes of this revered stadium, including a tour of its famous pink locker room. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 75 minutes. MOJO.

$4.95

375510X LEGEND TO LEGEND: Conversations with Bob Wolf. Filmed between 1906 and 1959, this collection of masterful Hall of Fame figures in film, video and recorded sound archives, and are keepsakes that all baseball fans will treasure. Bob became the first TV voice of the Washington Senators in 1942 and continued after a network star who called the World Series and NFC-TVs Baseball Game of the Week. In Color and B&W. 120 minutes. Hart Sharp.

$4.95

3785229 FIELDS OF GLORY: Texas A&M University–Carden Field. This film goes behind the scenes and explores the pageantry of one of the most unique environments in college football. The Carryall, the Yell Leaders, the Zone, and other colorful traditions make Kyle Field one of the liveliest places in America to watch a football game. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. NHQ.

$4.95

3749734 BATISTA: The Animal Unleashed, In 2010, a new breed of professional wrestler made his mark on WWE. Now, Batista is back to reclaim his status at the top of the food chain, whether you like it or not! In this revealing documentary, walk his path from recovery to redemption and discover the real Dave Batista. Includes over five hours of matches spanning Batista’s career. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. WWE.

$7.95

★ 3661261 BEST OF BIG TIME WRESTLING, VOL. 2: 17 Matches. An action-packed collection of cage matches, grudge matches and much more. Among the wrestlers included here are: Andre the Giant, The Sheik, Waldo Von Erich, Stan Stasiak, Jay Strongbow, Mighty Igor, and many others. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

$4.95

★ 3736827 BEST OF CONTINENTAL WRESTLING, VOL. 3. Continental wrestling was one of the strongest region promotions of the 70s and 80s. Included in this collection are the Dutch Mantel, Bob Roop, Fuller, Ron Fuller, Brickhouse Brown, Wendell Cooley, Adrian Street, Tommy Rich, The Flame, Tennessee Stud, and more. 136 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95

$7.95
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**375539 FIELDS OF GLORY: University of Florida—Ben Hill Griffin Stadium at Florida Field.** Located in the center of campus, this stadium is the largest college football arena in the state of Florida. This collection captures the scenes of one of college football’s iconic stadiums, providing a unique look and feel that is sure to be loved by fans of college football. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375540 HARDWOOD HEAVENS: University of Kansas—Allen Fieldhouse.** Located in the heart of Lawrence, this collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “No Good Comebacks,” “The Double Reverse,” and “Serenia’s Slave.” A must-see for fans of Kansas basketball. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375541 HARDWOOD HEAVENS: University of Kentucky—Rupp Arena.** Located in the heart of Lexington, this collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “The Rescue,” “Game Day,” and “Kentucky—Rupp Arena.” The perfect addition to any sports fan’s collection. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375504 FIELDS OF GLORY: Virginia Tech—Lane Stadium/Worsham Field.** Home to the Hokies since 1965, Lane Stadium has been one of the toughest places to play college football, making it a must-see destination for any college football fan. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. MOJO. $4.95

**375300 FIELDS OF GLORY: Colorado—Folsom Field.** Come along for game day at Folsom Field, one of the most picturesque stadiums in America, where students, alumni and fans alike gather to cheer on their beloved Buffaloes. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375306 FIELDS OF GLORY: Southern California—LA Coliseum.** The TROJANS have been hosting numerous USC national championship football teams. Familiar USC traditions, like the Majestic white horse and the official fight song, Fight On, have helped make the Coliseum one of the most memorable stadiums in college football. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375301 FIELDS OF GLORY: The University of Oklahoma—Gaylord Family, Oklahoma Memorial Stadium.** Some of the most memorable moments in Oklahoma football history are featured in this collection. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375302 FIELDS OF GLORY: Florida—The Ben Hill Griffin Stadium.** One of the most iconic stadiums in college football, the Swamp is regularly packed with fans and features some of the most exciting games in college football. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375303 FIELDS OF GLORY: LSU—Tiger Stadium.** Join Fields of Glory for a behind the scenes tour of one of the most storied stadiums in college football, home to the most loyal fans in the country. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375442 HARDWOOD HEAVENS: University of North Carolina—Dean Smith Center.** Named after legendary coach Dean E. Smith, the Smith Center opened in 1986 and has been a home to some of the most exciting moments in Carolina basketball history. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375365 FIELDS OF GLORY: New Mexico State University—Aggie Memorial Stadium.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “The Aggie Beat,” “The Aggie Band” and “The Aggie March.” A must-see for fans of New Mexico State football. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

**375486 BEST OF CONTINENTAL WRESTLING, VOL. 4.** Collects 14 action-packed matches with wrestling stars like Dutch Mantell, Robert and Ron Fuller, Brickhouse Brown, Dirty White Boy, the Headhunters, Dick Slater, and many more. 125 minutes. Adults only._impulse_.$4.95

**3758468 TOP 50 BEST BREASTS EVER: Girls Gone Wild.** It’s boobs, boobs and more boobs in this topless extravaganza. Nobodies knows breasts like Girls Gone Wild and this is hands down hottest collection we’ve ever caught on film. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 103 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $24.95

**3759269 GIRLS GONE WILD GAMES.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “The Nite Live,” “The Nightcrawler,” “The Nightmares vs. The Barons” and more. 90 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $19.95

**3759271 GIRLS GONE WILD COLLECTION, VOL. #33.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “Teenage Playmate,” “Black Magic,” and “Sister Act.” Narrated by Brent Musburger. 113 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $24.95

**3759282 GIRLS GONE WILD COLLECTION, VOL. #31.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “Sweet Home Oklahoma,” “The Unleash,” and “Sister Act.” Narrated by Brent Musburger. 113 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $24.95

**3759293 GIRLS GONE WILD COLLECTION, VOL. #29.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “The Street,” “The Night,” and “The Wild.” Narrated by Brent Musburger. 113 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $24.95

**3759304 GIRLS GONE WILD COLLECTION, VOL. #30.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “The Nite Live,” “The Nightcrawler,” “The Nightmares vs. The Barons” and more. 90 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $19.95

**3759306 GIRLS GONE WILD COLLECTION, VOL. #27.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “Teenage Playmate,” “Black Magic,” and “Sister Act.” Narrated by Brent Musburger. 113 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $24.95

**3759313 GIRLS GONE WILD COLLECTION, VOL. #25.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “The Street,” “The Night,” and “The Wild.” Narrated by Brent Musburger. 113 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $24.95

**3762706 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #35.** This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “Four-Hour Love Story,” “The Peep Show” and “The Peep Show.” Narrated by Brent Musburger. 113 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $24.95

**3762107 JUSTINE DE SADE.** Innocent Therese seeks her fortune in a wicked world where no virtue goes unpunished. While the story takes place in a brothel in Paris, Therese finds every inch of her flawless form systematically sullied. She eventually escapes the brothel and becomes a nun. While some might say this is a story of salvation, Therese is a complex character whose story is both tragic and inspiring. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 113 minutes. Adults only. impulse. $24.95
**678060** AMERICAN NUDES, VOLUME 1, takes a rare peek into the history of American erotic cinema. This collection features a compilation of 17 short nude films that were produced in the 1940s, some of which are only available in the original 8mm format. Not Rated. In B&W. 60 minutes. Adults only. Gulf and Western. Pub. at $19.98

**678061** AMERICAN NUDES, VOLUME 2, is a continuation of the first volume, featuring another set of classic nude films from the same period. Not Rated. In B&W. 60 minutes. Adults only. Gulf and Western. Pub. at $19.98

**692251** NAUGHTY REAL WILD! Fullscreen. To know them is to court danger, to love them is to flirt with death. Wild in body and wild in spirit, the women assembled here are above all, and above all, real and raw. They are the last survivors of the wet dreams and last visions of those with fierce and ferocious females. If you dare. Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**578462** ZOOM UP: Seiko’s Thigh. Fullscreen. Yoshihiro, a photography school dropout, is obsessed with secretly photographing the lovely Seiko. He becomes jealous when he sees Seiko with her professor and sweats to forget about her. However, a series of mishaps brings them closer together in this film from the Niskactus erotic collection. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 64 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**658344X** THREE RIPENING CHERRIES/SENSUAL FIRE. Widescreen. A double feature of adult classics from 1979. Three Ripening Cherries follows a trio of suburban virgins who take their sex education into their own hands. And in Sensual Fire, a man tries to satisfy his lust for his nude stepdaughter by sleeping with a litany of ladies. 171 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**653423** PRETTY PEACHES. Widescreen. After crashing her jeep in the forest, Peaches wakes up with complete amnesia. Sold back to her family for a hefty ransom, Peaches is introduced to a crazy doctor with very unusual methods—including a sleazy sex show. This tale of lust and insanity stars Gayla Jordan, Janet Silvera. 92 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**653417** 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Adult Collection, Vol. 4. Widescreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 loops from the 1970s and 1980s, with titles like Partners, Silky Tongues; Twice Is Nice; and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Lovelace and Seka. Not Rated. 110 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**695190** WHITE ROSE CAMPUS. Widescreen. A relaxing and fun White Rose Academy field trip turns horrifying when a sex-crazed window washer who regales them is fly! When her intergalactic arch nemesis, Kreeta (Joey Silvera), strikes a pose or free-falling from 14,000 feet, 60 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**578160** 20TH CENTURY ADVENTURES OF THE 3 MUSKETEERS. Fullscreen. Adult cinema’s hottest stars (Nina Hartley, Dian Parkinson, Madonna, Brett Michaels, Howard Hesseman, and Ron Jeremy) all come forth in a raunchy re-telling of Dumas’ classic tale of lusty ladies, randy rogues, and screwed screwdusters. Traci Wynn stars as a beautiful young maiden who knows exactly what her virile bosses need to get ahead. 162 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**684312** THE EROTIC ADVENTURES OF THE 3 MUSKETEERS. Widescreen. Featuring the biggest stars from 1970s and 1980s porn’s heyday. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Adults only. Synapse.

**307755** NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY! Laurel/Vanessa/Felicity. Three “sin-sational” ‘70s skin-flicks in one titillating set! The real Emmanuelle brings her own lust vision of total sexual abandon to the screen as the writer, director, and co-star of cabaret (91 minutes). Olivia Pascal is Vanessa, a teen journeying from convent virgin to prisoner of a Hong Kong bordello (92 minutes). Finally, Annian Annex as Felicity, a sheltered teen who surrenders to a world of sexual adventure in X-girls Island Adventure (90 minutes). Fullscreen. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

**654187** X- GIRLS ISLAND ADVENTURE—HAWAII: Xotic Extreme. Fullscreen. Join the impossibly sexy X-Girls as they meet up with champion athletes, jump from planes, ride the waves, scream down mountains, and attack Hawaii as never before. These world-class beauties will do anything to please their photographers. Watch for sex-crazed stars with their southsides striking a pose or free-falling from 14,000 feet. 60 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment.

**692382** NAUGHTY NETWORK. Fullscreen. Featuring sexed up parodies of some of TV’s top shows, such as "Three’s Company," "The Love Boat," "Dallas," and much more! Watch for sex-crazed models who will do anything to please their photographers. Watch for sex-crazed stars with their southsides striking a pose or free-falling from 14,000 feet. 60 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment.


**684417** 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Adult Collection, Vol. 13. Widescreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 loops from the 1970s and 1980s, with titles like Son of Quasimodo, Wicked Loving; and more. Watch for adult stars like Chris Cassidy, Tina Russell, and Susan Noren. Not Rated. 113 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**3792676** NURSE'S DORM: Shamed Angel. Widescreen. Yukor is so excited to move into the female dorm at Shiraguri General Hospital and is even more exhilarated when the doctor that all the girls are swooning over takes an interest in her. She pursues a relationship even as his behaviors become more, featuring the biggest stars from porn’s heyday. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Adults only. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95

**661605** ZIP CODE: SEIZO'S THIGH. Widescreen. Fastening aDecimal point in order to graduate—take a worthless business and make it successful. They hit the jackpot when they discover that her boss has another lucrative secretaries. Sales? Not Rated. 101 minutes. Full Moon.

**6969779** VELVET HIGH/summertime BLUE. Widescreen. Two forgotten gems of ’70s and ’80s erotica. Velvet High follows the “sexploits” of a beautiful schoolgirl (Misty Regan) as she embarks on an erotic adventure. Then, Arcadia Lake and John Holmes lead Summertime Blue, as two friends who explore their deepest desires on the last day of vacation. Not Rated. 140 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
**692724 VIOLENCE IN A WOMEN'S PRISON.** When Emanuelle (Laure Gemser) goes undercover in a penitentiary, she will endure a nightmare of sadistic guards, voracious lesbians, rapists, and even guards on the run. Rated X. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $11.95.

**681837 TROPIC OF DESIRE/FANTASY WORLD.** Widescreen. The seediest of cinema in two 1979 sexploitation flicks. Georgina Spelvin stars in Tropic of Desire, a island-bound brothel at the close of WWII. In Fantasy World, two groups of friends find a mysterious club where bizarre sexual fantasies become a reality. Not Rated. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**665337 DRACULA SUCKS.** Widescreen. At an exclusive sanitarium, patients are acting differently and being found with mysterious bites in their necks. Visiting professor Van Helsing (Reggie Nalder) believes it to be the work of vampires. When Count Dracula (Jamie Gillis) sets his eyes on the beautiful Mina (Arnette Haven), this X-rated 70's classic really shows its teeth. 55 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. **$17.95**

**379772 LAURE.** Widescreen. For the first time, the real Emanuelle Arsenne brings her own lush vision of total sexual abandon to the screen as writer, director and co-star of this rarely seen erotic classic. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Severin.

**395714 ROBINS NEST/BELLA.** Packed with racy shots of young women in real-life lovers during their tenure in New York’s underground adult film scene, Arcadia Lake and Eric Edwards are featured in two of the films. Rated R. 96 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.44. **$15.95**

**297255 SINS OF A GLAMOUR GIRL.** Fullscreen. Bored by the sameness of the modulus grind, Kaya Lee (Monica Mayhem) decides to go on vacation with her friend. But when she finds out the resort isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, will Kaya bare her fans, or she will make the most of it? Find out as you witness the life, loves, and sins of a glamour girl. Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**283762 THE PASSION CHRONICLES.** Fullscreen. Dare to gaze upon the passionate pennies contained within this arousing zoetrope adventure. Packed with comedy bits cut straight from a zoetrope screen sensation. Not Rated. 40 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**277957 THE EXOTIC ADVENTURES OF THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF REVEREND KINKY TRICKS; CHILDREN OF DESIRE.** Fullscreen. Jack is a newwhelp’s who’s settled into a quiet suburban life. Jill (Tabatha Stevens) is a sex-crazed friend who runs a lingerie store and porn studio. Jack and Jill are best friends. But when Jack and his wife go on vacation, comics, we bring you bold adventure for adults where the risks are risque and the escapades are explicit. Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6818390 REAL NAUGHTY VICE GIRLS.** Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**566008 EXTREME SEX SCENES: Girls Gone Wild.** Adults only. Mantra. **$7.95**

**663307 ROAD TRIP: Girls Gone Wild.** Adults only. Mantra. **SOLD OUT**

**2888386 SEX DRIVE.** Adults only. Video-X.Pix. **$11.95**

**578625 JACK VENUS.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Private Screenings Collect. Pub. at $29.95. **$14.95**

**6991246 LOVE EXPOSURE.** Adults only. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. **$14.95**

**6612695 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #12.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Impulse. **$12.95**

**6664425 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #14.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Impulse. **$24.95**

**6976697 STREETS OF VENGEANCE.** Widescreen. Adults only. Martian Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. **$7.95**

**6612679 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #10.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Impulse. **$24.95**
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Television

2908921 STARLIT: Season 2. Widescreen. With guest stars Bill Clinton, David Byrne, and Sheryl MacFarlane, astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson celebrities scientists, comedians, and more to explore a variety of cosmic topics. Season Two also includes interviews with Larry Wilmore, Penn and Teller, David Copperfield, and more. English SDH. Over seven hours on 2 DVDs. PRICE CUT to $1.95

2972336 SMOKIN’: Classic Cigarette Commercials. This collection of cigarette commercials spans from the 1950s to the 1960s. It charts how shrewd advertising agencies undertook our American culture, and used that knowledge to make smoking appear to be cool, hip, and even safe. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. 70 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $9.75

6811433 DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 26. A 40-episode collection from the popular daytime series. Daphne Herriage becomes suicidal at the site of losing Barnabas Collins to her sister Catherine; James Forsythe’s spirit reveals why he cursed the collection from the popular daytime series. Daphne Harridge stars as Julia in a secret corridor with two mummified bodies; and more. English SDH. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $59.98

6811396 DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 11. With its alluring tales of Gothic mystery and supernatural intrigue, Dark Shadows became one of the most popular daytime series ever aired. This collection of spine-tingling tales includes stories of the ever-popular Barnabas the vampire, werewolves, haunted mansions, and more. Starring Jonathan Frid, Joan Bennett, Louis Edmonds, and many others. 14 hours on four DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $59.98

2828528 FRAGGLE ROCK 30th ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION’S ED. Fullscreen. With themes and stories that are as relevant today as ever before, this treasure trove of Fraggle delights features every episode from all four colorful seasons, a plush red keychain, an exclusive graphic novel and recently discovered never seen footage from The Jim Henson Company’s archives. Over 53 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Vindemi Entertainment. $179.95

3712281 BATMANIA: From Comics to Screen. Take a trip through TV, film and comics to see how the character has developed over the years from campy to serious and back again. Who is Batman? Where did he come from? What makes him tick? And what does his future hold against a variety of villains. Starring Adam West and Burt Ward. 48 minutes. DVD Video. PRICE CUT to $5.95

681140X DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 16. MPI. Pub. at $59.95

675760X THE HEE HAW COLLECTION. TIME LIFE. $4.95

3715175 THE BEST OF THE COLGATE COMEDY HOUR. Widescreen. Includes all 118 episodes of the hit variety show from the 1950's that brought us 4 of Telly Savalas’ most memorable performances. $9.95

2870770 THE DICK CAVETT SHOW, VOLUME 2. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

2962322 THE CASUAL VACANCY. Widescreen. Rowling’s novel for adults comes to the screen in this BBC production. Behind its pretty facade, the English village of Pagford is at war with itself. The working poor are at war with their parents, wives at war with their husbands, and teachers at war with their pupils. English SDH. Three hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $2.95

2938318 THE CHURCHMEN: Season 1. Widescreen. In this hit drama, five young candidates for the priesthood arrive at Paris’ illustrious Capucin Seminary to begin their training. They come from wildly different backgrounds, and as they prepare to take their vows, they begin to see their commitment to the cross tested. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. MTR. Pub. at $39.95

3803708 SOPHIA LOREN: My House Is Full of Mirrors. Widescreen. A breathtaking production about Sophia Loren’s life, her volatile family, and how she rose to fame, presented in a special collector’s edition including Sophia Loren’s film history portfolio, Academy Awards, Golden Globes, and more. Includes all 4 DVDs. Vanguard. $3.95

3757604 BATES MOTE: Season Two. Widescreen. In the aftermath of Mrs. Watson’s murder, Norman’s (Freddie Highmore) innocence is buried under blackouts, suspicious characters, and his strange behavior. Meanwhile Norma (Vera Farmiga) faces dark truths of her own when family secrets begin to unravel. Collects all 6 episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. Universal. $5.95

3757605 BATES MOTE: Season Four. Widescreen. As Norman (Freddie Highmore) continues to spiral out of control, Norma’s (Vera Farmiga) reign of terror and confusion amplifies. Growing increasingly fearful of him, Norma goes to great lengths to find Norman the professional help he needs. Collects all 13 episodes, Complete Fourth Season. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. Universal. $5.95

2900637 MR SELFREDGE: Season 4. Widescreen. London. 1928. Nine years have passed and Harry Selfridge is at the pinnacle of his wealth and celebrity, enjoying the frenzy of the roaring 20s. But in this buzzing world, Harry is splashing his cash in an unprecedented way and with an eye toward a deal that will save his mercantile empire? Includes all 4 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. PBS. $6.95

2834162 THE CRIMSON FIELD. Widescreen. In a tented field hospital on the coast of the Middle East, a team of nurses work together to heal the bodies of men wounded in WWI. Kitty, Rosalie and Flora arrive as the hospital’s first volunteer nurses and struggle to be accepted by their medical team. The girls are flung headlong into a world for which nothing could have prepared them. Stars Kevin Doyle. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Priced at $34.99. $7.95

3783804 ALL CREATURES GREAT & SMALL: The Complete Series 4 Collection. DVD. Widescreen. As James Herriot (Christopher Timothy), his wife Helen (Lynda Bellingham) and his volatile but warm-hearted partner, Siegfried Farnon (Robert Hardy), the setting is now the early fifties, and the deal that will save his mercantile empire? Includes all 22 episodes from all 12 episodes. English SDH. Over four hours. VCI Entertainment. $4.99

3783820 AMERICAN HORROR STORY: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Brace yourself for an addictive thrill ride with TV’s most controversial series. A psychosocial haunted house devoted to keep you on the edge of your seat. Includes all Season One and Season Two episodes. RATED E. English SDH. 18 hours on 8 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $17.95

2908816 BORDER WARS: Season Two. Widescreen. See the real-world battles being waged by the men and women responsible for securing our borders. Every day, they interact in an ever changing and deadly environment headed both north and south across the border. Includes all Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. National Geographic. $5.95

6890056 TURN—WASHINGTON’S SPIES: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. A farmer living on a quiet plain disappears, the girls and(inter)and during the Revolutionary War bands together with a disparate group of childhood friends to form the Culper Ring. Together they risked their lives to infiltrate and unmask the British spies. As for a fight they believed in passionately, ultimately helping George Washington turn the tide of the war. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $49.98

3722880 REIGN: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. It’s not easy being Queen of France. In her honeymoon’s aftermath fades quickly for the newly crowned king and queen, Francis and Mary. Tensions over the Black Death, famine, religious alliances and royal intrigue must be resolved quickly. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over fifteen hours on 7 DVDs. Warner Bros. Ent. Pub. at $44.98

689920X THE PRACTICE: The Final Season 8. Widescreen. A career Award-winning legal drama’s final season paves the way for its acclaimed spin-off, Boston Legal. Ellenor (Carmen Ejogo), Eugene (Steve Harris) and Jimmy (Michael Badalucco) are now in charge of the firm. In an attempt to rebuild their ranks, Ellenor hires an old friend: the enigmatic Alan Shore (James Spader). All 22 Season Eight episodes. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $5.95

2996421 THE STAR AND THE STORY COLLECTION, VOLUME 1. This drama anthology series was produced by Four Star Productions between 1955 and 1956. Each installment was a stand alone episode with new casts and unique stories. Includes 10 episodes. Actors included Joanne Woodward, Charlton Heston, Chuck Connors, Edmund O’Brien and David Niven. In B&W. $7.95

*3789020 CLEOPATRA. Fullscreen. Cleopatra (Leonor Varela) and Julius Caesar (Timothy Dalton) embark on a two month voyage and quickly become devoted to each other. Keeping a close eye on their relationship, the Roman Senator {=} conspirators to assassinate Caesar. His death devastates her. In her grief she turns to Marc Antony, a Roman she can trust. Nearly three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

3725359 PRETTY LITTLE LIARS: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Rosewood: A town with a secret. Little lies are the order of the day for the four prettiest girls in town. Aria, Spencer, Hanna, and Emily, their darkest secrets are about to unravel. Enjoy the mystery. Includes all 22 episodes. A 10. $9.95

3722899 REIGN: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. After enduring times of political trouble and personal pain, King Francis and Queen Mary, France’s reigning power couple, reunite to save their realm. But Francis’ health shows signs of weakness, allowing Mary’s young cousin, Louis, to ascend the throne. Francis and Emily join a devious campaign to ensure her own place in court. Collects all 18 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Ent. $7.95

3725387 PRETTY LITTLE LIARS: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Rosewood: A town with a secret. Little lies are the order of the day for the four prettiest girls in town. Aria, Spencer, Hanna, and Emily, their darkest secrets are about to unravel. Enjoy the mystery. Includes all 22 Season Two episodes. Stars Troian Bellisario and Ashley Benson. English SDH. Over 18 hours on six DVDs. Warner Home Video. Priced at $24.98

3725383 PRETTY LITTLE LIARS: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. Rosewood: A town with a secret. Little lies are the order of the day for the four prettiest girls in town. Aria, Spencer, Hanna, and Emily, their darkest secrets are about to unravel. Enjoy the mystery. Includes all 22 Season Four episodes. Stars Troian Bellisario and Ashley Benson. English SDH. Over 18 hours on six DVDs. Warner Home Video. Priced at $24.98

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**TV Drama**

**3725375** PRETTY LITTLE LIARS: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. As the second anniversary of Alison’s death approaches, what begins as an attempt to leave the past behind ends with a shocking new nightmare. With the unearthing of family secrets and shifting alliances among the girls’ friends, lives, and loves will be altered. Includes all 24 Season Three episodes. Stars Troian Bellisario. English SDH. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98

**$9.95**

6724899** BORDERS: Faith and Fear, Season One. Widescreen. It was the age of Michelangelo and of enlightened creativity. But it was also the age of rampant lawlessness. At the heart of the world order was Rodrigo Borgia (Jonathon Rhys Meyers). This eleven-episode miniseries is based on Sigrid Undset’s best-selling novel and portrays Borgia’s reign as pope as a battle for power that raged against all odds. Includes all 11 episodes on twelve DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $39.99

**SOLD OUT**

**3750553** DR. 90210: The Complete First Season. A unique glimpse into the world of cosmetic surgery and the lives of the top plastic surgeons in Beverly Hills. Shows first-hand what goes on behind the scenes of the doctors who live this Beverly Hills lifestyle and the people who take on the emotional journey of plastic surgery. Includes all 12 episodes on five DVDs. Hart Sharp. Pub. at $19.96

**$4.95**

**3725405** THE VAMPIRE DIARIES: The Complete First Season. This must-watch television hit offers ungettableable characters, living and undead. They are vampire brothers Stefan and Damon, one good and one evil, Elena, a double for the beauty of the love of her life. Earlier; Jeremy, Bonnie, Matt and more denizens of Mystic Falls, Virginia. Stars Ian Somerhalder and Paul Wesley. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.99

**$9.99**

**6848486** THE TWILIGHT SAGA: EXTENDED EDITIONS. Widescreen. This epic romantic series about Bella, Edward, and Jacob returns with formerly deleted scenes added back in. Relive the moment when Bella and Edward finally consummate. Jacob transforms from a loveorn teenager to a fearsome shape-shifting wolf in these new extended versions. Includes Twilight: The Twilight Saga: New Moon: Eclipse. English SDH. Over six hours on three DVDs. Summit.

**$9.95**

**2981714** THE GATHERING. When he learns he has only weeks to live, Adam Thornton tries to arrange a Christmas reunion for his widely dispersed family. But even the season of miracles will be a challenge for a family as broken as the one that gathers at Edward Asner, Maureen Stapleton, and Broadway star. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.96

**$5.95**

**2989467** THE GOOD WIFE: Seasons 1-4. Widescreen. Julianna Margulies is Alicia Florrick, the iconic role that earned her two Emmy Award wins. Not only is Alicia The Good Wife, she is also a gifted litigant, devoted mother, enthusiastic lover and dedicated friend—unless certain lines are crossed. Includes all 90 episodes from Seasons One through Four. Also stars Christine Baranski, Mantel, Michael Kelly, and Victor French. English SDH. 40 hours on five DVDs. CBS. Pub. at $49.95

**$19.95**

**2907054** TRU CALLING: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. It’s been two months since Tru and Jack last met in a deadly confrontation. After that night, Jack disappeared—but now he’s back with a vengeance. His renewed efforts to make sure the dead stay dead and the living do their day jobs sees those who did before them. Includes all five Season Two episodes. Stars Eliza Dushku and Jason Priestley. CC. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox.

**$11.95**

**2989047** THE FIVE PEOPLE YOU MEET IN HEAVEN. Fullscreen. Brought to life through a conversation with John Voight, Ellen Burstyn and Jeff Daniels, this touching story enlightens and strengthens faith when a lonely, elderly man dies in an accident. Director Rob Reiner once called Heaven, where five people—one stranger, some loved ones—take him on an illuminating journey through his life. English SDH. 160 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**$9.95**

**3706508** FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE: Classic TV Collection, Vol 1. Fullscreen. This 1950s show featured four rotating stars—Charles Boyer, David Niven, Ida Lupino, and Dick Powell in individual episodes ranging anywhere from surreal mysteries to light comedies. Although the show was canceled after 14 Emmy Awards includes nine episodes. English SDH. In B&W. Over three hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**$14.95**

**6959617** THE TUDORS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. This series stands out as one of the most beautiful and showing shows ever to grace the small screen. Experience the tumultuous saga of young King Henry VIII and witness the king’s near 40 year reign, including infamous marriages and controversial decisions in 16th century England. Stars Jonathan Rhys Meyers. Over 34 hours on fifteen DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $49.99

**$19.95**

**853355 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Jonathan Smith (Michael Landon) isn’t your average helpful handyman—he’s an angel on a mission from God, traveling the country with ex-cop Mark Gordon (Victor French) to guide and the lost and suffering back to the path to Heaven. Full of everyday miracles and remarkable transformations, this set includes 111 episodes over twenty-three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98

**$39.95**

**3795734** OUTLANDER: Season One, Volume One. Widescreen. British combat nurse Claire Randall is reunited with her husband after returning from the battlefields of WWII. While on their honeymoon, she witnesses a time-traveler accident and is transported back to the Scottish Highlands in the year 1743. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures.

**$15.95**

**4725743** MUSSOLINI: The Untold Story. Widescreen. Powerful, arrogant, and mesmerizing, Benito Mussolini dreamed of a new Roman Empire with itself as its ruler. The story of how Mussolini’s power and influence were developed and how he eventually came to be Europe’s ruthless ruler. Includes five episodes. English SDH. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. Strookelac. Pub. at $29.95

**$21.95**

**3739507** THE LEGACY. Widescreen. Within two hours of drive of Copenhagen, stands an incredible manor. It’s home to Veronika Gronnegaard, the powerful mother and ground-breaking conceptual artist who has raised five children, one of which is new deathbed–and lots of family drama. Includes ten episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $21.95

**$19.95**

**3716010** HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Michael Landon and Victor French star in this family favorite hit series about Jonathan Smith, an angel masquerading as a helpful handyman. Accompanied by ex-cop Mark Gordon, he travels the country, guiding the lost and suffering back towards the highway to heaven. All 25 uplifting Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Strookelac. Pub. at $29.95

**$21.95**

**3793826** BORGEN: Season 1. Widescreen. Based on the hit comic book series, Preacher is the edgy story of Jesse Custer, a conflicted preacher in a small Texas town while is inhabited by a mysterious entity that allows him to develop a highly unconventional power. With his sidekicks, he embarks on a wild journey that is unlike any other. Includes all 11 episodes of Season One. Stars Dominic Cooper. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $30.99

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**366800X** HUMAN CARGO. A critically acclaimed, dramatic six-part mini-series set in the world of the Canadian refugee system, international terrorism and the anxiety of one of Africa’s most vicious, war-torn nations. Stars Kate Winslet as an aid worker. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mongrel Media.

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**2984695** TWIN PEAKS: The Second Season. Fullscreen. David Lynch’s wildly imaginative, darkly comic-thriller-come to a close. To the hunt for the killer of homecoming queen Laura Palmer turns ugly for Special Agent Dale Cooper (Kyle MacLachlan), as the FBI suspension, a mysterious shooting, and a mill fire further complicate the already complex mystery. Includes eight DVDs. Paramount.

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**


**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**2982507** SIDNEY SHeldon’S NOTHING LASTS FOREVER. Fullscreen. This medical drama explores the world of high-stakes Danish politics. Sidse Babett Knudsen stars as Birgitte Nyborg, the idealistic head of the moderate party who becomes the first female prime minister through a political fluke and has to quickly learn the ways of power. Includes ten episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Over ten hours on four DVDs. Mtv. Pub. at $39.95

**$29.95**

**6934447** THE L WORD: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Why do we love who we love? What makes a relationship work? All the answers are in this ground-breaking, award-winning show. Experience the drama of all six seasons in this amazing 25-DVD set. Includes all 98 episodes, loaded with special features including a brand-new special cast reunion. Packaged in an album and slipcased. Starring Jennie Beals, Mia Kirshner and Pam Grier. Over 55 hours. Paramount.

**$59.95**

**3793826** CRIME STORIES: Widescreen. Odd, stoop-shouldered Friedrich Leonhardt is the ultimate defense lawyer: experienced, astute, well-spoken and aggressive when he needs to be. Based on the popular book of the same name by Ferenc Máté, Leonhardt takes on clients with single-minded intent: to defend them within the law. Includes six episodes.

**$24.95**

**3739382** THE FIVE PEOPLE YOU MEET IN HEAVEN. Fullscreen. Brought to life through a conversation with John Voight, Ellen Burstyn and Jeff Daniels, this touching story enlightens and strengthens faith when a lonely, elderly man dies in an accident. Director Rob Reiner once called Heaven, where five people—one stranger, some loved ones—take him on an illuminating journey through his life. English SDH. Over 175 minutes. CBS.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/816
**TV Crime Solvers**

- **SOLD OUT** BLOOD OF THE VINE: Season 1. widescreen. Benjamin Lebel is a luminary in his field: a renowned wine expert who publishes a keenly-awaited new guide every year. When the local police chief asks for his help in the hunt for a serial killer, Benjamin’s intuition helps to solve the mystery. Includes four episodes. The Fearless Flavoring of J. Leconte, Le Loup, Le Rouge, and Mission in Pessac. In French with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mfr. Pub. at $29.95. **$21.95**


**TV Action & Adventure**

- **2962306** THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS: Season Two. Fullscreen. Dan Haggerty stars in this second and final season of the classic TV series. Viewers will enjoy every episode as they follow the adventures of Grizzly Adams, a man who chose a life of solitude and simplicity in the wilderness. Includes all 19 episodes on four DVDs. Mfr. Pub. at $24.98. **$11.95**


**SOLD OUT** MURDER, SHE WROTE: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Starring Angela Lansbury as the astute and charming Jessica Fletcher, this classic mystery series takes place in her fictional town of Cabot Cove and features murder, intrigue, and adventure in every episode. Includes all 13 episodes. In English with SDH. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. Mfr. Pub. at $79.95. **$24.98**

- **5632401** HART TO HART: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Robert Wagner and Stefanie Powers, as private investigators Sam and Jo Hart, solve cases and navigate their personal lives in this beloved sitcom. Includes all 98 episodes. In English with SDH. Over 25 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Mfr. Pub. at $79.95. **$49.95**


- **6959242** INSPECTOR LEE: Series 6. widescreen. The inspiring adventures of the Inspector Morse novels by Colin Dexter: Down Among the Fearful, The Rambling’ Boy, and Intelligent Design. Kevin Whately portrays Inspector Lewis and Laurence Olivier plays his partner, Detective Sergeant James Hathaway. Also features Rebecca Front. This is the original UK edition. English SDH. Over four hours on two DVDs. PBS. Mfr. Pub. at $29.95. **$19.95**

- **285096X** DRAGON AGE: Redemption/Inquisition. Fullscreen. The legend of an elven assassin gets a last chance at redemption when she is sent to capture a rogue Quarian who is harnessed for the most dangerous missions. Includes all 22 episodes. In English. Over 40 hours on four DVDs. Mfr. Pub. at $79.95. **$49.95**

- **379414X** SPIES OF WARSAW. widescreen. David Tennant is Colonel Jean-Francois Mercier, a highly decorated war hero drawn into a world of betrayal, intrigue, and passion in WWII Europe. While risking his life and working in the Warsaw office of the MI 6, he finds himself in a love affair with a Polish woman of Polish heritage, a lawyer for the League of Nations. English SDH. Three hours. Mfr. Pub. at $29.95. **$19.95**

- **2784666** BATMAN: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. Streamline through ten of this iconic series, where the felonious and foul must be stopped to keep Gotham safe. With foes like Louie the Lilac, sly Siren, and evil Egghead–Batman and Robin have their hands full! Collects all 18 Season One episodes. In English SDH. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Mfr. Pub. at $29.98. **$9.95**

- **6961754** THE BIONIC WOMAN: Season 1. Fullscreen. She can run faster than 60 mph, bend massive steel bars, and hear sounds you can only imagine. She’s no ordinary school teacher–she’s The Bionic Woman. Relive the excitement of this iconic TV series. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. In English SDH. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. Universal. Mfr. Pub. at $29.98. **$9.95**

**SOLD OUT** MAN VS. WILD: Top 25 Man Moments. widescreen. From diving into shark-infested waters to indulging in his most stomach-turning delicacies that nature has to offer, witness the shocking, jaw-dropping highlights of the most daring moments from the adventures of Bear Grylls. Also includes the episodes Pacific Island, Mexico, and Texas. English SDH. Over 10 hours. Over three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Mfr. Pub. at $34.99. **$21.95**

- **3725189** BLINDSPOT: The Complete First Season. widescreen. A mysterious, Jane Doe with no memories of her past is found naked in Times Square, her body completely covered in tattoos. Who tattooed her? And how is she linked to FBI Agent Kurt Weller and his partner, Detective Sergeant James Hathaway? Collects all 13 episodes. In English. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Mfr. Pub. at $29.95. **$7.95**

- **2943328** SPARTACUS–BLOOD AND SAND: Season First. widescreen. The classic tale of the Republic’s most infamous rebel comes alive in this graphic and visceral series. Nine from his homeland and the woman he loves, Spartacus is condemned to the brutal world of the arena where blood and death are primetime entertainment. Stars Andy Whitworth and Lucy Lawless. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Anchor Bay. Mfr. Pub. at $9.98. **$3.95**


- **2796430** DC’S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete First Season. widescreen. The creators of The Flash and Arrow deliver a super hero spinoff series that combines characters from both shows with new heroes from the DC pantheon. Includes all 13 episodes. In English. Over 17 hours on seven DVDs. Warner Bros. Mfr. Pub. at $29.98. **$9.95**
**TV Action & Adventure**

2852591 UNDERGROUND: Seasons One & Two. Widescreen. Set in a desperate time, this seriesElem. whores on the Underground Railroad who use their ingenuity and perseverance to attempt the greatest escape in history despite the dire consequences that awaited them on the other side. The series stars Jurnee Smollett-Bell and Aldis Hodge. English SDH. Over 15 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

3725154 AIM HIGH: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. In this six-episode series, Nick Green is a top agent for the U.S. Government. He’s also got a paper due Tuesday, a biology quiz this afternoon, and painting to finish tonight—because Nick is 16 years old. He likes school, but likes girls more. Keeping his two lives from colliding is proving to be much harder than he anticipated! $9.95

**TV Westerns**

2899126 THE ODYSSEY. Fullscreen. An extraordinary international cast sweeps you into the heroic age of the mighty warrior-king Odysseus (Armand Assante) as his victorious return from the Trojan War becomes a decade-long quest to reach his homeland and reunite with his faithful wife, Penelope (Greta Scacchi). Also stars Isabella Rossellini and Christopher Lee. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

2796422 CHIPS: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Erik Estrada’s Ponch and Sonny’s Kelly return as Ponch and Jon, and the action and fun are ready to roll in 22 road-tripping Season Two episodes. Also returns with 10 engaging guest appearances from the popular star Getraer. Strap on helmets and goggles for a deadly chain-reaction crash, the appearance of a TV-news crew, Ponch’s stomping ground during a bizarre rodeo, and more. Over 12 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. $9.95

2796449 GOTHAM: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. This gripping series reaches deep into Batman lore to uncover the sinister layers of corruption that threaten the Gotham City society, uprooting the ground of the world’s most iconic villains, including the Penguin, the Joker, the Riddler and Two-Face. Includes all 22 episodes of the first season starring Ben McKenzie and Donal Logue. English SDH. Over 15 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. $11.95

2796457 GOTHAM: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. With young Bruce Wayne only beginning to discover his family’s legacy, how long will mayhem reign? All 22 Season Two episodes based on DC Comics' iconic villains and legendary heroes explode with action, malice, betrayal and revenge. Stars Ben McKenzie and Jada Pinkett Smith. English SDH. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. $11.95

2828623 MACGYVER: The Complete Fourth Season. Fullscreen. Paramount. $9.95


5826535 THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIANA JONES. Two Volumes: The War Years & The Peace Years. Paramount. $9.95

2844168 BATMAN: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Warner Bros. $9.95

6936341 WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: The Seventh Season. Fullscreen. Paramount. $7.95

2834596 VEGAS. Widescreen. Paramount. $4.95

2819472 VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA: Season One, Volume One. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

2809797 THE 10TH KINGDOM. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**


2844202 REMINGTON STEELE: The Complete Season One. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

583914 THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: Seasons 1 & 2. Fullscreen. Universal. $9.95

2851948 BLACK SAILS: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Anchor Bay. $9.95

**$69.95**

6657915 HONEY WEST: Complete Series. Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95

**$59.95**

2947714 BAT MASTERS: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. This popular Western series premiered in 1958 and provided a fictionalized account of the real-life marshal and gambler Bat Masterson (Gene Barry). A scout, Indian fighter, and lawman, Masterson always uses his cane and wits before resorting to his gun. Collects all 37 Season One episodes. In B&W. Fifteen hours on five DVDs. TGC. Pub. at $24.99. **$19.95**

2854418 5919169 THE LONE RANGER. Complete Third Season. Widescreen. This popular 1950s Western series, inspired by the American frontier’s most famous figure in these 30 Season Two episodes, set in the years immediately preceding the American Revolution. The adventures of the lone ranger and his faithful (Johnny Washbrook) and his horse Tonto. $9.95

**$9.95**

**$24.99**

2844179 DANIEL BOONE. Season Two. Widescreen. While out West (Anne Francis) as he investigates the murder of an American woman in Jerusalem, he discovers that the holiest city on earth hides an ancient secret that can change the course of humanity. A 10 part TV event that stars Jason Isaacs, and Anne Heche. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98. **PRICE CUT TO $19.98**

2874229 DIG: Season One. Widescreen. When FBI agent Peter Connelly investigates the murder of an American woman in Jerusalem, he discovers that the holiest city on earth hides an ancient secret that can change the course of humanity. A 10 part TV event that stars Jason Isaacs, and Anne Heche. English SDH. Over 15 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98. **PRICE CUT TO $19.98**

3796588 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Presents 24 exciting episodes, each chronicling a personal story of courage and perseverance on the great migration westward during the 1800s. Told from original film prints, these adventures unfold in a frontier scene and a terrific cast lead by Ward Bond, Robert Horton, John McIntire, Denny Miller, and others. In B&W. Twenty hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $28.99. **$17.95**

**$9.95**

5919172 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season. Inspired by John Ford’s Wagonmaster, this well-crafted western follows Major Seth Andrews (Ward Bond), Head Scout Flint McCullough (Robert Horton), cook Charlie Wooster (Frank McGrath), and wagon master Bill Hawks (Terry Wilson) as they endure the perilous journey by Conestoga wagon from the banks of the Mississippi to California’s Pacific shores. Collects all 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 32 hours on ten DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$23.95**

3796566 WAGON TRAIN: The Final Season. Fullscreen. Presents the 26 closing adventures of one of the most enduring and sought after westerns of all time. Each well-crafted episode focuses in a personal story of courage and perseverance of not just the main cast, but of the westward-bound emigrants. Stars John McIntire, Frank McGrath, Terry Wilson, Robert Fuller, and Michael Burns. In B&W. Over 21 hours on eight DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.97. **$9.95**

3383994 THE TEXAN. Complete Series. Fullscreen. Five movie icon Royalty Calhoun dons his trademark black hat as Bill Longley, a Civil War veteran roaming the West. With a reputation for a fast gun, loyalty to his friends, and merciless adherence to the law, Longley’s quixotic travels take him from search for gold to adventures with young-Katzie romance. Collects all 70 episodes. In B&W. Nearly 30 hours on ten DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$11.95**

6853053 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete First Season. One of the most beloved Westerns ever, this engaging western series in broadcast history, this anthology series explores fascinating stories of the American West, introduced by its creator, Ken Taylor. Over 12 hours on 3 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

2970147 MY FRIEND FLICKA: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of a young, wild mustang named Flicka (Johnny Washbrook) and his horse Flicka. Living with his parents on the Goose Bar Ranch at the turn of the 20th century, Ken’s life is filled with danger, thrills—and friendship. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**


2857898 BEST OF THE LONE RANGER. Widescreen. **SOLD OUT**


3695417 BEST OF THE LONE RANGER. Widescreen. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$17.95**
**Sci-Fi and Horror TV**

**3725391 TERMINATOR–THE SARAH CONNOR CHRONICLES:** The Complete First Season. Widescreen. The mother of all destiny. Her son, the future leader of mankind. Their protector, a terminator from the future. Together they must take back the future as Sarah Connor (Lena Headey) prepares her son to fight the war against machines that would destroy the human race. With Thomas Dekker, Summer Glau and Richard T. Jones. Not rated. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $29.98. **$9.95**

**6721557 STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION:** Season 4. Fullscreen. In 24 Season Four episodes, the crew of the Enterprise explores alien cultures in all-new ways. Captain Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) struggles with the nightmarish horror of assimilation into the hive-mind of the Borg; the ruthless empire of the Cardassians emerges as an important nemesis for the Federation, and more. CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. New Line Home Enter. Pub. at $39.98. **$19.95**

**3725170 BLADE:** The Complete Series. Widescreen. The legendary vampire hunter is reborn and collected here for the first time in its action-packed entirety. When the evil House of Cthulhu unleashes a plan to infiltrate and overthrow the human race with new weapons of mass destruction (like Finger) and a newly transformed ally (Jill Wagner) can save the world from the undead. Not rated. CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. New Line Home Enter. Pub. at $39.98. **$19.95**

**6963366 EXTANT:** The Second Season. Widescreen. Molly (Halle Berry) travels through time and her hybrid alien son, Adu, who has now produced more of his own kind. Against the hybrids will take over, the government orders the creation of powerful hybrid children to fight them. It’s time to pick a side as humans face the electrically charged Season two. Includes all 13 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Nine hours on 4 DVDs. Paramount. **-$11.95**

**2969564 STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION:** The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Join Captain Jean-Luc Picard, Lieutenant Commander William T. Riker, humanoid android DATA, and the rest of the USS Enterprise crew in all 22 adventure-packed Second Season episodes (over 20 hours) that include many of the series' most memorable episodes. CC. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $55.98. **$29.94**

**8671453 SLIDERS:** The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Quinn (Jerry O’Connell) has created a device that opens a wormhole to an infinite number of parallel universes where history has taken first place. And his first trip goes awry, stranding his friends in parallel San Francisco. Now, they must travel from one alternate reality to another in hope of finding their way home. Includes all 17 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. **$3.95**

**2855232 THE X-FILES:** The Complete Eighth Season. Widescreen. From the arrival of Agent John Doggett in Within and the revelation of The Truth in Deadalive to the birth of Scully’s baby in Existence, these 21 Season Eight episodes are a must for every X-Files fan. CC. Over 12 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**2943271 THE GATHERING.** As Michael Fowler (Peter Gallagher) attempts to uncover the mystery of his wife’s disappearance, he may have been involved with an ancient and potentially violent—sect of witches determined to dominate the modern world. Will he find his wife in time, or will they get lost in the process? This miniseries also stars Peter Fonda. 172 minutes. New Video. **$3.95**

**2788926 TRILogy of Terror.** Fullscreen. Presents three tales of horrific suspense in this critically acclaimed made-for-TV series. From the Streetwalker to The Devil in Disguise to The Woman, these stories of terror will keep you guessing. **$9.95**

**2852666 MEL: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Angel (David Boreanaz), the dashing demon from Buffy the Vampire Slayer, embarks on his own supernatural adventures with Josie Whedon and David Greenwalt. Set in Los Angeles, California, this series follows Angel's attempts to help those in need and to battle evil forces of all kinds. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6721559 STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION:** Season Two. Fullscreen. The sci-fi hit continues! In these 22 episodes, Captain Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) welcomes some new faces aboard the Enterprise, including Dr. Crusher's temporary replacement, Chief Medical Officer Katherine Pulaski (Diana Muldaur), android Geordi LaForge (Wil Wheaton), and the enigmatic bartender. CC. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. **$29.95**

**2855224 THE X-FILES:** The Complete Seventh Season. Fullscreen. All 22 episodes from David Duchovny’s last full season as Agent Fox Mulder. From Scully discovering the alien spacecraft in The Sixth Extinction and Mulder finally learning the truth about his sister’s death, to Scully’s miraculous pregnancy in Requiem, this is a must-have for X-Files fans. CC. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**2783322 STAR TREK: Alternate Realities Collection.** Paramount. **$17.95**

**692277X STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION:** The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Paramount. Pub. at $55.98 **$49.97**

**6872161 HELIX:** Season 1. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $35.99. **$4.95**

**5839092 FARSCAPE:** Season 2. Fullscreen. **$3.95**
**THE AMAZING JOHNNATHAN: Wrong on Every Level Uncensored.** Fullscreen. Watch La Vegas legend The Amazing Johnathan in his very own one-hour Comedy Central special, as ‘The Freddy Krueger of Comedy’ slashes and claws his way through the night. Not Rated. CC. Over 90 minutes on 1 DVD. Paramount. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

**672156 PENN & TELLER–B.S.I. The Complete Fifth Season.** Widescreen. Penn Jillette and his sidekick Teller are back for another season of paranormalities and straight truth-telling, pulling back the veil on the absurdities and lies that govern our world. This time they’re calling out Obesity, Wal-Mart; Big Brother; Big Brother; Immigration; Handicap Parking; Mt. Rushmore; and more. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. $7.95

**296353 PETTICOAT JUNCTION: The Official Second Season.** Fullscreen. Check in and relax at Hooterville’s Shady Rest Hotel and enjoy all 28 Season Two episodes! Join the trainload of wacky characters that will keep you laughing from Hooterville to Fixley, as they offer up their own brand of down-home fun. Stars Bea Benaderet and Edgar Buchanan. In B&W. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**682966X FAMILY AFFAIR: Season Two.** Fullscreen. Brian Keith stars as bachelor Bill Davis who lives in a posh Manhattan apartment with his proper English manservant (Sebastian Cabot). His existence is turned upside down when he becomes an instant father to his two nieces and nephew. Collects all 30 Season Two episodes. Over twelve hours on 5 DVDs. M.P.I. $9.95

**374684 THE WONDER YEARS: Season Two.** Kevin (Fred Savage) confronts the day to day pressures of high school life with his close friends. In this hilarious sitcom from the ’70s, Bob Newhart stars as Dr. Robert Hartley, a successful Chicago psychologist specializing in marital therapy sessions. Bob’s patience is often tested by his patients. Each of these characters traverses America, exploring different aspects of our culture and interviewing real celebrities and dignitaries. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. Over 10 hours on two double-sided DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $29.98 $11.95

**648306 THE BEST OF THE RED SKELETON SHOW.** America’s most beloved funnyman brings his entire stable of characters to twenty episodes from his hit television program. Featuring appearances by a wealth of movie and television stars, including the crotchety caption of famous author Margaret Whiting, Tom & Jerry, Gary Cooper, and others. These episodes represent the very best that The Red Skelton Show had to offer. In B&W. Eight hours on 2 DVDs. Timelapse Media Group. $9.95

**6829651 FAMILY AFFAIR: Season Three.** Fullscreen. Brian Keith stars as bachelor Bill Davis who lives in a posh Manhattan apartment with his proper English manservant (Sebastian Cabot). His existence is turned upside down when he becomes an instant father to his two nieces and nephew. Collects all 28 Season Three episodes. Over eleven hours on two double-sided DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $29.98 $11.95

**370892 THAT’S MY BUSH! The Definitive Collection.** Fullscreen. Conceived during the 2000 Presidential campaign and launched just months after his inauguration, That’s My Bush! offers a glimpse into the life of Dubya in his very own prime time television show. All eight episodes of the Trey Parker and Matt Stone (South Park) parody are now available in one sitting. Over 3 hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**2969408 BECKER: The First Season.** Fullscreen. Ted Danson is hilarious as TV’s most outrageous physician, Dr. John Becker, who operates a makeshift medical practice in the Bronx. He’s annoyed with his patients, co-workers, and practically everything else in the world. But don’t let the curmudgeonly demeanor shake his side. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $11.95

**3651770 THE JEFF FOXWORTHY SHOW: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. If you’re a rodeo addict, then you’ll love Jeff Foxworthy in his first TV show! The comedian stars as a hardworking husband and father who, along with his loving wife Karen, his daughter Rosanne, and his son, LaMano, lives a double-wide lifestyle. Featuring Bill Engvall and Haley Joel Osment, all 41 episodes of the ’90s favorite offer loads of Southern-style laughs. Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**5598974 MCHALE’S NAVY: 20 Timeless Episodes.** Fullscreen. Collects 20 episodes of ABC’s hit-sitcom classic starring such front-liners as Ernest Borgnine (Lt. Commander McHale), comic genius Tim Conway (Ensign Parker), and the one- of-a-kind comic talent of Joe Flynn (Captain Binghamton). Eight hours on two DVDs. Shout Factory. $10.95

**377887 SUPERMANSION: Season 1.** Widescreen. Titanium Rex is an aging superhero who, after years of battling the League of Freedom, is given a once-proud assembly of superheroes that is what it used to be. Much to his dismay, he is thrown together with a new generation of heroes to live in the SuperMansion, where they need to learn to harness their superpowers. Includes, all 13 episodes. Sony Pictures.

**172526X GILLIGAN’S ISLAND: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. If Gilligan and friends could vote themselves off the island, they’d do it in a heartbeat. Their lives are in their hands. In 32 Season Two episodes, the Skipper, his first mate and five passengers, face such perils as a giant iceberg, the devil’s island, and a trio of marauding swine. Stars Bob Denver, Alan Hale and Tina Louise. CC. Over 13 hours on six DVDs. MPI. $9.95

**2954265 SCREAM QUEENS: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. A mysterious “Red Devil” killer wreaks havoc at Wallace University’s Kappa Kappa Tau sorority, putting everyone on edge! Tension mounts as it becomes clear that anyone could be the murderer—or the next victim. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Stars Emma Roberts and Jamie Lee Curtis. English SDH. On 5 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

**3773116 DA ALI G SHOW: Da Complete First & Second Season.** Fullscreen. Welcome to the world of hip hop sensation Ali G, a man who is in love with women and who can’t figure out that women are in love with him. Shows the adventures of Ali as he travels from London to the United States. English SDH. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $17.95

**29326X7 WONDERSFALLS: The Complete Viewer Collection.** Fullscreen. Widescreen. A recent college graduate, Jaye Tyler (Caroline Dhavernas) decides to ignore her degree, live in a trailer, and open a strip shop in Niagara Falls. But Jaye’s life takes a startling turn when the figures begin talking to her. She starts doing exactly what they tell her and is amazed when people’s lives change in unexpected ways. Includes all 13 episodes. CC. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. $17.95

**1835351 WINGS: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. For eight seasons, the Hackett brothers (Toby Riley and Steve Pink) do lines (actually, a new episode every Tuesday at 9 p.m.). The show is set in a New York City jewelry shop and stars Bill Fagerbakke, John Quinones, and Vanessa Williams. Over 19 hours on twelve DVDs. $39.95

**3716595 COACH: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Craig T Nelson stars in the sitcom classic, playing Hayden Fox, coach for Minnesota State University’s Screaming Eagles. Though he has plenty of players to choose from, Hayden is always looking for two about offense and defense in his home life. Relive every hilarious episode from all seven seasons! Over 78 hours on eighteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $59.98 $34.95

**2861759 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME EIGHT.** Joel, Mike, Tom Servo, Crow and the lovable Tyrants who hold them captive in space do another round of movie mockery. Includes two shorts. Hobgoblins; The Phantom Planet; Monster A-Go Go; The Dead Talk Back; and more. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99 $34.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
TV Comedy

**1831704 WKRK IN CINCINNATI: The Complete Series. Fullscreen.** Join everyone’s favorite radio disc jockey Dr. John Fever (Howard Hesseman) and the soulful Venus Flytrap (Tim Reid)–as they weave through the inner-office antics of the crazy WKRK staff including the station’s steady program director Alan Jarvis (Dave Coulier), sassy advertising executive Herb (Frank Bonner), shy ingenuous Bailey (Jan Smithers), and the lovely receptionist, Jennifer (Loni Anderson). Includes all 88 episodes and an extra disc of bonus features. DC. Over 57 hours on thirteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $139.99.

**3761185 MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: Season Two. Fullscreen.** There goes the neighborhood all over again, as Al (Ed O’Neill), Peg (Katey Sagal), Dina (Christina Applegate), Bud (David Faustino) and nosy neighbors, Marcy and Steve discover the flipside of domestic bliss. “For richer or poorer” was never supposed to be like this. Collects all 22 hilarious episodes from Season Two. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95.

**6789989 JUST SHOOT ME! The Complete Series. Fullscreen.** Laura San Giacomo, Kyle Secor, Wendie Malick, Enrico Colantoni and David Spade star in this witty workplace comedy set in the offices of a high-fashion magazine. The daily grind and hilarious misadventures of the magazine’s quirky staff is chronicled in 148 episodes from all seven seasons. Over 54 hours on nineteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $79.97.

**286513X COMMUNITY: The Complete Series.** From Dan Harmon comes a smart and hilarious comedy series about a band of misfits who attend Greendale Community College. The college’s quirky alumni include Joel Mchale, Donald Glover, Ken Jeong, John Oliver, Paget Brewster and Chevy Chase. Includes all 110 episodes of this underappreciated comedy gem. Over 40 hours on eight DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98.

**6821421 THE KIDS IN THE HALL: The Collection.** For five groundbreaking seasons, this series stretched sketch comedy comedy to its ultimate limits with hilarious off the wall results. From the infamous Chicken Lady and Cabbage Head to Buddy Cole and the Headcrusher–the edgy and otherworldly comedians created an unhinged and unpredictable cult series. Includes all 100 episodes plus bonus features. 51 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98.

**3725308 MIKE & MOLLY: The Complete Fifth Season. Widescreen.** When it comes to making a living it’s no wonder what life throws in their way, Mike and Molly wrote the book. Good times are here in all 22 Season Five episodes filled with life, laughs and love. Stars Melissa McCarthy, Billy Gardell, Katy Mixon and Swoosie Kurtz. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95.

**455311X MCHALE’S NAVY: The Complete Series.** The US Navy’s PT Boat #73 takes the viewer behind the camera of the legendary 1960s classic in its ultimate limits with unhinged and unpredictable cult series. Includes all 100 episodes plus bonus features. 51 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98.

**4652280 ALL IN THE FAMILY: The Complete Series.** Few television shows have left as enduring a footprint on American pop culture as Norman Lear’s groundbreaking comedy series. Presented here in its entirety, it looked at the state of the world through the eyes of a working-class loving family and gave us some of the most fully dimensional characters in TV history, including Archie, Edith, Mike and Gloria. Stars Carroll O’Connor, Jean Stapleton, John Ritter and Sally Struthers. CC. 105 episodes on twenty-eight DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $199.99. $149.95.


**3719911 RED SKETON CHRISTMAS CLASSICS: Fullscreen.** Beloved funnyman Red Skelton weaves his Christmas magic in this classic collection of the finest of his hilarious and touching sketches from his long-running series. Includes 113 sketch specials from all nineteen seasons. Includes seven B&W versions. 51 minutes. Universal. PRICE CUT to $5.95.


**3732827 BOJACK HORSEMAN: Seasons One & Two. Widescreen.** Set in a Los Angeles in which humans and anthropomorphic animals coexist, BoJack is a darkly comic animated show about one man (who is also a horse) who peaked early and is trying to figure out to do with his life now. Includes all 25 episodes of Season One and B&W versions. 51 minutes. Universal. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

**2817068 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE: The Best of Commercial Parodies. Fullscreen Universal.** Sold Out

**371568X 3RD ROCK FROM THE SUN: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen.** Sold Out

**289846X THE WAYANS BROS: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen.** Sold Out

**2881811 DOCUMENTARY NOW! Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen.** Sold Out

**5809235 FUNNIEST MOMENTS OF COMEDY. Questar.** $3.95

**6862667 ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK: Season Two. Widescreen.** Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. $9.95.

**3701395 ORPHAN BLACK: Season Two. Widescreen.** Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $9.95.

**2904161 DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Episodes 2-6. Widescreen.** Over 7 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $9.95.

**3867088 WELCOME TO SHERLOCK: THE VAMPIRE SEASON. Widescreen.** Over 5 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95.

British TV

**3720659 BBC ATLAS OF THE NATURAL WORLD: Africa and Europe. Fullscreen.** From the BBC’s award-winning Natural History unit comes the second release in this extraordinarily ambitious survey of life on Earth. In over twelve hours of breathtaking images, and with the world’s most productive habitats, it offers comprehensive portraits of Africa (Wild Africa and Congo), the Mediterranean (The First Eden), and Europe (A Natural History). Over 12 hours on six DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $59.98. $3.95.

**3719756 EXTREME BEARS. Widescreen.** Watch grizzlies, brown bears, pandas and polar bears face incredible challenges in the name of survival. Satellites, hi-tech remotes, and camouflage roving cameras showcase the brutal realities of bear life as you’ve never seen before in this earth-shattering four-disc collection: Polar Bear Battlefields; Bears in the Woods; Over three hours on two DVDs. BBC Earth. $3.95

**2901887 SHERLOCK: The Abominable Bride. Widescreen.** Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman reprise their iconic roles as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson in the acclaimed modern retelling of Arthur Conan Doyle’s classic stories. But what if it wasn’t the modern day? What if the world’s most famous detective and his best friend lived in a Baker Street of steam trains, top hats and trock-coats? Over three hours on two DVDs. BBC. $3.95

**3736210 DAPHNE. Widescreen.** Geraldine Somerville, Elizabeth McGovern, and a desperado in this BBC biopic which explores the life of Daphne du Maurier, author of Rebecca and one of the best-loved writers of all time. Based on personal letters, it graphs the story of Daphne’s unrequited passion for a beautiful and glamorous American heiress. English SDH. 88 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98.

**2901638 PEAKY BLINDERS. Widescreen.** When a crate of guns is returned to the Peaky Blinders’ leader, Arthur Shelby (Cillian Murphy) and the rest of the Peaky Blinders gang descend into an explosive world of crime, chaos, and warfare. Also stars Sam Neill and Helen McCrory. All Six Season Episodes. English SDH. Six hours on two DVDs. BBC. $9.95.

**3694283 ORPHAN BLACK: Season Three. Widescreen.** After the shocking discovery of Project Castor, Sarah and her sister clones are left to battle the top-secret military project producing these lethal male clones. At the same time, Sarah tries to track down her missing twin Helena. Stars Tatiana Maslany. Includes all 10 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over five hours on three DVDs. BBC. $6.95

**3789336 EXTREME DINOSAURS. Widescreen.** The terrifying Dino Double Feature that includes Extreme Dinosaurs and The Gruesome and Inferno. $9.95.

**3701395 ORPHAN BLACK: Season Two. Widescreen.** Sarah (Tatiana Maslany) is in a desperate race to find her missing daughter, but her scorned earth tactics spark a war with Rachel, dividing and imperiling all the clones. As Sarah discovers the past, new, more sinister newcomers appear, but can they be trusted? Includes all 10 Season Two episodes. Over seven hours on three DVDs. BBC. $6.95.
**660126** THE STORY OF CHINA WITH MICHAEL WOOD. Widescreen. Explores the history of the world’s oldest continuous state, from the ancient past to the present day, in this fascinating and timely programme. Traveling across the country, Wood explores the landscapes, peoples and events that have helped create China’s distinctive character over more than 4,000 years. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 **$27.95**

**663561** THE VERY BEST OF VICTORIA & ALBERT, VOLUME 1. A blend of radio, television, and live performance, Victoria Borge entertained the world for over seven decades with her clever and unique blend of contemporary and the ancient, combining the force of nature, but value it for as long as you can. Vikings practiced the true spirit of: take everything that you need from nature, but value it for as long as you can. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**6658518** THE WAR THAT MADE AMERICA: The Story of the French and Indian War. Widescreen. This dramatic documentary, with full-scale battles, elaborate sets and a large cast, tells the fascinating story of three world powers, England, France, and an alliance of Native American nations whose struggles planted the seeds for the American Revolution. CC. In Color and B&W. Four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $94.99 **$49.95**

**3722783** WILD WAY OF THE VIKINGS: NATURE. Widescreen. Witness the deep history and cultural respect the Vikings had for the land and sea, from the puffins and otters of the Scottish coast to the vast herds of reindeer in Norway to the eider duck farms of Iceland. Discover how the Vikings practiced the true spirit of: take everything that you need from nature, but value it for as long as you can. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**3722785** RHYTHM OF THE DANCE. Widescreen. This dance and music extravaganza is an inspiring epic, reliving the journey of the Irish Celts throughout history. This richly costumed show marries the contemporary and the ancient, combining the traditional music with modern formal line, step dancing and song. English SDH. 95 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**3722651** HENRY IX: The Lost King. Widescreen. Paul Morton takes you on a journey to investigate the mysterious disappearance from history of a forgotten Scottish prince—Henry Frederick Stuart, the best king Britain never had. How has the story of this mysterious young man’s disappearance, the course of Britain’s history, been largely lost until now? Join Morton to find out. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**2853604** NEANDERTHAL. Widescreen. Ella Al-Shamahi, a rising star in Neanderthal research, takes viewers on a new adventure in modern genetics and the master of performance capture, and a group of experts to create a scientifically accurate 3D Neanderthal. They discover that Neanderthals were more like us than we ever thought. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**2853606** RECONSTRUCTION: America After the Civil War. Widescreen. Renowned Harvard scholar Henry Louis Gates, Jr. presents a vital, new documentary series exploring the transformative years following the Civil War. A look at the nation's work to rebuild itself in the face of profound destruction and revolutionary social change. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 **$24.95**

**6573453** THE MUELLER INVESTIGATION: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. Drawing on in-depth interviews with senior law enforcement officials, Trump insiders, authors, and journalists, this documentary examines President Donald Trump’s obstruction of justice, the special counsel, the FBI, the Department of Justice, and even his own attorney general. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**6692726** CHASING THE MOON: American Expansion 1803-1861. This series recasts the Space Age as a fascinating stew of scientific innovation, political calculation, media spectacle, visionary impulse, and Cold War conflict. With no narration, and using only archival footage the film features a diverse cast of characters who played key roles in these historic events. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**6722679** KING ARTHUR: THE LOST KINGDOM. Widescreen. PBS. Alice Roberts uses exciting new archaeological discoveries to decode the myths and piece together a very different story than we’ve used to of the turning point in Britain’s history when the Romans up and left, leaving the nation vulnerable to an invader—Saxon horde. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**3722675** VICTORIA & ALBERT: The Wedding. Widescreen. Aided by a team of experts, Dr. Lucy Worsley re-stages the wedding of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. Watch as she recreates the most important event in the young couple’s lives and the ceremonies and the celebrations, scouring history books, archives, newspapers, and Queen Victoria’s diaries for the details. She’ll reveal how every moment was brilliantly stage-managed for maximum effect. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**3722470** SEX TRAFFICKING IN AMERICA: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. Following one police unit that’s committed to rooting out sex trafficking, this revealing mini-series illustrates the perseverance of young women coerced into prostitution. With extensive and intimate access to local law enforcement, prosecutors, service providers and the women themselves, the film shines a light on the hidden reality of sex trafficking in America. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$15.95**

**6690088** AFRICA’S GREAT CIVILIZATIONS. Traveling the breadth of Africa, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. shines light on the history of the continent, from the birth of humankind to the dawn of the 20th century. Along the way he celebrates the individual and collective genius of Africans who impacted history, culture, art and science. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 **$27.95**

**3722732** ROBERT SHAW: Man of Many Voices. Widescreen. An early champion of civil rights, Robert Shaw’s choruses were among the first to overcome the color barrier in the American South. He performed the music of Bach in the Soviet Union during the Cuban Missile Crisis, and brought America’s best voices to the darkest days of the Cold War. Shaw’s eventful journey is brought to life here. English SDH. 70 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$15.95**

**6927432** ENDEAVOUR: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. Following the dramatic finale of Season Three, Oxford’s finest are picking up the pieces of their personal and professional lives. Endeavour, Thursday and their colleagues are plunged into their most perilous, baffling, and terrifying cases to date. Stars Shaun Evans and Roger Allam. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 **$21.95**

**2844214** CLINTON: American Experience. Widescreen. From draft-dodging to the Dayton accords, from Monica Lewinsky to a balanced budget, the political career of Bill Clinton spanned two decades with senior law enforcement officials, Trump insiders, authors, and journalists, this documentary examines President Donald Trump’s obstruction of justice, the special counsel, the FBI, the Department of Justice, and even his own attorney general. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**3722678** KING ARTHUR: THE LOST KINGDOM. Widescreen. PBS. Alice Roberts uses exciting new archaeological discoveries to decode the myths and piece together a very different story than we’ve used to of the turning point in Britain’s history when the Romans up and left, leaving the nation vulnerable to an invader—Saxon horde. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**
**Comedy Blu-ray**

- **2927088 DINER.** Widescreen. From his Oscar-nominated script, Barry Levinson makes his directing debut with this endearing study of pals in transition. Steve Guttenberg, Daniel Stern, Mickey Rourke, Kevin Bacon and Tim Daly play the up-all-night buddies who work out of a diner. 123 minutes. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

- **3838919 CRYSTAL FAIRY & THE MAGICAL CACTUS.** Widescreen. Wild & Crazy Co. helms this mellow modern-day adventure film about an American expat (Jamie Cera) and three Chilean brothers planning to set off in search of the prized San Pedro cactus and its promises of inspired hallucinations. But when they meet up with free-spirit Crystal Fairy, it becomes more of an adventure than any of them bargained for. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

- **3833178 BILLY MADISON/HAPPY GILMORE.** Widescreen. Two Adam Sandler classics! Sandler stars as Billy Madison in the outrageous comedy that scores a hole in one for hilarity. Unrated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Comedy Central. $9.95

- **2932091 BRING IT ON: Worldwide #Cheermailk.** Widescreen. Universal. When uptight interior decorator Jan McPhee (Doris Day) is forced to share a telephone party line with carefree playboy Brad Allen (Rock Hudson), there is no connection between them. However, when the two accidentally meet in person, the smitten Brad woos Jan with late-night calls. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $4.95

- **2930291 FADING GIJOLO.** Widescreen. Millennium. Price cut to $1.95

- **2940830 ANTI-MAN:** (SOLD OUT)

- **2940831 THE INCREDIBLE HULK:** (SOLD OUT)

- **2940832 AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON:** (SOLD OUT)

- **2934140 GHOSTBUSTERS:** (SOLD OUT)

- **2931270 NEIGHBORS.** Widescreen. Earl Keese (Jim Belushi) is a fairly average guy who is living a reasonably comfortable suburban life with his family—until the house next door is bought by a truly odd couple, Vic (Dan Aykroyd) and Ramona (Cathy Moriarty), who quickly proceed to drive Earl absolutely crazy. Rated R. 95 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $7.95

**Drama Blu-ray**

- **2946382 THE HINDENBURG.** Widescreen. Assigned as a fact checker aboard the Hindenburg to prevent any plans of sabotage during the Hindenburg’s transatlantic voyage, Franz Ritter (George C. Scott) suspects everyone aboard the luxury liner, including members of the Lucrece crime family, of the authorities offer Jackie DiNorscio (Vin Diesel) a bargain—a shortened prison term for testifying against his own. But the Lucrece family has other ideas. Defending himself, he turns the courtroom upside-down in a hilarious courtroom battle. Directed by Sidney Lumet. Rated R. 124 minutes. Widescreen. MVD Visual. $7.95

- **2945402 DIRTY GRANDPA.** Widescreen. When police arrest twenty members of the Lucrece crime family, the authorities offer Jackie DiNorscio (Vin Diesel) a bargain—a shortened prison term for testifying against his own. But the Lucrece family has other ideas. Defending himself, he turns the courtroom upside-down in a hilarious courtroom battle. Directed by Sidney Lumet. Rated R. 124 minutes. Widescreen. MVD Visual. $7.95

- **2932091 BRING IT ON: Worldwide #Cheermailk.** Widescreen. Universal. When uptight interior decorator Jan McPhee (Doris Day) is forced to share a telephone party line with carefree playboy Brad Allen (Rock Hudson), there is no connection between them. However, when the two accidentally meet in person, the smitten Brad woos Jan with late-night calls. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**Romance Blu-ray**

- **3757188 PILLOW TALK.** Widescreen. When uptight interior decorator Jan McPhee (Doris Day) is forced to share a telephone party line with carefree playboy Brad Allen (Rock Hudson), there is no connection between them. However, when the two accidentally meet in person, the smitten Brad woos Jan with late-night calls. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $4.95

- **3757226 SEARCH PARTY.** Widescreen. When the love of his life elopes, Jack (Paul Rudd) thanks to his hard-partying pals Jason and Evan, Nardo follows her down to Mexico thanks to his hard-partying pals. But things don’t go as planned, Stone decides that he wants his old life again and enlists the help of Dylan Baker and Kevin Scanlon. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

- **3838654 APPLESAUCE.** Widescreen. Every Tuesday night, radio talk show host Steve Bricks invites his listeners to call in and share “the things they’ve ever done.” Soon after Ron Weiz shares his story someone starts sending him several body parts. And he has no idea why. The conversation quickly erupts into a vicious, bloody fight that will change both of their lives forever. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

- **3735192 THE MAJOR AND THE MINOR.** Fullscreen. Ginger Rogers stars as a struggling actor who pretends to be a 12-year-old girl in order to buy a half-price train ticket. Fleeting the conductors, she hides in the compartment of Major Philip Kitey (Ray Milland). The Major believes Susan is a child but his fiancee is suspicious of her ruse. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Universal. Price cut to $19.95

- **3735230 WEIRD SCIENCE.** Widescreen. If you can’t get a date make one! After proving himself the king of heartthrob teen flicks with Sixteen Candles and The Breakfast Club, writer-director John Hughes invented the genre with a hazy dose of wacked-out sci-fi comedy with this film, where every teenager boy’s wildest fantasies come to life. Stars Anthony Michael Hall, Ione Skye, and Lea Thompson. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. Price cut to $19.95

- **3919284 FM.** Widescreen. Jeff Dugan (Michael Brandon) the ultra-cool program director at Q-SKY Radio encourages a free-wheeling culture at work, employing an array of eccentric DJ personalities, defying the rules, and The Prince of Darkness (Cleavon Little). But when things get tough, can this group pull it together and save the station? English SDH. 104 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller – 63 –**
3702553 100 STREETS. Widescreen. Follows three interwoven stories as they play out in one square mile of London. Max (Idris Elba) is a rugby player struggling to find life off the field. Kingsley is a small-time drug dealer desperately seeking to get out of the game. George is a cab driver who, along with his wife dreams of having kids but achanges everything. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Pub. at $14.99.

3766098 SPRING BREAKERS. Widescreen. Four frustrated college girls plot to fund their first spring break ever by burglarizing a fast-food shack—but that’s only the beginning. During a night of partying, the girls get arrested and are unexpectedly bailed out by Alien, an infamous local dealer, who takes them on the wildest spring-break trip in history. Rated R. 109 minutes. Widescreen. $5.95.

3795357 ALL I SEE IS YOU. Widescreen. After being blinded as a child, Gina depends on her husband James to be her eyes, a dependence that appears to stifle their relationship. But when Gina is given the opportunity to have a corneal transplant and regains her vision, their relationship is upended as she begins to realize the disturbing reality of her marital bliss. $6.95.

3719530 DRAMA 4 IN 1 COLLECTION. Widescreen. John Travolta stars in these four marquee dramas. Perfect! includes Jamie Lee Curtis and Marilu Henner. In Cabin Fever, Travolta stars with Samuel L. Jackson and Connie Nielsen. Travolta co-stars with Scarlett Johansson and Gabrielle Anwar in Macho In Love Song for Roberta. And in Lonely Hearts his co-stars include Salma Hayek and James Gandolfini. Rated R. Over 7 hours on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

3792290 THE INSULT. In today’s Beirut and beyond, bulk carrier captain Tony, a Lebanese Christian, and Yasser, a Palestinian refugee in court. From secret wounds to traumatic revelations the media circus surrounding the case puts Lebanon through a social and moral crucible. Forcing Tony and Yasser to reconcile their lives and prejudices. Rated R. In Arabic with English subtitles, 113 minutes. E One.

3688151 PRINCESS GRACE. Widescreen. Grace Kelly is an American actress turned princess turned queen. Six years after leaving Hollywood to become Princess of Monaco, Grace, now a mother of two, is drawn back into the world of the movies against the wishes of her husband. She must decide once and for all between her life as a film star and her role as princess. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media.

3767072 BY THE SEA. Widescreen. After a rollicking (Brad Pitt) and his wife, Vanessa (Angelina Jolie Pitt) arrive in a tranquil and picturesque seaside resort in 1970s France, their marital bliss is threatened by the arrival of a friend who is programmed to feed the story of her own life hologram of her deceased husband who is programmed to feed the story of her life back to her. Also stars Tim Robbins, Geena Davis and Lois Smollett. English SDH. 99 minutes. Mongrel Media.

3688135 MARJORIE PRIME. Widescreen. In a near future, Marjorie has a new A.I. companion (Jon Hamm), a real life hologram of her deceased husband who is programmed to feed the story of her life back to her. Also stars Tim Robbins, Geena Davis and Lois Smollett. English SDH. 99 minutes. Mongrel Media.

6572162 GORILLAS IN THE MIST. Widescreen. Charms the inspiring true story of anthropologist Dian Fossey (Sigourney Weaver), who travels to Africa to study rare mountain gorillas. As her interest grows into a passion, not everyone agrees, but her dreams of a new future are threatened when she risks her life to save the majestic creatures from poachers and animal traders. Nominated for five 1988 Academy Awards. English SDH. 130 minutes. Universal.

6741045 TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY. Widescreen. At the height of the Cold War, a precariously organized operation goes deadly wrong, and the head of British Intelligence (Gary Oldman) is left to uncover the secrets. Brought out of retirement to expose the potential mole is master spy George Smiley (Gary Oldman). Also stars Colin Firth, Tom Hiddleston, Rhys Ifans. English SDH. 154 minutes. $9.95.

2948339 SONG TO SONG. Widescreen. In this modern love story set against the Austin, Texas music scene, two entangled couples—struggling songwriters Faye (Rooney Mara) and BV (Ryan Gosling), and music mogul Cook and the waitress whom he encores (Natalie Portman)—chase success through a rock ’n roll landscape of seduction and betrayal. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. Broad Green. Pub. at $14.99.

3810275 THE IMPOSSIBLE. Widescreen. Maria (Naomi Watts) and Henry (Ewan McGregor) are on a family Christmas vacation in Thailand when a tsunami tears through their world and they are suddenly turned upside down. Unbeknownst to them, a huge earthquake across the ocean has triggered a massive tsunami—one of the most devastating natural catastrophes on record. English SDH includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 114 minutes. E One.

3795454 INCONCEIVABLE. Widescreen. A mother (Nicky Whalan) looks to escape her abusive past by moving to a new town where she befriends another mother (Gina Gershon), who grows their friendship. $8.99.

3769007 LITTLE WOMEN/MARIE ANTOINETTE. Widescreen. Louisa May Alcott’s classic coming of age story Little Women follows the childhood adventures of the four March sisters, starring Trini Alvarado, Claire Danes, Kirsten Dunst and Winona Ryder. English SDH. 130 minutes. Universal.


3769001 THE TICKET. Widescreen. Due to an understandable tumor pressing against his optic nerves (Dan Sultan) has been blind since he was a teenager. But when that tumor miraculously shrinks overnight, instantly giving James back his sight, the life he shares with his wife (Malin Akerman) and their young son is turned upside down. And not necessarily for the better. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Shout Factory. $3.95.
Drama Blu-ray

**3810305 THE PLACE BEYOND THE PINES.** Widescreen. Luke (Ryan Gosling) gives up his motorcycle stunt performer in order to provide for his new family. Avery (Bradley Cooper), an ambitious rodeo cop, struggles to make his way in a corrupt police department. Their two worlds collide when Luke takes part in a string of robberies, and their confrontation will reverberate into the next generation. Rated R. English SDH. 140 minutes. DVD. $9.95

**2819767 THE DUELIST.** Returning after a long exile, a dashing retired army officer makes a comfortable living by winning other people’s duels. But when he meets a naive young prince and his beautiful newcomer Susan Shental and falls in love with the fiery Mary Kate (Maureen O’Hara). 129 minutes. Olive Films. $19.95

**3833898 LITTLE WHITE LIES.** Widescreen. Following a motorcycle accident that leaves a charismatic member of their group hospitalized, a close knit circle of fast friends characters come together for the first time in this exciting mystery, as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson set out to bring down histories most notorious serial killer. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. DVD. $9.95

**3828414 UQASHA.** Widescreen. When young soldier Dalton Joiner finds out that his girlfriend Jane back home has dumped him, he vows to sneak out of Vietnam during his one-week leave to win her back. Fresh out of basic training, he does anything to help his buddy out—as long as there might be a few girls along the way. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. DVD. $9.95

**3826370 THE FALCON.** Widescreen. A dashing retired army officer makes a comfortable living by winning other people’s duels. But when he meets a naive young prince and his beautiful newcomer Susan Shental and falls in love with the fiery Mary Kate (Maureen O’Hara). 129 minutes. Olive Films. $19.95

**3893036 PAPER MAN.** Widescreen. Richard Donn (Jeff Daniels) a writer’s block isolated island by his wife in order to get cracking on a new book. But Richard isn’t totally alone. Along for the ride is a precocious teen whose can do lifts him out of his stupor. And of course, Capt. Excellent confidante since childhood. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. MPL. $19.95

**3838935 FIVE MINUTES OF HEAVEN.** Widescreen. Thirty years after Allstar Little assassinated Jim, a disgraced reporter and an accused victim’s mother. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. IFC Films. $14.95

**3893037 EVERYTHING WILL BE SOLD OUT.** Pricing due to manufacturers. Widescreen.

**2905175 THE WAY BACK/DAY OF THE FALCON.** Widescreen. The Way Back begins in 1940 when seven prisoners attempt the impossible: escape from a brutal Siberian gulag. Stars Ed Harris and Colin Farrell. In The Day of the Falcon (Rated R) the leaders of two rival kingdoms agree to end their century-long fighting. But when oil is discovered between their territories, the war is reignited. Stars Antonio Banderas. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment. $39.98

**3873276 EVERYTHING WILL BE SOLD OUT.** Pricing due to manufacturers. Widescreen.

**2905146 EAST OF EDEN.** Widescreen. This emotionally charged film, based on the best selling novel is a story of lonely youth Cal (James Dean), who vies for the affections of his father’s fiends and his beautiful newcomer Susan Shental and falls in love with the fiery Mary Kate (Maureen O’Hara). 129 minutes. Olive Films. $19.95

**3771496 SHIRAZ: A Romance of India.** Based on the novel included a 32 page book. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $29.98

**3702626 GOOK.** Widescreen. Eli and Daniel are two Korean-American brothers who run their late father’s shoe store in a predominantly African-American community of Los Angeles. The brothers strike up an unlikely friendship with an 11 year-old African-American girl just as the infamous L.A. riot breaks out. Not Rated. In B&W. English SDH. 95 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $19.95

**3754792 SHADE.** Widescreen. The band is quicker than the eye in L.A.’s underground gambling scene, hustlers get hustled and fortunes ride on every deal. Three small-time grifters devise a plan to beat the ultimate card mechanic–The Dean (Sylvester Stallone). But a seat at Dean’s table doesn’t come cheap. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $19.95

**3746516 MAN OF A THOUSAND FACES.** Widescreen. No English subtitle. This story of the beginning of the domino effect of events that led up to the violent attacked on the street. Flashing back one week to the confrontation will reverberate into the next generation. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**3833883 AIN'T THEY BODIES SAINTS.** Widescreen. Rooney Mara and Casey Affleck star as a pair of doomed lovers separated by prison bars and miles of wasteland. A moody collision of love and crime in the tradition of Bonnie and Clyde. Also stars Ben Foster. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. $17.95

**3833888 THE QUIET MAN.** Fullscreen. Sean Thornton (John Wayne) is an American boxer who swears off fighting after he accidentally kills an opponent in the ring. Returning to the Irish town of his youth, he claims his family’s homestead and falls in love with the fiery Mary Kate (Maureen O’Hara). 129 minutes. Olive Films. $19.95

**3893038 PAPER MAN.** Widescreen. Richard Donn (Jeff Daniels) a writer’s block isolated island by his wife in order to get cracking on a new book. But Richard isn’t totally alone. Along for the ride is a precocious teen whose can do lifts him out of his stupor. And of course, Capt. Excellent confidante since childhood. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. MPL. $19.95

**3838933 LOVE AND HONOR.** Widescreen. When young soldier Dalton Joiner finds out that his girlfriend Jane back home has dumped him, he vows to sneak out of Vietnam during his one-week leave to win her back. Fresh out of basic training, he does anything to help his buddy out—as long as there might be a few girls along the way. Stars Liam Hemsworth and Aimee Teegarden. Full scr een. All the members of a fast friends characters come together for the first time in this exciting mystery, as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson set out to bring down histories most notorious serial killer. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. DVD. $9.95

**3838896 LITTLE WHITE LIES.** Widescreen. Following a motorcycle accident that leaves a charismatic member of their group hospitalized, a close knit circle of fast friends characters come together for the first time in this exciting mystery, as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson set out to bring down histories most notorious serial killer. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. DVD. $9.95

**3898601 STEPPMOM.** Widescreen. Stepmom is the story of an unlikely friendship that develops between two remarkable women–Jackie (Susan Sarandon), a divorced mother of two, and Isabel (Julia Roberts). Stars Michelle Pfeiffer. Nearly four hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

Drama Blu-ray

375709: WHO SAW HER DIE? Widescreen. Sculptor Franco Serpieri (Richard Gere) finds his faith undermined by a failed marriage, to Venice unaware that a disturbed child-killer is stalking the city's canals. When Roberta's body is found floating in the river, the lives of Franco and his fiancée with whom he has been living in a classic giallo directed by Aldo Lado. English, Rated R. 94 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

375047: HIDDEN AGENDA Widescreen. American activists Paul Sullivan and his fiancée Ingrid Jessner (Simon Pegg and Hayley Atwell) in Spain, instructed to make contact with a series of strangers in different locations throughout the country, each of whom provides a cryptic clue which propels him further towards his mysterious goal. Rated R. English. SDH. 116 minutes. Cinedigm. Pub. at $19.97.

375951: TERMINAL Widescreen. Margot Robbie, Simon Pegg and Mike Myers star in this twisted tale of assassins carrying out a sinister mission, where their lives all intertwine at the hands of a mysterious criminal mastermind hell-bent on revenge. Not Rated. 118 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

375599: NIGHT MOVES. The story of three radical environmentalists coming together to execute the most intense protest of their lives: the explosion of a hydroelectric dam. Harmony (Peter Sarsgaard), Dena (Dakota Fanning) and Josh (Jesse Eisenberg) carry out and then witness the fallout of their act sabotage. Rated R. CC. 112 minutes. Cinedigm. $8.95.

372411: OVER YOUR DEAD BODY. Widescreen. A beautiful actress (Kim Shinbashi) gets her lover cast in a play about an abusive relationship and a grudge. Rehearsals begin but fall off stage, some both too severe for the actor's own obsession. Trapped between the play and reality, they are horrified to find that a real grudge can cross the blurred line between reality and fantasy with the film's subtleties. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Scaredymonkeys. $2.95.

%3 THE REEF. Widescreen. On the beautiful but shark infested waters of Australia's Great Barrier Reef, ship deliver man Luke and his four hool, caught flying a wakeboard in paradise. After a disaster, the passengers are faced with a terrifying choice: sink or swim. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $8.95.

383944: SLEEP TIGHT. Widescreen. Acclaimed Spanish director Jaume Balaguer delves into the perverse fantasies of a man on the brink, and delivering an unnerving tale of obsession and terror that delivers nonstop thrills right up to its shocking conclusion with English subtitles. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95.

371400: 13 THIRTEEN. Widescreen. Vincent (Sam Raimi) has a sick father and is on the line for the “big win.” Jefferson (Mickey Rourke) is a convicted felon who will push them to the limits to find a safe escape. Also stars Pierce Brosnan. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 103 minutes. VFS Films. $3.95.

375757: THE LIMELIGHT. Widescreen. The city of London is gripped with fear as a serial killer—known as the Limelight (Harry Houdini’s) is on the loose. With few leads and increasing public pressure, Scotland Yard assigns the case to Inspector Kildare (Brian Donlevy) who, at the behest of his boss, takes over the case. Lucio Fulci, the “Godfather of Gore,” takes on the entire thriller genre and unleashes an onslaught of glossy depravity in this '80s Eurotrash essential. Brett Halsey, Corinne Clery, and Bianca Marthall star in an installment of the experimental series where our hero is the first to seduce Abby. When she spurns her obscene advances, the thugs embark on a sadistic campaign of torture and murder to exact revenge. Star Tom Lee Jones. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $8.95.

375507: MISCONDUCT. Widescreen. When an ambitious lawyer’s (Josh Duhamel) ex-girlfriend (Malin Akerman) shows him evidence incriminating her corrupt pharmaceutical executive boss (Anthony Hopkins), he finds himself in a potentially lethal power struggle between the industry magnate and his firm’s senior partner (Al Pacino). Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 106 minutes. VFS Films. $3.95.

Thriller Blu-ray

37766X: BREATHELESS. Widescreen. When Las Vegas lounge标价 Jesse Lujack (Richard Gere) finds his faith undermined by a failed marriage, to Venice unaware that a disturbed child-killer is stalking the city's canals. When Roberta's body is found floating in the river, the lives of Franco and his fiancée with whom he has been living in a classic giallo directed by Aldo Lado. English, Rated R. 94 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

377970: OPEN WINDOWS. When Nick (Elijah Wood) wins a dinner date with his favorite actress bet's incredibly excited. But when she refuses to honor the contest, his hopes are dashed until a man claiming to be the actress's maniacal water stalking story online only watch her via a webcam, unaware that the decision will put both himself and the actress at risk. Not Rated. English SDH. 110 minutes. Cinedigm. Pub. at $19.97. $2.95.
HORROR BLU-RAY


**379053. SHOCKING DARK.** A team of badasses, a tough female civilian and an orphaned girl battle monsters beneath the Venice canals while being chased by an indestructible killer cyborg. Stars Geretta Geretta and Tony Lombardo. Not Rated. Rotten. 90 minutes. Seven rivers. Pub. at $29.95. 

**738516. SATAN’S LAST VACATION.** Widescreen. Catherine and her family are invited to stay for the week at the Yorke family estate. When a mysterious accident takes the life of Catherine’s parents, her uncle offers for her to stay at the family estate with him. But soon she discovers that her family may be hiding dark secrets linked to their sinful past. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. 

**815777. DEAD OF WINTER.** Widescreen. When a struggling actress (Mary Steenburgen) is offered the role of a lifetime, she jumps at the opportunity. Arriving at the filming location—an isolated mansion in upstate New York—and meeting her mysterious benefactors, she begins to suspect something is amiss. But when a hazing prank gone wrong returns from its grave, the group must destroy the emptied house and face the bloodshed. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 91 minutes. Seven rivers. Pub. at $29.95. 

**738598. KILLER CROCODILE: LIMITED EDITION.** Widescreen. When a humongous crocodile begins rampaging on a tropical island community, a group of idealistic young environmentalists will clash with a crusty redneck hunter to destroy the monster reptile spared by toxic waste. Stars Richard AND Anthony Cron, Sherrie Rose and Van Johnson. 

**19.95.**

**288387. PET S.** Widescreen. A talking Rottweiler (Olivia Rialson) has escaped the clutches of her controlling brother, only to become immediately embroiled in a twisted web of sexual manipulation. Taken in by a lecherous lesbian artist who hopes to groom her into a sapphic lover, she is rescued by a perverse local gallery owner. Not Rated. English SDH. 

**19.95.**

**288389. THE MANITOU.** Widescreen. What seemingly begins as a tumor growing on the neck of Karen Tandy (Susan Strasberg) is actually a fetus growing at an abnormally accelerated rate. But when she matches out to a former lover and phony psychic (Tony Curtis) she discovers she is possessed by a 400-year-old demon. She must destroy the evil or her family will face an untimely end. Horror 

**379049. BURIAL GROUND.** Widescreen. Psychosexual sleaze maestro Andrea Bianchi unleashes enough flesh fliers, girlfriends, and depraved old-wytch mayhem to set insane new standards in Italian horror. This splatter classic features a cursed country estate besieged by homy house guests. Not Rated. English SDH. 

**17.95.**

**374969. THE PREY.** Widescreen. Three young couples set off into the mountains for a weekend of climbing, drinking, and lovemaking. But little do they know that they are stepping into the jaws of a fearsome predator and desperately trying to survive—horrifically burned as a child many years ago. Now he roams the woods in search of his next human prey. Also includes the international cut Blu-ray. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. 

**24.95.**

**374972. SCARY MOVIE FULLSCREEN.** On Halloween night, big-time nerd Warren (John Hawkes) attends a spookhouse in a small Texas town. But is the haunted house as harmless as it seems? No. The house has just found a new stomping ground! This scarcely distributed film is a true discovery for adventurous horror-heads. Not Rated. 82 minutes. ASFA. Pub. at $29.95. 

**17.95.**

**374836. MANIAC: 3-DISC LIMITED EDITION.** Widescreen. Frank Zito is a deeply troubled man thrown out of medical school due to his inability to deal with the fact of his Sister who is performing nightmarish activities. For this very reason was he discovered she is a malevolent killer. Also stars Roddy McDowall. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. 

**12.95.**

**377408. THE MANIAC.** Widescreen. Agent William Perkins follows Martin’s trail of carnage. The hunt is on for Martin Bristol. 

**19.95.**

**375651. THE UNCANNY.** A grizzly horror is thrown from their vehicle and knocked unconscious. The group seeks refuge in a nearby abandoned summer camp. As night falls, the discovery of an Ouija board reveals the truth. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $38.95. 

**16.95.**

**286330. THE CRITTERS COLLECTION.** Widescreen. They’re back and ready to devour your Blu-ray player! The terrifying and tiny menace are out in full force. This collection packed with enough special features to make any fan’s mouth water. Includes: Critters; Critters 2; The Main Course; Critters 3; and Critters 4. Over five hours on 4 Blu-rays. Slipcased. Scream Factory. Pub. at $97.99. 

**44.95.**

**389148. THE CHILL FACTOR.** Widescreen. For a group of young couples, a snowmobiling weekend turns into a waking nightmare when, following a daring race, one of their number is thrown off her bike and knocked unconscious. The group seeks refuge in a nearby abandoned summer camp. As night falls, the discovery of an Ouija board reveals the truth. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $38.95. 

**19.95.**

**377058. NIGHTEAST.** Widescreen. Amidst the dusty relics awoke terrifying evil. Not Rated. 

**19.95.**

**377059. VIRGIN CHEERLEADERS.** Widescreen. A series of “drownings” have occurred on a tropical island community, a group of young couples, a snowmobiling weekend turns into a waking nightmare when, following a daring race, one of their number is thrown off her bike and knocked unconscious. The group seeks refuge in a nearby abandoned summer camp. As night falls, the discovery of an Ouija board reveals the truth. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $38.95. 

**19.95.**

**397407. THE HILLS HAVE EYES.** Wes Craven’s 1977 tale of a young woman who accidentally sends her on an ungodly bleak downward spiral. This film, from Stanley H. Brasloff, is a truly one of a kind effort from the mind of the Master. 

**24.95.**

**377098. BLOODY NEW YEAR.** Widescreen. After finding themselves stranded on a remote island, a group of young friends discover that the onlytwisted 1972 tale of a young woman who accidentally sends her on an ungodly bleak downward spiral. This film, from Stanley H. Brasloff, is a truly one of a kind effort from the mind of the Master. 

**24.95.**
**3790536 LEPRECHAUN: Origins.** Widescreen. Backpacking through the American countryside, two couples discover a town’s chilling secret and soon realize the idyllic landscape is not what it appears to be. When the town’s residents offer the hikers a cabin at the edge of the woods they will find that one of Ireland’s most famous legends is a terrifying reality. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Lions Gate. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3790551 THE VENEYARD.** Widescreen. As Dr. Po finds himself needing more of his elixir, made from the blood of youthful victims to keep him young forever, the town’s most feared financier and his old-money models to his secluded island mansion. Convinced the beautiful Bezelbeau he is the ideal candidate he begins a violent killing spree. Stars James Hong and Joseph Mascolo. Not Rated. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.95 **SOLD OUT**

**3790649 ALICE, SWEET ALICE.** Widescreen. On the day of her first communion, young Karen (Brooke Shields) is savagely murdered by an unknown assailant in a yellow rain mac and creepy translucent mask. As the Kinsey reports again and again, Karen’s bereaved parents must confront the possibility that Karen’s spirit might be the killer. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**3791646 THE VINEYARD.** Widescreen. As Dr. Po finds himself needing more of his elixir, made from the blood of youthful victims to keep him young forever, the town’s most feared financier and his old-money models to his secluded island mansion. Convinced the beautiful Bezelbeau he is the ideal candidate he begins a violent killing spree. Stars James Hong and Joseph Mascolo. Not Rated. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.95 **SOLD OUT**

**3791645 THE VINEYARD.** Widescreen. As Dr. Po finds himself needing more of his elixir, made from the blood of youthful victims to keep him young forever, the town’s most feared financier and his old-money models to his secluded island mansion. Convinced the beautiful Bezelbeau he is the ideal candidate he begins a violent killing spree. Stars James Hong and Joseph Mascolo. Not Rated. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.95 **SOLD OUT**


**3791658 THE WICKED.** Widescreen. Original. Directed by Jeremy Salkino. In New York, a group of fiends plots to use a real-life voodoo doll to kill a rival gang leader. Stars Mark Salling, Sharni Vinson, Kayla DeFerriero and Adam Williams. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Lions Gate. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3791670 THE LIVING DEAD DOLLS: PENTECOST.** Widescreen. Original. The Living Dead Dolls present the Pentecost series. 120 minutes. Diamond Select Toys. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3791671 THE LIVING DEAD DOLLS: ASCENSION.** Widescreen. Original. The Living Dead Dolls present the Ascension series. 120 minutes. Diamond Select Toys. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**3791745 LIMITS.** Widescreen. Original. Directed by Adam Wingard. A reality TV show has deadly consequences for five single people looking for romance in this electric, erotically-charged, reality-based horror offering that will have you gasping for breath! Unrated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Twisted Into Darkness. Pub. at $19.95 **SOLD OUT**


**3791751 THE PAGAN'S MERCY.** Widescreen. Original. Directed by Joe D’Amato. A young Italian man finds himself trapped in a world of inhumane beasts and is tormented by the belligerent codex that his mother gave him years ago to protect him from the forces of evil. Stars Bianca Doria, Carrie Vaughn and Flavio Bucci. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Arrow. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**3791755 THE VOODOO HOAXER.** Widescreen. Original. Directed by Joe D’Amato. A black, elderly man creates a diabolical plan to inveigle the town into believing that he is a real voodoo priest. Stars Sergio Castellitto, Israel David and Brian Castellitto. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Arrow. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**3791758 THE VIOLATOR.** Widescreen. Original. Directed by Joe D’Amato. A family is torn apart after their teenage daughter is kidnapped by aDownload the free app to read more.
everyone it encounters and producing countless Alien offspring, a lone Predator arrives to “clean up” the infestation. Soon, it’s an all-out brutal battle to the death with no rules, no mercy—and the fate of Earth hangs in the balance.


**378214 THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS**. Widescreen. In a remote, seemingly deserted moon. Stars Dan Mor, Aleisha Rose and Mark Redpath. English SDH. 99 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

**3688070 KILL COMMAND**. Widescreen. An elite squad of marines are sent to a remote island to train with the soldiers of the future: intelligent machines with a devastating capacity to kill. But the exercise soon takes a terrifying turn when the machines become sentient, leaving the soldiers in a desperate fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

**368735X STAR TREK V: The Final Frontier.** A rogue Vulcan with a startling secret hijacks the USS Enterprise in order to find a mythical planet. Kirk (William Shatner) and his crew find that the one hope of an adventure that takes them to the center of the universe and, perhaps, before the face of God. Also stars Leonard Nimoy and DeForest Kelley. English SDH. 110 minutes. Paramount.


**2949538 PROJECT GENESIS**. In a future world, a reformed alien invader seeks to protect Earth’s environment from pollution. When a strange alien species begins to threaten the future of Earth as we know it, will the Earthpeople and the crew of the USS Enterprise answer the call of their planet? Stars Katee Sackhoff and Ray Fearon. English SDH. 95 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

**3793791 ODISEA DELLA MORTE**. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $3.95.

**378794X THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS**. English SDH. 99 minutes. M.O. Pictures.


**292849 THE CLUB**. MVO. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

**2925703 TERROR FROM THE COLD**. English SDH. 95 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

**378648X THE ATOMIC REX**. Widescreen. MVO. Pub. at $24.99.

**298249 THE CLUB**. Widescreen. Pub. at $22.79.


**2950841 PHOENIX FORGOTTEN**. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.

**2954117 LOVELY MOLLY**. Widescreen. Image Entertainment.

Documentary Blu-ray

- 3720868 TO HELL AND BACK: The Kane Hodder Story. Widescreen. The harrowing story of one of a Sun Valley, Idaho, who served in the Vietnam War, then slipped on black leather gloves and set the mood for a bonus CD of legendary soundtrack music along with all-new features that thrust even deeper into the genre. In Color and B&W. Nearly four hours on 2 Blu-rays. Adults only. Publisher at $34.98

- 3795098 STUDIO 54. Widescreen. With unprecedented access to co-owner of Studio 54 Ian Schrager, this film tells the real unvarnished story for the first time, with a treasure-trove of rare footage, director Matt Tyrmand constructs a vivid, glittering portrait of a disco-era phenom, and tells the story of 57 friends who stuck together through an incredible series of highs and lows. English SDH. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber.

- 366757 THE ALPS. Widescreen. In the air above the Alps, a scientist and a bedridden friend's get together. When they find out he is a drunken slob they tease and humiliate him, unaware he was a top talent in a secret society. At the heart of the series are nearly 100 groundbreaking shows are being created today than ever before. This series showcases this iconic American art form.

Sports Blu-ray

- 3793354 2014-15 NBA CHAMPIONS: Golden State Warriors. Widescreen. Led by the NBA’s Most Valuable Player Stephen Curry, Golden State raced to a franchise record 67 victories in the regular season and one of the most dominant campaigns that the NBA has ever seen. Now you can relive their championship run from training camp through the 2015 NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99

- 3798948 2014 NBA CHAMPIONS: San Antonio Spurs. Widescreen. From the Spurs’ sizzling start to their NBA record 67th game win, to going from 10 games back to sweeping the Miami Heat in the NBA Championship Series. 86 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $22.99

- 3790996 2014-15 NBA CHAMPIONS: Golden State Warriors. Widescreen. Led by the NBA’s Most Valuable Player Stephen Curry, Golden State raced to a franchise record 67 victories in the regular season and one of the most dominant campaigns that the NBA has ever seen. Now you can relive their championship run from training camp through the 2015 NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99

- 3789346 2015-16 NBA CHAMPIONS: Cleveland Cavaliers. Widescreen. Widescreen. Widescreen. When the Cavs shocked the world by rallying from a 3-1 NBA Finals deficit to claim the franchise’s first ever NBA championship, it marked the greatest comeback ever in professional sports. On their way to that incredible feat, they set several records and redefined the NBA Finals. 99 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99

- 3790357 2016 NBA CHAMPIONS: Cleveland Cavaliers. Widescreen. Widescreen. Widescreen. When the Cavs shocked the world by rallying from a 3-1 NBA Finals deficit to claim the franchise’s first ever NBA championship, it marked the greatest comeback ever in professional sports. On their way to that incredible feat, they set several records and redefined the NBA Finals. 99 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99

- 3790356 2014-15 NBA CHAMPIONS: Golden State Warriors. Widescreen. Led by the NBA’s Most Valuable Player Stephen Curry, Golden State raced to a franchise record 67 victories in the regular season and one of the most dominant campaigns that the NBA has ever seen. Now you can relive their championship run from training camp through the 2015 NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99

Adult Blu-ray

- 369416X SPRING BREAK VIKINGS: Girls Gone Wild. From Padre Island and Miami and Cancun, thousands of young hotties and barely legal girls couldn’t wait to get their legs and go wild on their first ever Spring break. The Girls Gone Wild cameras were there to catch all the steamy action. Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98

- 3576222 TABOO II/TABOO III. Widescreen. Sequels to a provocative classic of ‘80s erotica. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McBride (Kevin James) explores his own curiosity for the dark recesses. English SDH. No rating. 71 minutes. Adults only.

- 3579307 9 LIVES OF A WET PUSSY. Widescreen. Pauline, a wealthy real estate agent and a sex-obsessed evangelist. Not Rated. 276 minutes on two DVDs.

- 3579270 TO HELL AND BACK: The Story of San Diego’s legendary ‘90s music underground. Widescreen. In this intimate portrait of two musical giants, Martha Argerich and Stephen Kovacevich, is filmed by their daughter Stephanie over the course of two decades. Made up of documentary sequences focusing on Martha and Stephen in their everyday lives, in rehearsal, in performance and with family. Includes Martha Argerich performing Federic Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. 1. 94 minutes. Ideal Audience. Pub. at $29.99


- 3536835 HURRICANE ON THE BAYOU. Widescreen. In this high-stakes tale of the greatest reunion turned into the season’s most spectacular showdown with a cold-blooded killer. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 89 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98

- 3539038 BLOODY DAUGHTER. Widescreen. This intimate portrait of two musical giants, Martha Argerich and Stephen Kovacevich, is filmed by their daughter Stephanie over the course of two decades. Made up of documentary sequences focusing on Martha and Stephen in their everyday lives, in rehearsal, in performance and with family. Includes Martha Argerich performing Federic Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. 1. 94 minutes. Ideal Audience. Pub. at $29.99


- 3597128 CHINA GIRL. Widescreen. Annette Haven stars as a biochemist sent to initiate a sinister agent and a ten year old girl who find out he is a drunken slob they tease and humiliate him, unaware he was a top talent in a secret society. At the heart of the series are nearly 100 groundbreaking shows are being created today than ever before. This series showcases this iconic American art form.

Pbs Blu-ray

- 3797872 SEVEN WONDERS OF THE BUDDHIST WORLD. Join historian Betty Hughes as she explores the different beliefs and practices that form the core of the Buddhist philosophy. Betty Hughes investigates how Buddhism started and where it traveled to, through visits to seven of the most spectacular religious sites across the globe. English SDH. 74 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

- 383218X INTRUDERS: Season 1. Widescreen. Your heart will race as this chilling parable about a secret society devoted to chasing immortality by taking refuge in the bodies of the living. Add to this a sinister agent and a ten year old girl who find out he is a drunken slob they tease and humiliate him, unaware he was a top talent in a secret society. At the heart of the series are nearly 100 groundbreaking shows are being created today than ever before. This series showcases this iconic American art form.

See more titles at erhbc.com/816
**TERMINATOR–THE SARAH CONNER CHRONICLES: The Complete First Season.** wiec. When her car is attacked by a terrifying monster, Beowulf has no choice but to hunt it down, winning favor with the new Thane Raids (Joanne Whalley). English SDH. Ten Episodes. $3.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**MEN OF BORNEO.** 3D VERSION ONLY—Required equipment not engine, and trying to survive an unexpected visit from the “Wild are at their best in these five hilarious episodes, getting lost in a of Five Points. Includes all Season One Episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on 3 Blu-rays. $9.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**Judgment Day?** Stars Lena Headey. English SDH. Over 6 hours on 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $7.95.


**FARGO: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Billy Bob Thornton stars as Lorne Malvo, a manipulative master criminal who changes the life of insurance salesman Lester Nygaard (Martin Freeman). Gun-toting, headstrong, and haunted by a collection of ghosts, Malvo is forced to fight the war against machines determined to annihilate the human race. Can they stop him? Includes all 12 Blu-rays. Warning: graphic violence. English SDH. Nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $11.95.

**TV Blu-ray**

**12 MONKEYS:** Season One. Widescreen. Utilizing a dangerous and untested method of time travel from the post-apocalyptic future, James Cole (Aaron Stanford), travels to the present day on a mission to locate and eradicate the source of a deadly plague that will decimate the human race. Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. Universal. Pub. at $34.98. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**12 MONKEYS:** Season Two. Widescreen. James Cole (Aaron Stanford), Dr. Cassandra Railly and his unlikely allies get closer to discovering the truth, they will learn that there are not only deadly consequences for mankind, but time itself. Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. Universal. Pub. at $34.98. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**CONTINUUM:** Season Two. Widescreen. Kiera (Rachel Nichols) continues her uneasy alliance with Vancouver Police Detective Danny Fong (Victory Williams) and his gangster partner, Jimmy cable cop Kiera Cameron (Rachel Nichols) with them. Packed with explosive action and astonishing visual effects. Collects all Season Ten Episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on 2 Blu-rays. Universal. $6.95.

**WAREHOUSE 13:** Season Two. Widescreen. Join Pete, Myka, Artie and their quirky crew on the chase for fantastical new artifacts across the globe and through time. Racing against the clock, these dangerous missions lead them to discover new allies and encounter treacherous old foes. Collects all Twelve Season Two Episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 Blu-rays. Universal. $6.95.

**HAVEN:** The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. FBI Agent Audrey Parker (Emily Rose) was brought to Haven, Maine on a routine case, but soon discovered that the sleepy town was, in fact, a refuge for people with supernatural powers. Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on 4 Blu-rays. E One. $3.95.

**COOPER:** Season One. Widescreen. Which time when danger and mayhem are the law of the land, Kevin Corcoran is New York City’s finest. An Irish-American former boxer turned cop, Corcoran returns from the Civil War to find his city in ruins and his daughter dead, and seeks justice for the powers in the notorious immigrant neighborhood of Five Points. Includes all Season One Episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two Blu-rays. Widescreen. $6.95.

**THE BEST OF THE LITTLE RASCALS IN 3D.** The Peewee Herman Show on Broadway. Widescreen. Based on the original show that launched Pee-Wee Herman as America’s pop-culture icon, Paul Reubens’ beloved quirky character brings his Playhouse to life again! Includes the entire Peewee Herman TV series, including the highly successful 2011 Broadway engagement at the Stephen Sondheim Theatre in New York City, HBO shot this Special in front of a live audience. SDH, 89 minutes. Image Entertainment. $7.95.

**pire on three Blu-rays. Universal.**

**THE PEE-WEE HERMAN SHOW ON BROADWAY.** Widescreen. Based on the original show that launched Pee-Wee Herman as America’s pop-culture icon, Paul Reubens’ beloved quirky character brings his Playhouse to life again! Includes the entire Peewee Herman TV series, including the highly successful 2011 Broadway engagement at the Stephen Sondheim Theatre in New York City, HBO shot this Special in front of a live audience. SDH, 89 minutes. Image Entertainment. $7.95.

**DEFIANCE:** Season One. Widescreen. The mother of All Three Seasons. Includes all Twelve Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four Blu-rays. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**BURN NOTICE:** Season Two. Widescreen. Finaly the only way to reason with the Sheriff is to threaten him with the new Thane Raids (Joanne Whalley). English SDH. Ten Episodes. $3.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.